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It's time for a RedfIeld Pistol Scope.
s. That's the best word to

cribe the tremendous kick of a
pistol, especially magnums. And
that's exactly why Redfield makes
scopes specially designed for use with
today's high powered handguns.
Some manufacturers simply offer
rifle-type scopes with extended eye
relief. But at Redfield, we know that's
not good enough.

Our pistol scopes, in I 1/2X,
2 1/2X and 4X, are designed and man
ufactured to withstand the recoil of
any caliber handgun you choose to

t underneath. How do we do it?
F the internal lens assembly is

in a sturdy non-rotating ball
tually threaded into the

e other manufac-

turers glue in their assembly). This
makes the assembly an integral part
of the scope tube and beefs it up
where the stress is greatest. Second,
we utilized our fam6us rotary dovetail
mounting system to develop our
"Double Dov~tail" mount for pistols.
Rings are machined to precise toler
ances to provide uniform pressure
around the scope tube and positive
gripping to retain accuracy. In most
mounts, special recoil shoulders
are incorporated for even greater
strength. In short, these modifica
tions assure that Redfield Pistol
Scopes will hold up on calibers that
tear other scopes apart.

A durable pistol scope is just one
example of the kind of innovations

Redfield has pioneered to help all
kinds of shooters since 1909. You can
always depend on Redfield quality
and precision. You'll get the finest
materials available, clear and brilliant
optics, and the highest attention to
detail. Redfield standards dictate that
every scope undergoes over 400
checks before it gets to you.

When you want the finest-quality
precision-made scope on the market,
you need a Redfield. For our complete
catalog, send 50¢ to: Redfield
Company, Dept. 221 , 5800 E. Jewell
Ave., Denver, Colorado 80224.
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INDUSTIlY INSIDEIl
JEROME RAKUSAN

HANDGUNNEIl SCOOP

ALL ABOUT THE LATEST ON THE NEW
ARMY PISTOL AND A BREAKTHROUGH
IN .38 SPECIAL AMMO "

feel, rather, that it's the natural attrition of
X number of old, worn-out guns being
scrapped or cannibalized for parts during
the ten or so years since the last count. The
government hasn't brought new .45s for
issue since the end of WWII.

There are supposedly some 25 different
models of handguns currently in use by
American fighting men. That includes nu
merous variations of Colt and Smith &
Wesson .38s, four-inch and two-inch, fixed
sight and adjustable; S&W Model 39 and
59 automatics (mostly in the hands of
special Navy teams like the SEALS), a
quantity of Ruger .38 service revolvers,
and an assortment of others. It is generally

SUPER SCOOP ••. The drawing
shows a brand new .25 auto
pistol that will be oHered by Slie
Distributors. Ho-hum, you say?
Not if you look at the manufac
turer's name and see that the gun
is being made by L.W. Seecamp,
famous for their D.A. conver
sions. This liHle D.A. pocket pistol
is stainless and, from those who
have shot it, smooooth as silk.
Price, about $150.

Don't think for a minute that
with a full manufacturing facility, Seecamp will stop at this .25. Bigger
and beHer things are in the oHing.

A nother setback in the armed services
~ tests of new 9mm Parabellum service
pistols to replace the venerable Colt .45
automatic ... the test group was to 'an
nounce the three semi-finalists by Febru
ary, but rekindled interest among the di
verse branches of the military has delayed
the deadline until all the brass hats have
sagely nodded approval. Best guesses now
are for Mayor June announcement of the
semi-finalist Nines.

It's a shame they're boondoggling this
long, because in line with the pistol tests
have come some startling inventories. No
body had counted how many service
pistols were in the various armories since

the early Vietnam years, but now it comes believed that when the new US 9mm
to light that there's a lot fewer .45s left in service pistol finally is phased in, it will first
inventory than anyone had thought. replace the .38 revolvers, displacing the .45

The figure we keep heating is "less than automatics only when the complete transi
200,000 pistols in stock," but we can't tion is finalized. Thus, ironically, some
confirm if that's for all the services, or just virtually new Ruger .38s may be getting
the Army. That's 40,000 fewer pistols than dumped while decrepit .45s of WWII vin
there were supposed to have been. The tage will still be in use, for aperiod of time.
Army is short by 24,000 the number of .45s No one is sure how the Government will
it requires to issue to soldiers who nor- dispose ofthe "obsolete" service handguns
mally wear it as standard equipment, not once the new 9mm has been completely
counting soldiers and officers (such as heli- institutionalized. In any case, the inven
copter crews) who would normally carry a tory problems do raise the question ofjust
.38 revolver instead. how much military hardware really has

Though we hear a lot about pilfered been pilfered, and we'll soon be doing a
military weapons, our sources doubt that story on the subject. Personally, we think a
this is the cause of the discrepancy. They lot of that inventory discrepancy can be
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explained by attrition of old guns, plus the
vast arsenal left behind when Vietnam was
abandoned.

We'll soon be doing a thorough techni
cal analysis of the new .38 Special Norma
Mag ammo, which according to the man
ufacturer, turns a .38 into a mini magnum
with no increase in pressure. The same
17,000 copper units of pressure that the
standard IS8-grain lead service round puts
out is claimed for this hot number, which is
said to clock 1225 feet per second with 367
foot pounds of energy out of a four inch,
and 1542 fps/S80 ft. lbs. out of a six.
Curiously, Norma's initial information
does not list the weight of the bullet, nor
any performance specs from a two inch.
The latter are of particular interest, since
from the advertising, this sounds like the
ultimate load for two inch Airweight guns,
for which the makers say hot + P ammo is
verboten. Norma says the secret of their
high velocity/low pressure combination is
a new progressively-burning gunpOWder, a
concept which lends itself to long-tubed
guns rather than snubbies.

Owners of S&W Model 39s have noted
for years that these guns don't always feed
100% with hollowpoints. Those shopping

for a good expanding-bullet load for these
pistols might be interested to know that
Illinois State Police recently adopted
Winchester's llS-grain Silvertip, after tests
in which the round demonstrated flawless
functioning and dramatic expansion and
energy dump. This aluminum-jacketed
hollowpoint has been so warmly received
in 9mm Parabellum and .45 ACP that
W-W is introducing it in .38 Special, too.
Incidentally, those same ISP tests also
indicated perfect functioning and accept
able shock power in both Federal and
Remington llS-grain JHP 9mm's, with
Winchester getting the nod because they
were low bidder.

By the way, the recent report in another
gun magazine that ISP is dumping therr
Model 39s for revolvers is untrue. The
department intends to keep the gun for
some time, and has just taken delivery of
some 80 new ones for current recruit
classes. They also tell us that despite all the
ballyhoo about S&W's "second
generation" of 9mm autos, they've been
advised by company reps that it'll be at
least another year before the new guns are
available. Illinois State Police generally
gets the straight stuff on such questions,
since they're the outfit that popularized the
Smith Nine in U.S. law enforcement, and
it was their ordnance people who virtually
redesigned the original M139 into its
present 39-2 configuration with improved
extractor, bushing, feed ......
ramp, etc. ~
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MODEL #12
"ANKLE HOLSTER"
A very comfortable ankle
holster. Soft, deep-pile genuine
shearling sheeps wool on inside
of leg strap, adjustable with
Velcro tape. Holds gun and
holster snugly against your
ankle. Holster is form-fitted to
your gun, with thumb-snap
strap. Ideal for use when a coat '
or jacket is impractical, such as
warm weather. For small autos,
revolvers.

MODEL #5BH & 5BHL
"THUMBSNAP"
Belt loop design is twice as wide
for added stability. Gun rides
higher to reduce bulk. Thumb
snap strap secures gun and
allows a fast draw. Hand fitted
to your gun, and asight channel
to protect front sights is boned in
by hand. Rear sight guard. Premium
saddle leather is hand-rubbed.
For 2"-83/8' revolvers.

MODEl #M66 PATENTED
"AMBIDEXTROUS
MILITARY HOLSTER"
Atruly unique holster,
designed especially for
military applications. Flap covers
gun butt: can be unsnapped from
either side, swiveled out of the
way or removed completely.
Wear holster right or left handed,
side draw or cross draw. Belt loop
design allows use on narrow or
wide belts. Black only.

MODEL #4
"ASKINfAVENGER"
Named alter legendary
pistolero Col. Charles As I
This holster rides high and hugs
the body. The fit has been hand
molded for your gun.
Stabilizing slot through holster
pulls gun butt against body.
Molded sight channel protects
front sights. Hand-rubbed
leather and fine stitching create
a long-lasting holster for large
autos.

#8 &8L "SHADOW"
REVOLVERS
Avery high-riding concealment
holster. Widely-spaced slots;
provide stability on belt; allow
high ride; and pull gun close to
body. Thumb-snap design
holds gun securely with clean,
fast draw. Molded to fit your
gun and precurved to match
body contours. Fine leather
and hand-rubbed finish, with
silicone suede lining available
for 2"-4" revolvers.

MOOEL#IO& IOL
"OUTOOORSMAN"

A belt holster well suited to
general field use. High ride

allows seating with long
barrels. Holster is molded to fit
your gun. Special flap protects

adjustable rear sights. Avail
able silicone suede lining

protects fine gun finishes. Lock
stitched with durable linen

thread.

MODEL 1/3
"PISTOL flOCKET"

A first-quality inside-the-
waistband holster. For the

first time, all the features of
standard holsters in a waist
band design. Features hand
molded leather, thumb-break
strap, sight guards and more.

,vorn just behind right hip, it is com
fortable and very concealable. Can

be worn under loose shirts and
short jackets. Snaps on and off belt.

For autos and revolvers.

MODEL #BB "HEVY DUTY BELT"
Top quality leather belt, 1'14' wide with creased
edge and fine grained finish. An ideal maximum
width for supporting the weight of a holstered
gun and other accessories. Also ideal as adress
belt. Solid brass buckle, available in chrome
finish (standard on black belts) or natural brass
(standard on tan belts). Available in sizes 32" to
46". Plain or basket, tan and black.

MOOEL #X·15
SHOULDER HOLSTER
Acom pact shou Ider h'olster
designed for concealment
and comfort. Butt is readily
accessible hugs body.
Leather and elastic harness
is adjustable. Spring in
holster holds gun allows
fast draw. For 2"-8'1a"
revolvers, autos.
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·LYMAN HASN'T FORGOTTEN
WHY YOU STARTED RELOADING

IN THE FIRST PLACE.

There's plenty of room to work with the
Lyman O-Mag - even with an 8mm
Remington magnum! And our magnum
grip won't give you the slip when you
need it most.

That's why Lyman gives you
more for your shooting dollar.

Forabout$85,ourcompeti
tion will sell you their green,
top-of-the-line O-press. Period.

For that same 85 bucks, we'll
sell you our orange, top-of-the
line O-Mag. Plus a detachable
shell holder and a complete set
of standard AA dies worth more
than $26.

Now, isn't value like that the
reason you got into reloading in
the first place?

See, at Lyman, we haven't
grown so big that we've forgot
ten the real needs of our cus
tomers. So our O-Mag Press
is not only a better value. It
comes with design features our
competition just doesn't offer.

Like a 41/2 inch press opening
that allows plenty of room for
loading standard and even
magnum-length cartridges. It's
nearly an inch larger than our
competitor's.

A mounting base with three
holes instead of two, for greater
leverage and stability.

A flat work surface above and
behind the die station for mount
ing racks and accessories.

And a magnum-length grip
that doesn't get slippery like the
typical bicycle style grip.

OURS. THEIRS. Our Multi-Deluxe Die Set.
More Lyman innovation
and value.

Ifyou're ready to move up
from our standardpistol die sets,
Lyman's Multi-Deluxe offers
even more reloading value.

This premium tungsten
carbide die set comes with up to
three extra seating screws, so
you can reload all the popular
bullet designs in your chosen
cartridge. And because our seat
ing screws screw out the top of
the die, instead of the bottom,
you can change bullet designs in
a matter of seconds.

Best of all, the Special!
Magnum advantage of the
Multi-Deluxe allows you to re
load the .38 Special and the .357

Magnum (or the .44 Special!
Magnum) with the same

die set. You'd have to buy up
to six of our competitor's die
sets to accomplish the same

thing.
We've even built our split-lock

ring out of steel, instead of
aluminum.

So, tell your dealer you want
to compare the Lyman Multi
Deluxe and the Lyman O-Mag to
any other equipment he offers.
You'll see why Lyman is making
the competition green with envy.
And why Lyman offers more for
your shooting dollar.

When it comes to reloading,
you gotta look at Lyman!

Lyman Products Corporation
Dept. AH-707
Route 147
Middlefield, CT 06455
Write for a free catalogue.



EVAN P. MARSHALL

This frontal shot into clay blocks
graphically portray Exammo ex
plosive eHects.

LOAD BARREL VELOCITY
LENGTH

.380 Auto 3V2" 1I02fps
.38 Spec 4"- I239fps

9MM 4" 1316fps
)57 Mag 4" I364fps
044 Mag 7V2" I478fps
AS ACP 51/ 1046fps

these loads could take the worry out of
using deadly force. However, in most cir
cumstances the big bore exploding bullet
loads would probably create more prob
lems than they'd solve.

I tested the Exammo loads by firing into
extremely soft oil base day blocks. In spite
of the slight resistance offered by these
blocks, the Exammo loads exploded every
time_ I checked velocity on my Oehler
chronograph with skyscreens. The results
are listed below:

handgun load will offer one shot stopping
power 100% of the time. I was recently
involved in a situation where a cop killer
took five rounds of .44 Magnum hollow
point before collapsing!

Certainly the Exammo big bore loads
would be a consideration-for those whose
particular situation created extreme con
cerns over penetration and ricochet dan
gers. For a court baliff or airport security
officer who relies on the big bore weapon,

T his was originally to be a three-way
comparison between the Velet, Ex

ploder and Exammo exploding ammuni
tion. Unfortunately, it didn't work out as
planned. The original samples of Velet
that were sent to me didn't perform as
advertised. Additional samples were
promised by the manufacturer, but were
never shipped. The makers of Exploder
ammo were unwilling to provide samples
for testing. Since neither of these two loads
are available locally, I wasn't able to buy
samples for evaluation.

The idea of exploding handgun
ammunition, of course, isn't new.
Handloaders have been making up such
loads for years. Georg Enterprises
founded by the late AI Georg currently
offer a rig to make exploding bullets for
the .44 Magnum. Commercially loaded
exploding ammo, however, is a new
development.

Exammo ammo is marketed by Preci
sion Products, North 311 Walnut Road,
Spokane, Washington 99206. They offer
loads in the followqing calibers; .380 Auto,
9MM, .38 Special, .357 Magnum, .44 Mag
num, and .45 Auto. They come in a foam
packed 10 cartridge box.

The manufacturer makes some pretty
strong claims for its product. I'm not really
sure I agree with all of them, but my testing
does substantiate their claims regarding
penetration and richochet. It's extremely
doubtful that even the .44 Magnum
Exammo load would produce thru and
thru penetration on a human target.
Ricochet danger with this load is ex
tremely small. When these loads impact on
a hard surface, they simply blow up. None
of the particles resulting from the impact
are large enough to cause any serious
wounds.

While my testing substantiated the man
ufacturers claim regarding penetration
and ricochet, I'm not sure I completely
accept their arguments concerning the
stopping power of these new loads. While
these loads breathe new life into inade- All these loads produced more than
quate calibers like the .380 and .38 Special, adequate combat accuracy. If you depend
I have some serious doubts about their on a small bore weapon for personal sur
necessity in the larger calibers. The big vival, you should seriously consider these
bore handgun rounds (.41 Mag, .44 Spe- new loads from Exammo. They sub
cial, .44 Mag, .45 ACp, and .45 Long Colt) stantially increase the stopping power
have proven to be capable of providing of inadequate calibers, and reduce
one shot stopping power 95% of the time. overpenetration and ricochet ~
In spite of claims to the contrary, no problems. ~
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AMMO SCENE

JUST HOW GOOD IS EXAMMO'S
EXPLODING AMMO AND DOES IT
SERVE A PURPOSE?

Name _

Federal Cartridge,
Minneapolis, MN 55402, Dept. AH6
Gentlemen: Please send me:
o Your 1980 Law Enforcement Catalog
Q Your 1980 Sporting Ammo Catalog

10

SEND FOR FREE
LAW ENFORCEMENT CATALOG

Address ~ _

City State__Zip _

Agency _

Title _

-Federal'
•357 Magnums-
Federal's husky .357 Magnums
give you top accuracy, reliability
and overall service perform
ance. Like our "3578" above
.357 Magnum with a 125 grain
jacketed hollow point bullet,
which gives a muzzle velocity
of 1450 f.p.s. in a 4" barrel.
We've got four other .357
Magnum cartridges plus a
broad range of additional
revolver and pistol ammunition,
all made with famous Federal
precision. Write today for a
copy of our 1980 Law
Enforcement Catalog.

FEDERAl:
CARTRIDGE

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402

----------------------------



1HE 1980 ANNUAL
BOOK OF RIFLES
Guh$Annual BOOH OF -_...~ @>

RIFLES -'"

The most up-to-date illustrated
guide available of all U.S. and im
ported rifles. If it's classified as a
rifle, it's here.• Descriptions and
Specifications.• How much they
cost. • Who makes them.• What's new.• What's
military.

Feature articles on all the accessories rifle
owners look for • Replacement and Custom
Stocks.• Telescopic Sights and Mounts.• Slings

and Swivels. • Carrying Cases. •
Types of Ammunition.• Custom
Rifle Makers and Parts. • Black
Powder Equipment.• Reloading
Equipment.

Now you can reserve your hot-off-the-press
copy of the book that every rifle owner should
have in his library.
Mail to: RIFLE ANNUAL Dept. G103 • 591 Camino.
de la Reina, Suite 200 • San Diego, CA 92108

r--------------------------------------~---------,RESERVE YOUR COPY EARLY .
Save yourself a trip to the newsstand.
Please send me my first-off-the-press copy of the 1980
A NUAL BOOK OF RIFLES

o Enclosed $3.95 for each copy (please enclose check or M.O"print clearly)
o I prefer to use my credit card. Please charge my 0 BA/Visa 0 Mastercard for copies at $3.95 each.

Card No. initial _

Name _

Address _

City State Zip _

Mail to: RIFLE ANNUAL Dept. G103
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108 . .L J



BAG TWOIDBIIBOOKS WITH ONE SHOT...ANYWHERE!
Buy OBI Books Locally-or Order by Mail!

#CW5046

Sg95

CARTRIDGES
OF THE WORLD
4th Edition
By Frank C. Barnes
In the past 15 years, this book has be
come the standard general-purpose
reference work on cartridges worldwide,
for which scientists, technicians and
laymen alike reach first for answers to
cartridge questions. It's a basic book,
setting down the dimensions, perfor
mance parameters and physical char
acteristics for over 1,000 different car
tridges, all in a single, well-organized
volume. With Barnes' commentaries on
each cartridge listed, it is more than a
catalog. It's and encyclopedic reference
work, now completely up-to-date with
this new edition. 384 8W'x 11" pages.#PS9546

By Jack Mitchell

Mitchell attacks the largest, yet least
understood segment of this most pop
ular of gun hobbies with a detailed ex
planation of the handgun actions, and
in-depth discussions of all the major
functions of a pistolsmith from smooth
ing, tuning and timing, joining, metal
tempering, and rebarrelling to trouble
shooting, accurizing, installing and
altering sights and making replacement
parts. Includes projects for building
your own 45 automatic and rebuilding a
junker pistol. Extensive catalog of gun
smithing tools plus a directory of gun
smith suppliers. 288 8W'x 11" pages.

ByJ. B. Wood

PART III

S895
#RR8636

Gun Digest Book Of
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY
PART III: RIMFIRE RIFLES
PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES

Originally scheduled for four parts, this without having developed a basic me-
unique and highly regarded series has chanical aptitude. With that note of
now been expanded to five with the final advice, Wood continues to describe the
volume on shotguns to be published in complete disassembly procedure,
the fall. In Parts I and II, the author broke down to the last spring and screw. Ac-
down automatic pistols and revolvers. companying the text are hundreds of
Here he dismantles and reassembles close-up photographs showing the
rimfire and centerfire rifles with the same most intricate detail. Equally important,
expertise and detail. He covers most Wood shows the reader how to put the
modern guns, includes a broad selec- rifles back together again in working
tion of the older, more popular guns and order. All told, this series gives the most.
adds some not-so-popular, tricky ones. comprehensive, uniform and profes-
Disassembly takes the reader step-by- sional presentation available to either
step to the "field strip" level, cautioning hobbyist or gunsmith. Each book con-
the reader about proceeding further tains 288 8W'x 11 " pages.

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

PART IV

·S895
#CR8646

#LU5236

This handy book updates all the bullets,
primers and powders introduced since
the pUblication of HANDLOADER'S
DIGEST, 8th edition, in 1978. Included
are a round-up piece on new bullets,
another on n~w primers and powders,
plus definitive reports by shooters on
the various types of bullets. A useful
section on the recommended loads
from all major manufacturers of bullets
introduced since fall of 1977 is followed
by a components catalog which in
cludes.ill! bullets, primers and powders
from all the manufacturers with current
suggested retail prices. 128 8%"x 11"
pages. •#BU25H3

LAW ENFORCEMENT ~\t~\
HANDGUN DIGEST ~'
3rd Edition By Jack Lewis t,•••
This all-new edition of a bestseller covers l
such subjects as the philosophy for a fire l
fight, weapons training, combat shoot-~ ~

ing and qualificaiion courses. Includes i
all that's new in law enforcement hand- ~
guns, for both on-duty and off-duty, plus ~

shotguns, special weapons, ammo, !:
leather and body armor. Pays a visit to i
Smith & Wesson's Police Instructors ~

Academy; tells you what's SWAT and
how this crack department functions. ~
Topped off with a completely up-ta-date ...
catalog of all available handguns, this
comprehensive guide to arms, equip
ment, services and shooting tech
niques is an indispensable addition to
every peace officer's bookshelf. 288
8W'x 11" pages.

12 USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~
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Book H

Book H

$----

$

Book H

Book H

TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!

Buy one of these OBI books anywhere and get
another OBI book FREE! Now you can own
any of the books shown in this ad FREE!
(a) Buy any book(s~ in this ad at retail price.
(b) For each book you buy, you may select a

second book from this ad of the same price
or less FREE!

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book
you order to help us cover postage, insur
ance, packing and handling.

(d) If you buy OBI books from your local
dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show
ing which books in this ad you bought and
where. Same FREE book offer applies,
including $2.00 postage, insurance and
handling fees for each FREE book.
ABC

I'm Buying Retail Send These
These Price FREE!

$

Book i Book i
Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.

Column 'B' Total

PISTOL AND REVOLVER
DIGEST 2nd Edition
Edited by Dean A. Grennell

and Jack Lewis
All-new 2nd edition covers
reloading, maintenance and
repairs, silhouette shooting,
handgunning for big game,
new developments in ammo,
leather, grips. 288 8%' x II'
pages.
#PR5926 $7.95

HANDLOADING
FOR HANDGUNNERS

By George C. Nonte, Jr.
Covers selection of bullets,
powder, primers. How-to
articles on casting and pre
paring bullets; swaging; cor
recting mi~fires and more.
Ballistics and loading data
tables. 288 8%" x II" pages.
#HH8416 $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
METALLIC SILHOUETTE
SHOOTING By Elgin Gates
Comprehensive coverage is
given to the rifles, handguns,
scopes and ammo currently
being developed for this ex
citing, fast growing sport.
Plus history, rules and meets.
256 8Y2' x 11' pages.
#MS8516 $6.95

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST 2nd Edition

By R. A. Steindler
All new articles span com
plete wha.t, how-to and why
info. Projects for the begin
ner as well as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a di
rectory of the trade. 288 8Y2"
x II' pages.
#HM5156 $7.95

1980 GUNS ILLUSTRATED
12th Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Top writers cover topics from
silhouette shooting to air guns
and shotgun patterning. In
depth test reports. Catalogs
all guns sold in U.S. with
current prices. 288 8W' x
11" pages.

#GI8006 $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
GUN ACCESSORIES
Edited by Joseph Schroeder
The first single source ref
erence on gun items and ser
vices ever assembled. Tools,
rare parts, ammo, much more.
All fully pictured and de
sc6bed. Sources for every
item. 288 8W'x 11" pages.
#GN8716 $8.95

Gun Digest Book of
MODERN GUN VALUES
2nd Edition By Jack Lewis

Brand new edition of the
most comprehensive, up-to
date book on the subject.
Major revision of handgun
section. Latest prices. Don't
buy, sell or trade without it!
288 8%' x 11' pages.
#MV5826 $7.95

THE COMPLETE
BLACK POWDER
HANDBOOK

By Sam Fadala
Everything from proper lubes
and nfling twist to do-it-your
self accessories. Plus surefire
loading methods, ballistics,
safety, successful shooting
tips. 320 8-W' x 11" pages.

#BL8326 $8.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition

Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current devel
opments in science of reload
ing. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Fea
tures for marksmen, experi
menters. Big catalog section.
288 8Y2" x 11" pages.
#HA2086 $7.95

34th Edition

Edited by
Ken Warner

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS 2nd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Be sure of getting all working
parts back into your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms.
Includes parts lists and draw
ings. 2.88 8Y2' x 11' pages.
#EX9326 $7.95

1980
GUN
DIGEST

Buy One IDBtl Book, Get One Free!
At Your Dealer Or From This Ad!

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
Features special full-color 175-page catalog section HANDGUN By J. B. Wood
30th anniversary tribute to with specs and current prices 87 pistols and revolvers are
Sturm, Ruger. Informative on all U.S. and foreign fire- studied with descriptions and
articles by Amber, Swiggett, arms sold in this country illustrations of common
Warner, Grennell, Sterett, today. Must reading for all problem areas. Offers do-it-
Bell, Serven and many other firearms enthusiasts. yourself solutions, when and
outstanding firearms experts. 464 8W'x 11" pages. where to go for help. 192
Included are all regular de- $9 95 8%' x 11' pages.
partments plus our famous #GDI006...... f\ #TH5146 $5.95

Gun Digest Book Of ~~~ TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/ DISASSEMBLY ~~. . RIFLE AND SHOTGUN

- By J. B. Wood
By J. B. Wood tools, parts, special items. • How to correct minor prob-

From field stripping to total Important reference works lems frequently encountered
disassembly, step-by-step, for enthusiasts and profes- in 87 popular shoulder arms.
plus reassembly instructions. sional gunsmith. Each volume When to turn to a gunsmith
Close-up.photos clarify pro- 320 8W'x 11" pages. Order or return it to the factory.
cedures. Sources included for individually. Heavily illustrated. 192 8Y2'
Part I: Automatic Pistols Part II: Revolvers x 11' pages.
#FP8616 $8.95 #FR8626 $8.95 #TR5136 $5.95

--.....;;.,;;..;..;..;;..;.....;...---=..:..;:..=....--r".....;;..;;.;..;..;.;;~..:~--~..;;;..;..;;..;;;.------~r-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.,

~~~
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PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $ _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _
OR

Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for OBI book(~) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'C'
above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
for each book. .
TOTAL ENCLOSED $, _

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
FAST DELIVERY

DBI BOOKS, INC. .
,Dept. J-227, One Northfield Plaza
INorthfield, IL 60093
I: Name _

: Address _

: City State Zip _
I U.S. & Canada only...2 for 1 offer expires in 60 daysl
I I'-- -&- L. .J



order to force the hammer forward to the
head of the firing pin. We tried smacking
the hammer smartly with steel in order to
force it and are satisfied that the shearing
impetus necessary for an accidental dis
charge is quite considerable-a good bit
greater may be encountered in careless
use. This safety-pin is blocked by a steel
shoulder which is displaced by trigger
take-up.

One wonders why full-cock is used at all,
since the very double nature of all.double
action ignition systems poses a serious
control problem, for the novice if not for
the master. Perhaps the manufacturers feel
(sensibly enough) that they are offering an
action that can appeal both to those who
know about gunhandling and those who
don't. The drawback to this is complexity.
However, much as we may value sim
plicity as an abstract desideratum in gun
design we must admit that some very
complicated mechanisms have proven em
inently reliable over the years. Only time
will tell us about this one.

Possibly somewhat more interesting
than the curious trigger mechanism of the

faster than normal, yet remember that
.Browning calls the P-35 a "Hi Power"
when its power is no higher than that of
any other nine. Belgians are just naturally
euphemistic, it would seem.

The weapon is essentially the familiar
and distinguished P-35, but sporting an
entirely novel trigger mechanism-double
action but not trigger-cocking. It may be
fired from full-cock or from half-cock, but
in the latter case it just slips off without any
noticeable retardation.

Why?
Well, some people in positions of au

thority just blanch at the thought of a
pistol worn in Condition One. ("Hey, man,
do you know your piece is cocked, man !")
With Browning's new "Fast Action," after
charging the chamber the hammer may
simply be pushed forward to half-cock
with the thumb, so that it may be worn
hammer-down and fired by a short, light
trigger press without any operation of the
safety. This press is incomparably more
controllable than that of any double
action pistol which must be fully cocked
before firing. The half-cock release is still
not as good as the full-cock release, so the
feel of the change-over between the first
and second shots remains troublesome,
though not so much as with conventional
double-action autos.

When the hammer is pushed forward to
half-cock the piece cannot be fired by
dropping it, since the transverse pin at
hammer base (visible in the photo of the
hammer at full-cock) must be sheared in

BILUCIY.
Be sure to watch for the next issue of The
American Handgunner for the announcement of
the first of our regular Handgun Giveaway
contests. Regular? Yes, in every issue, but not
regular guns. Each gun offered will be
something sp.ecial; many of them one-of-a-kind
custom jobs by famous pistolsmiths. Don't
miss the Sept./Oct. Issue, on sale August 1.
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Top: Here is how it looks at full
cock and below at half cock. Note here the safety pin at base

of hammer. Note also the clean
design of the Southside thumb
safety lever.

"Fast Action" is its nicely designed two
sided thumb safety-the first we have seen
on a production gu~. While the need for
this feature is not evident on a privately
owned firearm (you are not going to win
any leatherslaps with your weak hand,
(Ed. note: although many IPSC-type

________________________________-, matches require shooting with your weak
hand) it is clearly apparent on an organiza
tional weapon which is to be kept in
armories and issued as needed to right and
left-handers alike, since this piece may be
worn normally in Condition One in com
plete safety-right or left side. One's sole
concern is the possibility of inadvertently

.pushing the hammer forward (only a slight
effort is required) and putting the weapon
in an unexpected condition of readiness.
Again, on1y service use can tell us if this
matters.

The "ambidextrous" potential of the
prototype should appeal to departmental
purchasers fully as much as the Condition
Two carry it affords. Thus while the piece
is in no way tactically superior to the P-35,
it may indeed have a ....
promising commercial future. ~
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A SINGLE ACTION AUTO DEVOTEE
REVIEWS THE "FAST ACTION"
F.N.I BROWNING

JEFF COOPER

T he photos show a new attempt by
F.N./Browning to solve a problem

which, if of scant interest to serious
pistoleros, continues to vex the un
enlightened. The piece is a prototype but
its mechanism is fully developed and
ready for production if the demand is
manifested.

The pistol is dubbed "Fast Action" (in
English yet, not Action Rapide) for some
obscure reason. Neither the action of the
piece itself nor its manipulation are any

COOPER'S COLUMN



NEW CHARTER
EXPLORER II TARGET PISTOL
Take hold of the most exciting new handgun on
the market. .. the new Explorer II by Charter Arms l

The Explorer II is a semi-automatic, clip
fed target pistol ... functionally proven from de
sign to performance. It has a style all its own l

This highly accurate .22 LR pistol comes with
8-round magazine an<;J standard 8" barrel which
can be interchanged with other barrel lengths to
be announced soon .

Operation is simple. Insert the 8-round
magazine, cock and fire l At the same time, an
extra magazine can be securely held in the
Shur-Hold simulated walnut grip to give shooters
the option of firing a total of 16 rounds without
wasting time to reload the clip. For increased ac
curacy, a long-eye relief scope can be attached
with Charter's accessory scope mount It's the
perfect gun for target shooting, plinking or
varmints.

The Explorer II features a new adjustable
rear sight with square notch, elevation reference
line and definite click indication. Has snag-free

f
/

Shown: Explorer II with standard 8··
barrel (6·· & 10·· bbls. available as later
option). standard 8-round mag. & extra
mag. (optional). Explorer II scope
mount is an optional accessory and
naturally does not come with scope.
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blade front sight, convenient thumb safety and
heat-cured, semi-gloss, textured black enameled
finish.

Accessories available Explorer II scope
mount which accommodates any standard 1"
dovetailed ring, extra 8-round magazines, op
tional barrels -(available soon) and handsome
black vinyl gun case with humidity-proof pad
ding.

Note. All Charter Explorer II's are tested
for functional reliability and are sighted in at the
factory. Each gun is covered by a Charter Arms'
one year full warranty.

Get the Explorer II wherever fine hand
guns are sold. It's just one of the many innovative
products in the Charter Arms line. Write today for
a FREE catalog with all the details on the Charter
Arms line of quality products. Dealers Inquire.

~
- . Charter Arms Corporation

aIAIUfl Fine American Handguns )
ARMS 475Sniffens Lane, Stratford, CT 06497

"
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DEPENDABLE
Finest Pistol & Rifle ,~~

MAGAZINES
STEEL FABRICATED

SILUEFAS
PHILIP C. BRIGGS

MIg. in U.S.A. by l' & E MAGAZINES

16

o & E MAGAZINES MFG.
P.O. Box 4579 H

Downey, California 90241
Price li.t for 1980

SPORTING RIFLE CLIPS
22.1 Ruger mini 14120 rds.l, 14.95
22,1 Ruger Mini 14 (30 rds.} . 16,95
.10.1 British Lee Enfield (10 rds.). 16.95
24.1 Winchester KS or 100 (S rds.). 22.95
JOM Winchester HM or 100 IS rds.). 22.95
.10M Remington 740. 742. 760 (8 rds.).. 22.95
24.1 Remington 740. 742. 760 (8 rds.). . . 22.95
270 Remington 740. 742. 760 (8 rd&.). 22.95
2KO Remington 740. 742. 760.. (8 rds.) . 22.q5
bmm Remington 740. 742. 760 110 rds. 25.95) 12 rds.. 28.95
.10 Of, Remington 740. 742. 7flO (10 rds. 25.95) 12 rds.. 28.95

NO CHARGE FOR MAILING & HANDLING
TO MAKE YOUR ORDER

Please print or type clearly. Compute your own tax on your order. Orders
will be filled within 3 days in-plant with money order or certified checks.
Allow 3 weeks with personal check.

ONE DAY SERVICE
For answers to your questions send self·addressed envelope. FOI UP·OATED
production price list. include 2 Bucks to cover our expenses. Will ignore re

quest without cover cost.
PRICE LIST FOR 19BO

The good news aside, the members took
up the task of discussing and voting on a
wide variety of major and minor proposed
rule changes. Several of the major pro
posals had been discussed at the 1978
meeting, and in the end, let slide for
another year to see wliat developed. After
a year ofjack-and-the-beanstalk growth, it
was obvious that many of the changes had
to be made to insure the continued growth

Now that the sport has spread across the
nation, it seems only fair that the Interna
tionals should move with the growth to
allow silhouetters from around the country
to shoot in the big one. The 1975, and 76
national shoots, and the 77 and 79 Interna
tionals were all held in the southwest. All
three IHMSA Internationals have been
west of the Mississippi. The eastern con
tingent pushed for, and won, a rule requir
ing an annual east to west rotation. Efforts
to specify that the shoot rotate through all
six regions weren't successful, and rightly
so. A match of this size and importance
must be located at a range and in a com
munity that can provide not only the nec
essary facilities and personnel, but also is
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Association message to the assembled del
egates at this evening's annual IHMSA
members meeting.

"We had 9,522 members as of Septem
ber 30, 1979. Our membership has more
than doubled in the past 12 months, and
applications are coming in at a rate of 500
per month. We have sanctioned matches in
all 50 states, save one (New Jersey). There
are over 200 clubs holding matches; they
have sponsored over a 1000 matches so far
this year, with over 40,000 entries."

. It's popular for gun scribes to refer to
handgun silhouette shooting as the na
tion's fastest growing gun sport based on
limited observation. Well, these statistics
bear out the truth of that assumption.

Membership in the Metallic SilhoueHe game has more than doubled
during the past year. Here is Phoenix, Arizona's Channel 10 (KOOL) TV
covering a match for their !.Iews segment.

"H andgun silhouette isn't the only
game in town, but it's way ahead

of what's in second." Elgin Gates, resplen
dent in a bush-styled jacket, reminiscent of
earlier times spent in stranger places and
in more dangerous pursuits, paused for a
drag on his ever present cigar while the
crowd roared its agreement.

When calm returned, Elgin, President of
IHMSA, continued in his State of the

THEY'RE JOINING AT A 500 PER MONTH

19.95
14.95
14.95
22.95
22.Q5

12.95
14 liS
14.95
14 Q5
10 Q5
10115
IX 95
1095
1095
IOQ5
10.95
12115
1295
II( 95
1495
27 Q5
IX 95
12 QS
IX 95
14115
14 Q5
14115
14115
1.\ 95
11 Q5
17.95
14.95
12.95
12.115
IX.1I5
12.95
12.95
12.95
12.95 .
12.Q5
14.95

PRICE
9.95

12.95
14.95
11.95
11.95
11.95
1.1.95
14 q5
q.q5

14.95
I Lq5
14.95
q.95

14.95
14.95
14.95
995

14.115
14.q5
14.Q5
14.95
11(115
IH.9S
IM.Q5
12.115
12.115
12 Q5

AR·7 Explorer(15rds.l.
Marlin Models 995. 9M9 M 2 liS rds.) ..
Glenfild Model 70 tiS rds.) ..
Glenfild Model 70 t 15 rds.) .
Harrington &. Richardson liS rds.) Magnum.

22
22
22
22
22

22 Astra Constabk: Llama.
22 Browning Belaium made.
22 BrownIng US. made
22 Berella filS all Mrds.
22 Berella filS all 10 rd~.

n COil Sew or Old mod. spc ..
22 HI Stand. VictOr. (',Iallon. Supumatlc. Trophy.
22 HI SlandarHD. HA. D. A. HE. GE. GD .
22 I lama hI nc"" mud:-. (14 rd~. Ll (5) R('~. SIIe .
22 Smith &. W(')son mod 41 (22 stw mod. 61 9.951.
22 Star ...... FR. FRS. Walter PP &. PPK S.
15 Army-Galesl mod. 9. II. 95. Gales. late mod .
25 Bauer, Buffalo. Ikrnarddh.
25 Beretta Jet Fire (mfg. 19.'4-1(41) 7 rds..
15 Heretla M950 K rds ..
25 8rowmnl! .
25 lilan F278. Sterling .100 ..
25 {'ull.lr lille mod. (15 rd' Ito,Y5) Rt"fl.. ~I/C.

.12 Berelta made 19.1410 .l!S"Berella mod. 100 ..

.12 Rro,,"mng pre war 7 or K round~. Speclf} .

.12 Colt. ('e~ka. Rernardeili. RemlORton .

.12 ."tau,er HSl' .
P Mau~er A-G 7 rd~..
12 Sa\al!.e 10 rd~ ..
.12 ()rll~le,. Star \lld mll11ar~ 7 f.5 .
1"" Willter 7.f.5 PPK tiS rd' 1f..50) Reg Slle .
.l:! Walter PPK S 115 rd~. It. 50, Rell.. SIIC .

W, stock mIn, mDr, clips not list,d in this ,tI.
\I(() A\tra ('on~tahle {IS rd~. It..501 Reg SlIe .
.\X{I Rereua 111.14 ttl Iq.1K ..
.\XO Rneuil 7()'~ 115 rd~ 1t..50) Reg Sl/e .
.\1(0 Rro ....·nlng mfg Iq71 8crnarddh an~ mod ..
JKO Rack-up Qmm KUrl. A~lra .1000 .
lXU I Lama fil all ne.... (:\od 15 rd~ If! 501 ReI!.. Sl/e
.11(0 "tilh mod D. Mau,er HSl' ()rjl.H:~. Remlnjl.ton ..
\1(0 Star ... 1 I-i~t Mod (15 rd\. In.SO) Reg. Slle .
\1(0 Star tol Snd Mod 115 rd~. InOO) ReI!.. Sl/e ..
JI(Il ~tar ~ulll'r "tlldel S!\.1.
.\1(1l Sterling Mod 400 115 rd~ It. SOl Reg SlIe .
lXU \\ i1ller PP &. PPK S liS rd~ It. SO) Reg. Sl/e.
\1(0 \\ alter PPK 115 rd' In.50) Reg SlIe .
~mlO tlrn""mng H P, 125 rd.... 27.50) Reg SIIC .
IImm Rerella Mod 951114 rd ... IX.~5) Reg Sl/e,
IImm Rerella M92 liS rd IK.95125 rd~...
Ymm M!oIoh I·A 15125 rd 27.50) Reg. SI/C ,
~mm Smllh &. Wc~.-.on Mud JII 114 rd,. 17 q5) Reg. Sl/e
9mm Smith &. We~snn Mod 511i25 rd~. :!7SOI Reg SlIe
~mm St!olor Model A. Star Mod. B. Star RS ReR Sl/e ..
~mm St!olorlljl.ht BKM &. RKS 114 rlh. 17.1151 Relt SilO: .
~mm Willter PJK &. PJMK (14 rd~ 17.q51 Reg Sl/e.,
~mm Radom PHI14 rd~ 17.95) Reg. Sl/e ..
~mm !\.1au~er Parahellum (10 nh 14 liS) Reg SlIe'.
.10 lokare\ Mauser 7.fI.l and 7.M ..
.11( Coil ~auonal Match IMld Range).
.11( COil Rlmles~ ~mokeles~ 7 or MRound ... ,
.1M ('011 Super hI aHl20 rds. n q5) Reg. SlIe ..
.1X I lama fl" 0111 ne .... mlldel~. Star A.S , ..
45 ('nil (It\ all mnd 25 rd.... 2t..115 20 ~~ .

15 rds. 17.95 Reg. Sile' .
45 Detonics (15 rds. 18.95) Reg. Sire ..
45 Llama fits all new mod. (25 rds. 26.951 Reg; SilC
45 Slar Mod. P.S. (25 rds. 2n.95) Reg. Sire ..
45 Star Mod. P.D. (15 rds. 17.951 Reg. Sire ..
45 Browning D A,.

SURVIVAL RIFLE CLIPS

FOREIGN ORDERS Be sure to use U.S. currency an
to cover for air. freight charges.

CALIBER DESCRIPTION
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Dan Wesson ... for the shooter who knows!
You're the shooter with the know~how. In the
field and in competition, others take their lead
from you.

So, when you look at a double~action revolver
you know what you're seeing. Your eye is as
sharp at picking out a quality handgun as it is
lining up on a target. And when you hold a
revolver, your hands know, too: the way a really
fine handgun is crafted is something you can tell,
right away.

More than likely, you're already a Dan
Wesson owner. Those .357 magnums
and .22's of ours have just the kind of

quality and advanced design that you demand.
But if you aren't already the owner of a

Dan Wesson, you're in for a real treat. We mak
our guns carefully with a passion for craftsman~

ship. And the unique design featuring inter~ .
changeable barrel assemblies, front sight blades
and grips gives unmatched versatility plus
accuracy you wouldn't believe.

Dan Wesson double~action revolvers: old
fashioned quality crafted just for you-the

shooter who knows.
For the whole Dan Wesson story,

write for our FREE color brochure.

DanWesson Arms,Inc.
293 j Main Street, Monson, MA 01057 (413) 267-4081

Shown above in insl.'t photo: Model PI5 - ZVH Pistol Pac.
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YOU DESERVE
The Law Officer's Magazine

••&Il".
PRODUCT NEWS

Police Product News Is t king cop's
magazine. We're proud of b putation of
outstanding service to la enforcement.
Thousands of you depend upon PPN to reflect
the attitudes and speak to the needs and
desires of the officer on the beat. Each month
Police Product News supplies its grOWing list
of subscribers with crucial data on new
products and innovations in the law enforce
ment field. Our staff of expert evaluators
review the new equipment 88 It is released on
the market. Our national network of writers
report whats new in concise, factual and
entertaining style. Police Product Newt$ also
features sections on career opportunities, fire
arms, seIf-.defenee an<f .:SUrvival tips, traffic
inve8tIgaJJbn techOlques, newafrorn thecourts
and letters to the editor. And yes, we feel
very Important to be aesthetically pleaslng-
our lovely centerfold models makesureof that.
To begin your subscription simply call the
TOLL-FREE telephone number In your area
listed below. Join the PPN family today.

Special Introductory Offer
For New Subscribers

YOU SAVE OVER 500/0
Off the cover price

(a $23.40 value by single copyl)
Act Nowl Otter Limited.

One ,ear only $11.50

If the order carella missing:
Call U8 TOLL FREEl

Continental U.S.: 800/854-2708
California only: 800/542-6012



39.95

10..45

35.95
7.50

OFFICE IS NOW OPEN
NOON TILL 7 PM

(JJ(1efli3aJ!lJ@(1
.. INDOOR SHOOTING CENTER

~ 555E.MAIN
'~' '. DANVILLE, IN 46122

" .. '> 317-745-4747
. .-

YOU ARE
REQUESTED TO

REPORT TO
OR CALL:

**********

~ INSTRUCTION *
~~ PRACTICE 1;{*
{t COMPETITION *

::WANTEDE
ALL CENTRAL

INDIANA
HANDGUNERS

WHO ARE
INTERESTED IN

6" Python Barrels $52,95 prepaid

19

PPC GUNS BUILT 1" BULL BARRELS
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS -$10MIN. ORDER
S&W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES
S&W MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL & 45 L.C.

NU-L1NE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hili Rd, Dept. AH

Harvester, MO 63301
SEND LARGE ~ASE (314)441-4500
FOR BROCHURE (314) 447-450119.50

9.95

27.00

49.00
23.()()
19.00
15.00

6225th
Belle Fourche, SO 57717

SHOOTIST
SUPPLY

Forward correct remittance
in cash, check or M.O.

along with $2.50 postage to:

Attention!
COMBAT

SHOOTERS

or call your Visa and Mastercharge
orders to

(605) 892-2822.

We have considerable experi
ence in performing IPSC style
modifications. We are here to
stay, and we take pride in doing
first class work at reasonable
prices - inquire at the address
below for particulars.

We are pleased to be associated
with Colts Ptd. Firearms Co.
as an authorized Warranty Repair
Station, and we carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts.

We offer a complete money
back guarantee -- if you are not
100% satisfied, your money will
be cheerfully refunded.

Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

Kings Extended Safeties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safeties 34.50
H&D Extended Slide

Release
.Recoil Buffers
Micro Sights (melted &

reblued)
Bo-Mar Sights (melted &

reblued)
King-Tappan Sights
MMC-Bar Cross Sights
Beavertail Grip Safeties
Long Match Trigger (With

backlash adj.)
Flat Mainspring Housing

(Colt) 12.25
MK IV Recoil Spring 1.00
MagaZines (Colt) Blue 10.00

Nickel 12.25
Pachmayr Grips (combat) 17.50
Pachmay·r Mainspring Housings

(flat) 9.95
Colt Commander Hammers 10.50
MK IV Barrel and Bushing

Sets
Bianchi Chapman Hi-Ride

Holsters
IPSC Hat Pins

readily accessible to transportation routes
and in an appealing location for all of the
nation's shooters.

IHMSA is the only gunsport sanctioning
body that I'm familiar with that doesn't
require membership to participate in reg
istered matches. Last year this feeling
encouraged new shooters to take up the
infant sport. This year the feeling was that
too many shooters were taking advantage
of the lack of recorded scores by shooting
in lower classes. Super baggers as it were.
The group voted to make membership
mandatory for shooters competing for tro
phies or prizes in sanctioned matches. New
andlor regular non-members would be
allowed to shoot for score only, or lumped
into special competition classes at the dis
cretion of the match sponsor. Seems like
an equitable solution.

With all of the new shooters coming into
the fold, and the lack of restrictions on free
style shooting positions, it is a certainty
that sooner or later someone will have a
serious accident. Obviously rules won't
stop someone from converting themselves
into a handicapped shooter, bufit was felt
that IHMSA must have some established
safety rules, if for no other reason than to
set a positive example.

After much discussion it was adopted
that a shooter could use any position"... so
long as no part of the body is within a 90°
cone centered and extending from the
muzzle when in firing position." Several
other safety rules were adopted, all com
mon sense firearms safety practices
mostly to set an example for the new and
untrained shooter. A good move.

Alibis are allowed for most any shooter
misfortune, and liberally. They can drag a
match out forever. The members voted to
quit being responsible for everyone's mis
takes by allowing alibis only for unavail
able targets. More than likely most match
directors won't even stop to reset targets
for alibis-the shooter will either take
what's available in adjacent banks, or wait .
till the match is over and shoot on a make
up relay.

Theoretically, at least, the accuracy of
the single shot pistol is superior to that of
any wheel gun. This disparity caused a lot
of discussion at Salina, with many wanting
to separate the guns into different classes.
But not enough to pass it. In Phoenix the
matter was voted down with no discussion.
Looking at the equipment this year's win
ners used proves the theory-but as
anybody can buy a TIC, I guess it's not an
area of concern anymore.

The handgun silhouette sport has grown
in three years from a good idea shared by a
few guys to an institution. There are grow
ing pains to be sure, as unforeseen prob
lems develop and solutions are sought.
The rule book will get thicker with time.
But with the dedication to the good of the
sport evidenced by the IHMSA officers
and members I'm sure it will always be
fun. Shooting steel's ~

like that. ~
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A SHOWDOWN 'BETWEEN TWO GREAT
TARGET PISTOLS ••• THE S&W MODEL
52 AUTO AND K·38 REVOLVER

•.
•

•...

& Wesson witnessed a tremendous
proliferation in the number of models
offered and finally had to adopt a number
ing system to keep them straight. At the
same time, demands were growing for
improved .22 target pistols, and for target
pistols in larger calibers, particularly the
.38 Special. In 1957 Colt produced their

A shooter's-eye view of the Ran
som Rest and K-38 as they go on
to demonstrate that the K can
outshoot the 52, at least this
time.

behind the times. By 1961 they had a new
.22 target pistol out, the Model 41, and the
Model 52 Master in .38 Special appeared
the same year.

Unlike the Colt Gold Cup, really a
refinement of the old Government Model,
the Model 52 is a completely new pistol
based in a general way on the lock work of
the earlier S&W Model 39 pistol in 9 mm.
At first glance the Model 52 looks much
like a Model 39. It has the same shape of
grip and trigger guard, but there the sim
ilarity ends. The barrel and slide are ap
preciably longer, giving the gun a more
slend,er look, and the trigger has been
extensively reworked for single action
smoothness.

Like the .38 Colt Gold Cup, the Model
52 will handle only wad cutter ammuni
tion loaded with the bullet completely
seated in the case. It likes light loads, too,
and one of the first things one notices
about the gun is how light the recoil spring
resistance is when the slide is pulled rear
ward.

Roy Jinks, in his excellent "125 Years
With Smith & Wesson," states that before
the early Model 52s were ,allowed to leave
the factory, each one had to show on a
machine rest that it could shoot 2-inch
groups at 50 yards.

Neither the Colt Gold Cup nor the
Model 52 in .38 Special caliber were com
mercial successes. Steve Richards of Hunt
ers' Haven in Alexandria, Virginia, one of
our largest local dealers, tells me that he
has seen only one riew Model 52 in the last'
three or four years. Smith & Wesson's
other .38 Special target gun, the K-38
Masterpiece revolver, is well known to
most shooters and has earned an excellent
reputation not only for target work but as a
general purpose revolver able to do well
just about any job a six-inch revolver can
do.

I've never been a competition quality
shooter and thus' have had only limited
experience with target handguns. I have
long wondered, however; if the Model 52
Master is really sufficiently accurate to
take over formal target shooting from the
revolvers ... and I'll admit I've had suspi
cions because it doesn't seem to have done
so. This past surrfmer, for the first time, I
have had access to a Ransom Rest and one
of my projects has been to test fire a Model
52 Master against a K-38 to see how they
compare for accuracy with the human
element reduced to a minimum.
, Neither of the guns I used has been fired

more than fifty rounds, nor has either been
"accurized" or otherwise modified by a
smith. Before the shoot I cleaned both

post-war Gold Cup National Match in .45 carefully then swabbed them out with
ACP and by 1960 a .38 Special version was Breakfree, a solvent-lubricant-preserva
marketed. This was a real breakthrough; tive which I have found very good at
the.38 Special is a rimmed cartridge and reducing leading, even after the tubes are
although a few custom smiths had made wiped dry. The ammunition I chose was
guns to handle it, the major makers had ,Winchester-Western, Federal and Rem
elected not to tackle it. ington-Peters 148 grain lead wad cutters,

But, time was marching on and Smith & all of "mid-range" loadi.ng.
Wesson has never been known for falling To avoid the heat, I set up the Rest olit at
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Here's a gal who says she likes
the "feel" of the Model 52 beHer
than the revolver. However, on
the Ransom Rest, the story was a
IiHle diHerent.

National Match .45 to meet the demands
of the small, "hard core" shooters who
frequented Camp Perry in those days. But,
in the main, we were right, for Colt made
mighty few of the old National Match
guns. Pistols just weren't considered target
class handguns until after the war. ,

The decade of the 1950s was a great one
in American handgun development. Smith
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rAKINGAIM
CLAUD S. HAMILTON

The pistol as a target arm is a relatively
new thing in this country. Most of us

who grew up just before WW II do not
remember pistols being used in target
shooting other than in .22 rimfire caliber ...
Colt's old Woodsman comes first to mind.
We were wrong, though, because 'way
back in 1933 Colt had made their first
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Beeman/Webley
HURRICANE

Cal. .177 or .22
Velocity 470 Ips (.177)

400 Ips (.22)
10m Accuracy .85" ctc
Weight 2.4 Ibs
Length 11.3"

For years, handgun enthusiasts have depended on DON HUME .
LEATHER GOODS for quality holsters and accessories. Our
exclusive Jordan® Holster is made to last . . . heavy saddle
leather construction, hand-stitched welt and plug with a metal
shank extending from the holster into the belt loop. Add our
famous River belt, fully lined and featuring heavy leather billets
with a solid brass buckle, for that complete quality outfit.

See our complete line of qu~lity holsters and accessories, at your
local dealer or send $2.00 for our color catalog today.

/.' .
/

Holsters and Leather Accessories •
That You Can Depend On.

Dept. AH • Box 351 • Miami, Oklahoma 74354

No pumping, No C02,
No valves!

The original Jordan@! Holster
manufactured under
exclusive rights.

The new Beeman/
Webley Tempest and
its super partner, the Hurricane,
are extra quiet, rugged air pistols
that offer maximum power and
excellent all-around performa'nce without pumping or C02! Add or remove
an optional scope, like the great, new Beeman "Blue Ring" Model 20 scope,
to the Hurricane in seconds-with only a screwdriver.

A STORM OF AIRPOWER
FROM BEEMAN

Fairfax Rod & Gun Club at 5:30 a.m. on a
hot August morning. Things went fast;
after a few rounds to "dirty" the guns I
fired three groups with each, using each of
the three brands of ammunition. I was
impressed by the uniform small groups
shot by both guns; they handled the three
makes of cartridge with equal facility and
the Model 52 gave me no pistol-type mal
functions. The groups averaged, at twenty
five yards:

Model 52 Master- 1.67 inches
K-38 Masterpiece- 1.55 inches
Twelve hundredths of an inch? What

kind of a difference is that? This just had to
be shot over ...

And so it was, bright and early the next
morning. I only had enough of the
Winchester wad cutters for a repeat per
formance and so loaded some home
grown wad cutters to give a little depth. I
used two good loads from the past:

148 Grain Hornady w/c, CCI small
pistol primer, 2,6 Grains of Red
Dot, and

148 Grain Speer hbw/ c, CCI small
pistol primer, 2.6 Grains of700X.

For both loads I used Remington brass
and added a tuft of polyester pillow stuff
ing to hold the powder over the primer.
Some folks don't like this practice. I can't
swear that it adds anything to accuracy but
I have a gut feeling that it does. _

As I finished up at the loading bench in
the basement, the radio reminded me that
Hurricane "DAVID" was due. to dump
rain on us in two days, so the shoot HAD to
be done in the morning. Under the press of
time all the guns got that night was a good
swabbing out with Breakfree.

The weatherman is not always right.
The next morning the drizzles were al
ready upon us, but I managed to get the
s'hoot done anyway. I long ago learned to
spray my targets and target frame backing
with clear plastic ... it doesn't get soggy
unless the rain really gets hard.

Either I handled the Ransom Rest a
little better or the guns "liked" my loads
better than the commercial variety. The
results this time were a shade better:

Model 52 Master- 1.60 inches
K-38 Masterpiece- 1.45 inches
O/these two guns, the revolver seems to

have a small edge. That does not mean that
another pair wOll.ld turn in the same result,
and I am not at all sure that, with this small
a difference, these same guns~might not
give a reversed result were I to shoot it all
over again!

There is no doubt that both are fine,
accurate guns. On the other hand, neither
of them would meet S&W's old standard
for 2-inch fifty-yard groups-at least not
with any ammunition available to me.

lt is clear to me now why the .38 target
pistols never "caught on." They're too
specialized, and can only handle lightly
loaded wad cutter loads, And they simply
do not seem to deliver any better accuracy.
than the fine revolvers they ......
were groomed to replace. ~
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GUTRIDGE "'QUICKLINE"
Now a breakthrough ... the
quickline system for snap
shooting and distance

By Gene Crum

A new iron sight has been introduced
.l'"\..which is unusually effective for both
snap-shooting and distance. Already in
police duty, the sight is styled the "Quick
line" system in trade literature, but proba
bly will be called the "Gutridge Sight,"
after the inventor, Jack Gutridge, a Dyer,
Indiana gunsmith.

The new sight uses basic optical princi
ples to guide the eye along the sightplane
to the target, while at the same time hold
ing enough concentration on the tip of the
front sight to keep it in focus. Gutridge
says his system is "As quick as pointing
your finger!" and he is right.

The sight is simple: the front blade is a
very long 1/8" black ramp extending the
length of the barrel. In the exact center of
the ramp is a deep narrow groove, milled
full-length. The groove is filled with a
contrasting color-usually white, but if the
shooter prefers, blaze-orange, yellow,
yellow-green, or red.

The rear sight is a conventional adjust
able "target" pattern, fitted with one of
three choices of blades: normal black,
black with two vertical white lines (one on
each side of the square notch), and a
special pattern using the lines in conjunc
tion with.a small white dot set dead-center
a perceptible distance below the notch.
Gutridge has named this the "Crum-dot"
blade.

Particularly when used with the second
or third rear blade options, the Gutridge
system uses the tendency of the eye to
follow from near to far a straight line
leading to a "horizon" objective. Perspec
tive is established by using an anchor
point at the near end of vision.

The Gutridge ramp with its central
stripe catches the eye much like the center
stripe on a highway, holding the focus and
directing the gaze up to the tip of the front
sight, then on to the target. The tendency
of the eye to "prefer" to hold the tip of the
front sight in focus helps to achieve a very
favorable sight picture while easing the
amount of focusing concentration. Nor
mally, part of the concentration then shifts
to target definition and more precise align
ment. (Continued on page 68)
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From top to boHom: Government Model, S&W Model 10 and Ruger
Security Six (4"). Note that the Ruger sight is the front blade only.

The Gutridge Quickline linear The sight in approximate align
sighting system is pictured in a ment with the target. In use,
prototype version that does not either the line and dot configu
use a full-length rib on a Govern- ration can be employed or the
ment Model pistol. It's touted to broad expanse of the ramp, de
beas quick as pointing your finge r pending upon the need for speed.
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7E5.,. REPOR.,.:

LLAMA DOUBLE-ACTION AUTO

Here the right profile.
or the eiedion port side.

Locked open, you
can see the readily

available magazine
rtllease button and

the different sight
configuration.

Llama D.A., and all parts of the mecha
nism are mechanically retained, so it is
impossible for them to loosen during fir
ing.

Pins are used in the construction, b~t
only three pins are used for the firing
mechanism-the hammer pin, the sear pin,
and the safety block pin. As mentioned,

bushing. Coupled with the muzzle rigidity these pins are retained, in this instance by
are the sights. The front sight is a blade, the grip panels, and cannot come out
integral with the slide, and serrated to during fiiing or use.
reduce glare. The rear sight is a fully The release for the single column de
adjustable modet of unusual design; it is tachable box magazine is in the same
mounted on the slide by a single pin location as on the M19ll, and is used in the
traversing both the slide and the side base, same manner. So, too, is the extractor
thus eliminating the dovetail so often pinned into the right side of the slide,
found on autoloader slides. The two rear similar to the extractors used on the other
sight screws-windage and elevation-have Llama autoloaders. However, there are at
detents to prevent them from loosening least three additional features not found
during firing, and are the only screws, with on previous Llama autoloaders.
the exception of those on the stocks or grip The trigger guard has been reshaped to
panels, to be found in the entire pistol. accommodate the trigger shape necessary
There are no other screws in the new (Continued on page 81)
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A lthough not yet available (it might be
rt by the time you read this), the slickest
handling .45 ACP autoloader to ever come
down the pike is the new Llama from
Spain. The manufacturer, Gabilondo y
Cia, in Victoria, Spain, has been turning
out modified copies of the Browning
designed M19ll, in a variety of calibers
from the .22 rimfire to the .45 ACP, for
nearly half-a-century. The new Llama is
not a copy of any pistol, although it does
resemble a much-modified Ml9ll with a
concealed hammer.

Chambered for either the 9mm Para
bellum or the .45 ACP, the new Llama is a
double action design with two sear bars,
one for double action and one for single
action. Labeled a split double action,
the new design results in a much
smoother pull during the double
action stage, and· is said to
simplify the manufacturing
process. In addition, the
concealed hammer has a
ball bearing hammer
shoe, which reduces drag
during the cocking pro
cess. This is accomplished by
the use of small ball bearings
used at the point of greatest friction,
instead of the two sliding metal surfaces
found on most handguns. (During the dry
firing of the prototype, the trigger pull
during the double action sequence was the
best and easiest of any handgun-pistol or
revolver-this writer has ever tried.)

Lockup between the slide and barrel in
the new Llama is via a buttress design, said
to increase the shear area in both parts by
50 per cent. The mainspring, or recoil
spring, is hOllsed beneath the barrel, and a
solid guide rod is used, somewhat similar
to that used on the Polish Radom.

To provide increased accuracy, the bar
rel and slide are in full contact at the
muzzle, when locked, via a special barrel
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By Larry S. Sterett

Here's a sneak preview of
llama's .45 and 9mm
into the fast growing D.A
auto race with some very
fascinating innovations



Rifles for Riflemen.
There are as many kinds of riflemen as there

are different types of shooting- bench-rest, tar
get and silhouette shooting, big-game and varmint
hunting - and the broad range of Ruger firearms
provides the rifleman with a selection of centerfire
rifles which are perfectly suited to ev~ry r~quire-

. ment. .
All Ruger rifles have in common those. prop-

erties which appeal to the knowledgeable rifle
man: rewarding accuracy, perfect-balance, mech~
anisms of proven durability and simplicity, great
reliability, and handsome design.

The key people in our company'are riflemen 
shooters who are'devoted to the efficient produc
tion of the kind of rifles they'themselves like best.
Ruger rifles are 'built for riflemen, by riflemen.

Model 77 Bolt Action Rifle

Advanced design and 'modern manufacturing methods are com
bined to produce the superb Model 77 rifle, Available in four
versions with short stroke or Magnum actions, and in fourteen
calibers from ,22-250 to ,458 Magnum, Suggested retail prices
from $277,50,

Number One Single-Shot Rifle

Number One - the classic Single-Shot rifle - in five models and
fourteen calibers, from .22-250 to ,458 Magnum, for every sport
ing purpose, Suggest~ retail price: $308.00,

Number 3 Single-Shot Carbine

Number 3 - An American style Single-Shot carbine with the
same rugged falling block action as the Number One Rifle, Avail
able in ,22 Hornet, ,223, ,375 Win .. and,:45-7Q calibers. Sug
gested retail price: $225.00,

Model 44 Carbine

The ideal brush country deer rifle. Tu.bular magazine holds four
powerful .44 Magnum caliber cartridges, Suggested retail price:
$198,00,

Mini-14 Autoloading Rifle

Ideal for law-enforcement or sporting use, the lightweight, reli
able Mini-14 rifle uses the ,223 (5,56mm) cartridge, Available in
blued or stainless steel models with 5-shot, lO-shot or 20-shot
box magazines, Suggested retail prices from $217,50,

See your Ruger Dea}er or write for details on all models RUGER, MINI·14, and M-77 are registered U.S. trademarks.
© 1978 by sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc.

FREE CATAlO'GS ANO INSTRUCTION MANUALS WHICH CONTAIN APPROPRIATE WARNINGS AND ADVICE
FOR THE USE OF All MODELS OF RUGER FIREARMS ARE A¥AILABlE FROM THE FACTORY ON REQUEST

STURM~ RUGER & Company~ Ine.
6 Lacey Place
Southport~Connecticut 06490 U.S.A.
All RUGER FIREARMS ARE,DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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7E57 REPOR7:

TARGET BULLDOG .44 SPL

Here's the barrel shroud of the
Target Bulldog partially re
moved. The gun weighs in at 20
ounces, only an ounce heavier
than the 3" model.

SPECIFICATIONS

mediocore accuracy and severe leading.
Switching to hard cast bullets that are

more resistant to skidding in the rifling,
accuracy improved considerably. Jacketed
bullets also worked well.

Accuracy of the .44 with hard cast
Lyman 429421 and various jacketed bul
lets in a velocity range of from 700-900 feet
per second probabfy averaged around
2-2\12 inches at around 25 yards. I'm not
much of a paper puncher and little time
was spent measuring groups. In fact most
groups were estimated from lead splashes
on rocks. I fooled around with it on the
silhouette range a little a~d managed to
knock down a few 100 meter pigs just to
prove the Bulldog could hit occasionally.

It didn't seem to make much difference
what bullet weight was used-accuracy was
relatively constant. Obviously the 180s re

.coiled less than 240s and there seemed to
be a tendency for accuracy to improve a
little as velocity increased. Otherwise,
everything was constant-no surprises
were encountered. The gun didn't loosen
up in around 400 rounds but I did crack
the grips with a few hot heavy bullet loads
that were a little heavy in recoil.

My impression is that the lightweight
(20 oz.) gun is fairly hard to hold steady
without a rest of some sort and that I
would occasionally "throw" a shot due to
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.44 or .357 Magnum
Double action
5 round cylinder
4" or 6 inches
9"
20 ounces
Front: 9/64 inch Partridge
on serrated ramp
Rear: Fully adjustable
American Walnut, square
butt
High lustre Police blue
$170.00

Finish:
Price:

Stocks:

Caliber:
Action:
Capacity:
Barrel:
L.O.A.:
Weight:
Sights:

Now Charter Arms has
come up with an inch
longer barrel and
adjustable target sight.

By J. D. Jones

I n answer to the demand of an adjusta
ble sighted .44 Special Bulldog, Char

ter Arms has added an inch of barrel and
an adjustasble sight to the Bulldog and
christened it the "Target Bulldog .44
Special."

Actually, that's an oversimplification.
The 3" barrel of the standard Bulldog is a
conventional barrel. The Target Bulldog's
barrel has a detachable shroud that incor
porates a shroud for the ejector rod.

The rear sight is a servicable adjustable
unit. The usual grip for the Bulldog is a
round butt and the Target Bulldog sports a
walnut square butt stock that is consider
ably more hand filling than its predecessor.
The Pachmayr rubber grip is a welcome
replacement stock however. This five
shooter weighs in at almost exactly 20
ounces-an ounce heavier than the 3"
Bulldog.

The .44 Special cartridge is a mild man
nered Clark Kent in a 6" S & W or Colt
Single Action. In the 4" Charter it bal
listically remains essen tially unchanged
but even factory loads produce robust
recoil in this lightweight gun. Lightweight,
.38 Special Snubs kick just as much with
many "+ p" loads though. Even though
billed as a target model, the Bulldog is
suitable only for informal target shooting
not competition. As an informal target gun
the Bulldog does all right. It isn't a
tackdriver-at least the one I have isn't
with anything I've run through it. It has an
eight groove shallowly rifled barrel that
doesn't seem compatible with soft swaged
bullets such as those made by Hornady,
Speer and Taurus. These soft bullets tend
to strip in the rifling and produce only very
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NO
SECOND

PLACE
WINNER
By BILL JORDAN /

I

Bill Jordan tells it like it is
in his fascinating book about
gun fighting, how to do it
and what equipment to use.
Informative and exciting
reading.

• Choosing the Guns
• Correct Loads
• Proper Leather
• Fast Draw
• Combat Shooting
• Gunfighting

IPlease send me copy(ies) of I
I"No Second Place Winner." Enclosed is I
I$8.50 plus $1.00 (per book) for post. I
ISend to: HANDGUNNER BOOKS-DEPT. I
11O·Hl591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA,I
192108. I
I NAME I
: ADDRESS II

ICITY
I STATE ZIP I
1 I
: As a bonus Guns readers will receive I
Lan autographed cOPy. J

the very light weight of the gun. On the
plus side, the light weight makes it an
excellent trail gun, gun for a rifle hunter or
backpacker. It doesn't happen often, but
occasionally a four-legged animal be
comes bellicose and needs to be calmed
down at a relatively close range as do two
legged animals. In a legitimately defensive
role-range measured in one digit feet;
power, not inherent accuracy, is of para
mount importance. Even moderately
loaded, a hard cast of soft point jacketed
bullet will have sufficient penetration to
break through most bears skulls. At a true
defensive range of a few feet, the Bulldog
is sufficiently accurate to fulfill this need.

The action of the Charter after several
hundred rounds smoothed up consider
ably. I would consider it quite adequate for
the guns intended purpose and very relia
ble. Single action pull dropped the ham
mer at a consistent 66 ounces on my gauge.
(S & W M-29s usually run about 50 oz.)
Double action is smooth and I would guess
it at 11-12 pounds. Sights are low and
rounded in view of the gun's defensive
capabilities. They are also wide and fast to
pick up and use. With 240s this one shot to
point of aim at about 50-75 yards with the
sight at its lowest elevation.

The Bulldogs are easily carried and con
cealed on one's person. The .44 Special
round is not particularly powerful or diffi
cult to handle. It compares very closely

"The .44 Special Is
not particularly

powerful or elilRcult
to hanelle."

with the .45 ACP round in power. It's not a
world-beater but is a relativley easily con
trolled defensive round with good penetra
tion capabilities. Handloaded, the .44 Spe
cial can be pepped up considerably. As
power goes up so does recoil-and at a
faster rate than velocity. The Charter is
adequately strong to handle moderately
strong .44 Special loads. Anyone really
serious about maximum defensive
capabilities of ammunition should be
aware there are some really potent loads to
be concocted that are entirely safe in the
Charter.

Obviously, at $170.00 the Target Bulldog
isn't as well constructed as a $400.00 brand
X. It does lock up properly and has mini
mal end play in the cylinder. Construction
is strong and adequate for its intended
purpose. As far as durability goes, the
Charter won't last as long as a Single
Action Ruger without developing exces
sive looseness in important areas but I
would expect a Bulldog to go 10,000 or so
rounds of factory or factory equivalent
handloads without getting too "shook" up.
The Target Bulldog is not the type hand
gun many individuals will ever IIIIIM
wear out. ~

Hercules.
Specialists in
smokeless powders
for the Reloader.
Hercules. The leader in reloading
powders for more than sixty years.
Red Dot® Bullseye® Herco®
Green Dot® Unique® Reloder 7®
Blue Dot® Hercules 2400®

Each is special, and each delivers
. high energy, fast, clean burn, shot-to
shot consistency, and economy.
Anticorrosive, too, for gun protection.

You do a special job when you re
load. Be sure your powder comes
from the specialist. And be sure to
pick up a Hercules Reloaders' Guide
FREE atyourdealer;:j's.~

Hercules Incorporated,
Marketing Division,
Wilmington, DE
19899. HERCULES
XS 79-2
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HANDLOADING

THIS VENERABLE OLDIE CAN HOLD ITS
OWN AGAINST THE BIG MAGGIES IN
THE RIGHT GUN

*Speer's No. 9 lists a velocity of 1200 for their 250-grainer ahead of 17.7 grains of
2400 from the Blackhawk's 7Y:z-inoh barrel. This vel()City figure represents 40 fps
more than my tests indicated for a 19.5-graincharge from a lO-inch barrel and 160
fps more than my tests indicated for a 7Y2-inch barrel. There seems to be neither
"right" nor "wrong" in these test-to-test variances since notable differences often
occur, regardless of the care exercised in the conduct of the tests and the accuracy
of the electronic equipment employed.

to comment seen in Speer's Reloading
Manual No.7. This respected book, in
listing loads involving no powder other
than Unique, sternly suggested "very erra
tic results" should any other powder be
used. The daunting effect of those words
was cold water on the spirits of many who
might otherwise have chosen to
experiment.

Somewhat beyond plausible explana
tion Speer's Reloading Manual No.9 lists
16 different powders for four bullet types
ranging in weight from 200 to 250 grains.
There remains, however, the persistent
suggestion that "All factors considered,
Unique powder remains the best choice
for normal loads in the .45 Colt cartridge."

Meanwhile, Winchester-Western's
booklet on ball powder loading (the 1976
version) listed but a single charge for the
.45 LC. It calls for 7.1 grains of W-W 231
behind a 255-grain lead b\lllet which exer
cises at 875 fps following a chamber pres-
sure of 13M CUP. Tolerable for most
smokeless powder revolvers in good condi
tion, yet moderate for the likes of Colt's
flat-topped New Frontier or the T/C
Contender.

The Ruger Blackhawk should also be
mentioned among modern revolvers capa
ble of higher chamber pressures. Looking
again at Speer's No.9 we note that more
potent loads are listed for the Ruger as well
as the Contender. The commentary ac
companying these loads includes a warn
ing against using them in anything but the
strongest guns.

Neither should the heavier Speer loads,
nor the ones I have tested in the New
Frontier and the Contender, be used with
early .454-inch diameter bullets or in semi
balloon-head cases. Larger than .451 to
.452-inch diameter bullets will raise pres
sures dangerously while balloon-headed
cases will fail to withstand all but the most
nominal pressures. Even today's .45 LC
hull will be found to be a bit thinner in the
web area when co'mp~red to that of the .44
Magnum. Regardless of this minor dif
ference I experienced no trouble with ob
servable pressure signs or incipient crack
ing on either Remington or Winchester
Western .45 LC cases after six to eight
heavy charges had been set off in the~.

Here are the loads I tested. I know this
has the ring of a lecture but I must caution
that they worked satisfactorily in the test
guns'I had on hand and that results in your
gun or guns might be different. It is there
fore recommended that you reduce these
charges by at least ten percent at first. If no
signs of excessive pressures are seen, you
can then work up slowly by increasing the
powder charges in small steps.

Velocities shown for the 7Y2-inch barrel
represent results from the New Frontier
revolver while those under the lO-inch
heading are for the Contender. The ab
sence of a flash gap plus the added barrel
length in the case of the latter accounted
for an increase of about 12 percent in
velocity although a much greater increase
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"As an eHicient big
bore, the old brass
whiskey iigger has

never gone begging
for a reputation."

dloader need not be saddled with the
responsibility of downloading this most
capable round.

Before going any further it is important
to realize that aging firearms are not alone
responsible for squelching the potential of
the .45 LC. It has, in fact, been held back as
a result of good intentions from at least
one of handloading's loftier places. I refer

velocity has been reduced a full 90 fps over I

the years. In each example the obvious
goal is to keep chamber pressures safe for
aging firearms.

Granting the use of a stronger gun, such
as Colt's SAA New Frontier or the
Thompson/Center Contender, the han-

DAN COTTERMAN

T he greatest challenges and satisfac
tions of handloading are discovered in

our efforts to assemble ammunition that
will outperform the mass-produced fac
tory product. Nowhere is this effort more
profitable than with the .45 Long Colt. Its
large case and range of heavy bullets
provide one of the best hand-loading sit
uations ever to attend a cartridge.

As an efficient big-bore, the old brass
whisky jigger has never gone begging for a
reputation. Its purpose over a century ago
in Sam Colt's remarkable Peacemaker was
sheer power: a full stoking of sulphur and
charcoal (the 40-grain black powder
charge for which it was originally de
signed) would shoot a 250-grain slug at
better than 900 fps. That's sufficiently for
midable to satisfy even today's outlandish
demands.

But that 900-plus, whether fact or fable,
must be associated with times long gone.
Nowadays it's been trimmed to a more
conservative 860 as we note a kinship to
the .32 S&W Long whose factory-loaded

30
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In 6" and 7.7" test barrels, Norma .38 Special
muzzle velocity is 1542 fps and 1667 fps and
muzzle energy is 580 ft/lbs and 679 ftllbs
respectively.

Norma now has an expanded line of
accessories. Write for details on our
patches, belt buckles, hats, t-shirts, etc.

.38 Special lIO Grain Bullet, (4" Barrel)

Norma has 20% more muzzle velocity, and more
than 45% higher energy. The Norma .38
Special, with 110 grain jacketed hollow point, is
a true magnum. Its performance approaches
that of a .357 magnum.

Yet, the .38 Special Norma Magnum does not
develop higher pressures. It's not even rated
+P. It can be used in handguns that safely
handle regular .38 special loads, small frame
revolvers included.

Ask for .38 Special Norma Magnum ammu
nition (product code 19119) at your Gun Shop.

o 300

D Muzzle Velocity-ftfse.::,

liD:WiiI.: I
798 Cascadilla St., P.O. Box 30-06, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

~!i

peel'

agnum"More uniform and
complete combustion

will be realized
through the use of a

firm crimp."
not greater-potential for magnum perfor
mance, provided the use of a gun of suffi
cient strength.

In addition to exploring the power re
serve of this most neglected cartridge, I
explored-not for the first time, but again
and with pleasure-the merits of Bo
nanza's Co-Ax loading press and dies. To
say simply that the Co-Ax is a slick per
former would be to short-change the
reader. To say that it is extremely well
made and therefore among the finest of the
dozens of presses I have tested over the
past 18 years would be to deal in terms of a
well-known generality. It is more practical
to take note of its handiness, a fact that
exists in the tool's truly unique design. For
example, changing dies amounts to no
more than snapping (not twisting) them
into place, a good, time-saving feature.
Neither is it necessary to change shell
holders when moving from one cartridge
to another. Shell and bullet alignment with
the Co-Ax are inherently better and easier,
too, owing to the tool's vertical (as opposed
to slanted) operation and floating guide
rods. And, of course, there is the matter of
tremendous mechanical leverage: Bo
nanza claims it is possible to full-length
resize with nothing greater than the pres
sure you can exert with your little finger.
Not willing to take anyone's word on such
a claim, I tried it and they ain't just
woofin'... it's as easy as they say it is.

I can therefore recommend the Bonanza
Co-Ax, along with Bonanza dies, as well
as a good complement of loads for the
.45 LC. Choose bullets and powders care
fully, then load them with as much
c~ut.ion as you use when IIIIIM"-
almmg. ~
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in energy can be noted. Both V and E
figures have been rounded off to the near
est ten since, indeed, shot-to-shot and gun
to-gun velocities from identical loads re
sult in variances that render the listing of
exact figures both pretentious and
unnecessary.

More' uniform and complete combus
tion will be realized through the use of a
firm crimp. Magnum primers are recom
mended with H-240 and 2400 loads, while
the quick-burning properties of AL-7 and
AL-8 powders allow the use of standard
primers. A sturdy crimp, by the way, also
helps prevent bullet loosening in the re
volver cylinder.

The .45 LC is not easily confused with
the new .45 Winchester Magnum. It is
larger in exterior dimension and will con
tain between 11 and 12 percent more
powder, depending on the fineness of the
powder itself. It has, however, equal-if
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Beautifully Made...
But Not The Gun For
Combat Competition

By John Robinson

A nyone familiar with Swiss firearms
will know they are synonymous with

top quality workmanship and premium
price tags. The Hammerli line of target
handguns, for example, start at around
$700 for the .22 lr Hammerli 208 auto, to
around $1,000 for the Model 150 Free
Pistol.

The SIG P2iO is basically a military
pistol, produced by Swiss Industrial Com
pany, Neuhausen Rhine Falls, Switzer
land. The company was established in
1853 and have specialized in military
weapons up to the present day. In the last
few years, SIG have been involved injoint
firearms ventures with Hammerli (with
the SIG-Hammerli P240 centrefire target
pistol) and with J.P. Sauer & Sohn of Ger
many to produce the SIG Sauer P220 and
P230. How much manufacturing presence
SIG brings to bear on these projects is not
known.

It is certain however'that the SIG P2iO
is the sole responsibility of the Neuhausen
works and has been manufactured there
for over 30 years. The official sidearm of
Swiss armed forces from the turn of the
century was the great Luger Parabellum~n
.30 Luger (7.65 mm), and this was in use
up to the Second World War.

A Swiss by the name of Charles Petter
who worked for the French Company
SACM, held patents on an improved
Colt/Browning autoloading pistol design.
This gentleman was responsible fOf the
development of the French M1935A pis
tol, which was chambered for the 7.65 mm
Long cartridge-a cartridge unique to
France firing an 88 grain bullet at around
1,000 fps, and generally held in low regard
as a military round.

SIG obtained a license from SACM to
develop the patent designs of Charles Pet
ter, and as WWII drew to a close, SIG
came up with a design called the New- .
hansen 44/ 16-a 9 mm Parabellum pistol
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SIG P-210 .22LR 4314" BBL.
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Here's the SIG P21 0-6; note the
miniscule dimensions of the safety
catch. On these target versions,
the barrel, frame, slide and trig
ger all have same serial number.

with a 16 round capacity. An 8 shot ver
sion was also produced and in 1948, the
SP47/8 appeared. It was from this begin
ning that the SIG P210 developed and like
the original pistol it is still available with
conversion units for 7.65 Luger (.30 Lu
ger) and .22 Long rifle. How much longer
it will be available is a moot point, in view
of its high manufacturing costs and the
availability of suitable replacements.

Currently there are several models of
the P210. The P21O-1 is the standard
model with commercial blue finish and
wooden grips. The P21O-2 has plastic grips
and a matte finish which looks like Par
kerising on the one sample I have seen.
The P21O-5 is the 9 mm target model with
an extended (6") barrel and adjustable
sights, carrying the foresight on the barrel.
The P210-6 is also a target model but has a
standard 5" barrel.

The 'creme de la creme' of SIG P210s is
the subject of this article and is rare even
by SIG owners' standards.

How I got this treasure is a long story.
Suffice to say that a long wait was part of
it. The object of this dedication is a P21O-6
conversion unit. This outfit consists of the
standard 9 mm barrel and slide, a 7.65 Lu
ger barrel and recoil spring to suit, and a
.22 Long rifle conversion unit incorpo
rating barrel, slide, recoil spring and
magazine. All these components are preci
sion fitted to deliver target accuracy and
micro adjustable sights are fitted to both
the centrefire and rimfire slides.

This latter component is unusual. All
literature on the subject, including the
manual with the outfit, indicates that the
.22 lr unit is available with fixed sights
only. The adjustable sight fitted is identi
cal to the SIG centrefire sight. The SIG
P210 design is in some ways similar to that
of the Browning Hi Power. The barrel
lockup is accomplished using a cam slot
under the barrel instead of a swinging

Author firing the prone sedion of Service Match course at 50 meters.
SIG's accuracy and good sights and trigger make it a dream to handle

SIG P·210 7.65MM
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link, and the slide recoils INSIDE the
frame instead of outside like the Colt
MI911.

Unlike the Browning, the SIG's rails
run the full length of the frame, giving the
slide full support. The SIG has its searl
hammer assembly combined in a remov
able unit which slips into a recess in the
rear of the frame. This unit allows adjust
ment in trigger pull by increasing or de
creasing the tension on the hammer
spring, exposed at the rear of the unit. The
manual indicates that adjustment from 3.3
to 4.5 lb. is possible with this arrangement.

On the target version, a trigger stop is
provided in the frame and can be adjusted
with the grips and magazine removed. The
trigger movement is unusual and takes
some getting used to. There is a small
amount of takeup, a long first pressure and
a crisp release. It is a good trigger for de
liberate shooting but may not prove so
good for combat style competition. After
shooting with deliberation for over a dec
ade, I found the SIG trigger OK.

The sighting equipment on the SIG is
excellent. The rear sight moves with preci
sion and without any backlash in the ad
justments. At 50 metres, one click moves
the point of impact 48 mm vertically, and
16 mm horizontally. Rear sight notch is \/s"
wide and provides a good sight picture for
the Patridge type sights although sights
could be wider for my taste. They are not
very well adapted to holster work on the
target model because of the high (6 mm)
and sharp edged foresight.

The SIG design has a number of safety
features-some good, some not so good. In
fact, most not so good for a service-type
pistol. The safety catch is on the left side of
the frame, positioned similar to that of the
Colt M 1911 but of such vestigial p~opor

tions that it is quite hard to get on and off.
There is a lot of tension on the safety itself
and this combined with the very small

34

thumbpiece makes it slow to operate. The
pistol is also fitteol with a magazine safety.
These are utterly useless appendages, in
my opinion, that have no place on a serv
ice type pistol. A pistol that cannot be
fired with the magazine out is not a good
thing to have around in a difficult situa
tion. Fortunately the magazine safety on
the SIG is easily removed by unscrewing
the disconnecting lever from the right side
of the frame under the right grip panel.

The firing pin on the SIG is an inertia
type, so the pistol can be carried with the
hammer down and a round in the maga
zine, with a degree of safety. The half cock
notch on the hammer will prevent it reach
ing the firing pin should the hammer be
inadvertently shagged backwards.

Unfortunately, the difficulty of oper
ating the safety one-handed makes the 'in
stant readiness' condition difficult to
achieve unless the abovementioned load
ing arrangements are made. There is an

Three barrels for the 51G. (Top)
9mm, (center) 7.65mm and (bot
tom) the .22 rimfire.

•
element of risk though small, with the pis-
tol in such a condition. Another design
feature of the SIG that is less than good is
the magazine release. This device is a large
catch at the bottom of the grip, which
means two hands are needed to get the
magazine out-one holding the pistol
while the other is used to push the catch
back, remove and replace magazines. It is
not difficult to work up a technique of
quick changing magazines however, and
the magazine release lever is big and
handy.

The precision with which the SIG is
made, complemented by the excellent Pet
ter design, makes the auto one of the most
accurate out of the box pistols available.

(Continued on page 64)
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SIG I SAUER P-225
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It might not win a beauty
contest by American stand
ards but with 9 shots and
6 sight blades, it has some
great potential.

- . ., ~
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Now... AReworked,
Smaller, Lighter And More
Compact P-220 To Follow
The Requirements Of Police
Work Worldwide

F rom the folks who brought you the
precision-made SIG P-210 and 220

... presenting the new P-225. The police
forces of many countries were in need of a
new and up-to-date service pistol in caliber
9mm Parabellum. To go along with this
need, the P-220 was reworked to the exact
ing specifications.

The SIG-Neuhausen P-210 which was
introduced in the Swiss Army in 1949 and
was considered by many experts as one of
the finest 9mm's in the world. When here
and there a demand for a more up-to-date
pistol became apparent, the design depart
ment of SIG started the development of a
radically new pistol. Various reasons led to
the fact the Sauer Company in
Eckernforde, Western Germany was en
trusted with the manufacturing of the new
auto pistol P-220.

But, time marches on. So, in the Ger
man Federal Republic and many other
countries, a need was established for yet a
third SIG. This would be updated even
more and be a little lighter and a little
.more compact ... thus the P-225 was born.
Deliveries have already begun, and in this
country Mandall Shooting Supplies of
Scottsdale, Arizona is the distributor of all
three ... the 210, the 220 and the new 225.
(Their address is: 7150 4th St.-85251.)

It's a little lighter, as we said ... a little
shorter (O.A.L. is 7-3132") weighing in at a
hair over 26 ounces. That's really light
when you consider that the Beretta .380 is
23 ounces. You can get 9 shots of9mm ...
8 in the magazine plus I in the barrel.
There are 6 interchangeable sight blades
that should take care of most needs. It's a
very safe gun with the DA trigger, an auto
matic firing pin safety lock and a decock
ing lever. Assembly and disassembly are
easy and the slide stays open at the last
shot. The magazine release button is where
it should be, too ... ready to hit quickly
with your right thumb.

Its grandfather and father are of proven
lineage. So big things should be expected
of SIG's newest born ~

... the P-225. ~
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Rumors and long wait ended recently
when the first model 717 and 722 air

pisi~ls began to flow from Daisy assembly
lines. Described as a Target Quality Pneu
matic Air Pellet Pistol, its notable features
are a single pump stroke and low price.

Daisy has ceased distribution of the
German made Feinwerkbau match pistols
and the Spanish made D62 target grade
pistols. The new 717 was enthusiastically
received when first field tested at the Police
Combat Pistol Matches in October, 1978,
producing groups under one half inch at
33 feet. Further evaluated at Fort Benning

in March, 1979, it received high praise for
workmanship, design and precision. At the
NRA/U.S. Junior Olympics held at Colo
rado Springs in April, 1979, the model 717
placed second to the highly expensive
Feinwerkbau. The amount of interest
being generated around this pistol indi
cates that it could become an outstanding
sales success. There has been a long felt
need for a U.S. made precision pellet
pistol.

Opening the box of my just-off-the
production-line 717 was a pleasant sur
prise. Not only did the whole package look
good, but handling the pistol felt good,
too. First contact was with the high
strength molded grips and the appearance
can fool one into thinking they are wood.
They have wood graining, checkering and
contoured thumb rest. Mine has right

hand grips, but left hand will be available
for both models.

Taking practice aim through the gener
ous sights, one sees that they are target
grade, consisting of a Ys" wide blade and
ramp front, with fully adjustable square
notch rear. The micrometer rear sight is
easily adjusted with coin or screwdriver
and includes position indicator markings.
Sight radius is J23.,~" while overall length of
the pistol is 13Y2 inches. Remarkably, my
pistol shoots "right on" with both adjust
ments centered.

Close scrutiny of the rifled bore insert

with a Universal Boreskope shows a bright
finish of the 12 lands and 12 grooves which
have a right .hand twist. Rifling is sharp
and clean, right up to the muzzle crown.
The receiver is a black finish die cast metal
and the brass insert method offers advan
tages such as better coefficient of friction

(to lead) and being impervious to rusting
from condensation, which is a possibility
in pneumatic air arm designs.

An easy, clean-breaking trigger pull is
important for all forms of rifle and pistol
shooting. The non-adjustable trigger on
this 717 has a measured pull weight of 3.4
Ibs. and feels like more, but is lower than
the factory specification of 4.0-4.5 Ibs. Re
lease is sharp with only a minimum of
over-travel. The factory spec. on trigger
travel is .10 inch, including free travel.
Mine goes around .130", which matters not
a bit in view of the nice let-off.



Although the instruction booklet
doesn't mention this pro or con, one can
work the cocking bolt without charging or
loading the 717 and practice dry-fire.

The model 717 is the newest in Daisy's
"Power Line" series and intended for
adults, 16 and up. It discharges with con
sidenible force and all Safe Gun Handling
rules should be observed. This pistol has a
manual cross bolt trigger block safety with
red indicator. Operationally, the 717 is
single shot, manual loading, pneumatic
(compressed air) by single pump of a side
operating pump lever. Weighing a well

balanced 2.8lbs., it has a desirable heft for
target shooting. Operation of the pump
side lever is rated at 17 lbs., but mine
pushes the scales to 22 lbs. before the side
lever is pressed into battery (firing) posi
tion. In any case, women who were asked
to test fire the pistol had no difficulty with
the pump manipulation.

Operation of the 717 is straightforward.
First, put on the safety. Next, open the bolt
by lifting up the bolt handle and pulling
backwards. Although this sets the trigger,
the gun cannot fire with bolt open. Then,
with the side-lever, you pump the gun only

once to achieve maximum velocity. Any
additional pumping will not increase the
velocity and may damage the gun. The
well illustrated Operation Manual cau"
tions one not to attempt to pump again or
open pump lever as the lever is under
pressure and could fly open. To load, you
place one pellet, nose forward, on the feed
track. There is no need for chambering the
round manually, although if the pistol is
held muzzle down, the pellet will more or
less slide into the chamber. When the bolt
is pushed forward and handle down to
closed position, a projection on the bolt

Clockwise from top left: Opening
bolt by rotating upward and slid
ing to the rear. This cocks the
mechanism and must be done be
fore the pistol will accept pump
charge; Simple loading is accom
plished by placing a pellet on
feed track in front of bolt tip or
dropping into breech if pistol is
tilted down. The proiection, or

tip, on the bolt always seats the
pellet into correct firing position
after bolt is closed; Power for the
gun is provided by a computer
optimized single pump via side
operating pump lever; Rear sight
adiustinent of windage and ele
vation has position indicator
markings and can be done with
either coin or screwdriver.

automatically seats the pellet in the cham
ber the same way each time for optimum
accuracy. Now all one need do is take off
the safety by pushing the convenient but
ton above the trigger from right to left so
that the red is showing, aim, and fire.

Front sight assembly, trigger, part of
rear sight and loading bolt of the 717 are
synthetic. The front end of the bolt has no
"0" ring for sealing against the chamber
as is frequently done with pneumatic and



Aside from normal owner maintenance,
the operation handbook does not show
internal parts or diagrams and any major
repair should not be undertaken by the
individual. Daisy has a reasonable, fixed
fee policy for complete repair, if ever
needed after the warranty period, at their
Service Depot in Rogers, Arkansas.

Unlike conventional pneumatic air arms
where 1 or 2 pumps into the reservoir are

(Continued on page 69)

JeH Loefer, air arms expert,
puts all his guns to practical use. •

FRONT
SIGHT

I

MUZZLE

DRAWING 2

1Ya IN. TO 1112 IN.

TRIGGER SAFETY

BARREL

packaged in a molded box which also
contains the 14 page Operation Manual,
test target, caution tag and a generous (500
round) box of pellets made by Daisy.
These pellets are a fairly new item, labeled
"Superior Match Grade" and are very
uniform.

SCREW DRIVER

TRIGGER

BOLT HANDLE

PUMP LEVER
\

ADJUSTABLE
REAR SIGHT

I

DRAWING 1

SLOTS

PUMP LEVER

included with my pistol had a lO-meter,
9/16" center-to-center 5-shot group and a
muzzle velocity logged as 380 f.p.s. In
comparing power by penetration into
Duxseal, my Daisy D62, rated at 390 f.p.s.,
produced only slightly deeper penetration
than the 717. The 717 comes'impeccably

C02 designs, but rather depends on the
built-in sealing qualities of the synthetic
material itself. Fit at this point is good, as
evidenced by a bright circular contact area
and no discernible leakage.

The 717 has a muzzle velocity of
360 f.p.s. and the 722 a muzzle velocity of
290 f.p.s. An official 10 meter test target
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ABILENE SILHOUETTE
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The CH Pistol Champ made the
testing a lot easier. The han
dloads used up a good quantity of
#2400, #296, H4227, and
H110.

Here's the Abilene and some of
the fodder that went through it.
Bullets went from 180 to 265
grains. Author's AbUene seemed
to like Federal factory loads best.

T he handgun silhouette game is boom
ing, and the demand for high quality,

accurate pistols created by the sport has
not gone unnoticed by the manufacturers.
The first few of what will become a host of
pistols built for the silhouetters' special
needs have become available this past
year.

United States Arms is one of the first to
build a pistol for the production shooter,
introducing, this past spring, a silhouette/
target model (AB-T) of their Abilene sin
gle action. The big single is an upgrade of
the standard Abilene, which was described
in some detail in an earlier article by J.D.
Jones for "Guns" (May, 1978).

The new pistol is much like the standard
version J.D. described, with the same high
quality fit and finish. The main differences
are: a nine-inch, non-tapered bull barrel
that has a recessed muzzle and serrations
along its entire length (non-functional, but
attractive); longer, fatter, wrap-around
grips, with a palm swell (both sides); Ellia
son fully adjustable target-style rear sight;
and a nearly hundred dollar increase in list
price. All this adds up to a large, heavy (56
ounce) pistol that hangs nicely in the hand.

Mechanically, the pistol is the same as
the standard version that J.D. tested. The
trigger pull is crisp and somewhere in the
three-pound range. Further, the pistol
functions as smoothly as an old-style
Blackhawk, yet incorporates the mechan
ical safety of a transfer bar.

Unfortunately, the Abilene I had for
testing was timed a little too quickly; when
the hammer was pulled only slightly past
half cock, tlJ.e cylinder stop was partially
released to pop up enough to touch the
cylinder-but not enough to lock it.
Result-ring around the cylinder. And,
after about 800 rounds, the ejector rod
housing shot off half-way through my last
match. The screw holding housing finally
sheared from holding the weight of the
ejector assembly against the substantial Author likes the Creedmoor position which can be a little hard on the
recoil of the 44 mag. The recoil also shook clothes, thus the leather knee cover. 110 degree heat didn't make for

(Continued on page 81) perfect testing conditions.
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56 ounces of brute strength,
this 9/1 bull barreled single
action gets a workout
under a blistering sun ...
and here's what happened.
By Philip C. Briggs



For hunting, plinking
or silhouette ...
unusual versatility
makes this'
combination one of
the most appealing .22'
rimfires of all time.

By Mike Barach



I
T he long awaited arrival of the double

action .22 revolver from Dan Wesson
Arms is finally here and it's been worth the
wait' Dan Wesson's .22 Pistol Pac retains
all of the unique features of its big-brother,
the .357, with some refinements to boot.

Unexpected problems prevented the .22
from becoming available to the dealers
this past summer, however at the time of
writing the Dan Wesson is becoming more
readily available. By the time this article is
being read, you should have no problem in
obtaining a revolver.

Since the Dan Wesson .22 is identical to
the mode! 15-2, .357 Mag., the frame,
shrouds, and grips are all of the same
dimensions. The barrels and cylinder are
modified to accommodate the .22 L.R.
cartridge. As a safety precaution, the .22

barrels have a smaller diameter thread on
the end that screws into the frame. This
makes it impossible to inadvertently place
a .22 barrel on a .357 frame or vice-versa.

After receiving the .22 Pistol Pac and
casually inspecting it, I proceeded to take
aim on various objects in my gun room. I
immediately noticed it had a pleasing
muzzle-heavy feel with the attached 8"
barrel. While testing in the field for ac
curacy, I later found the 6" barrel was also
muzzle heavy. In fact the gun has a hefty
feel with the shorter barrels too, which I
personally like in a handgun. The weight
of the Model 22 varies with the type of
shroud assembly but will tip the scales at
anywhere from 36 to 54 ounces.

If you've ever taken a good look at a
Dan Wesson revolver alongside another

make, you'll find no sharp edges on it that
would drag, scrape, or gouge when either
placing the gun in a holster or in drawing
out in the field. The rounded edges are also
helpful when firing in both D.A. and SA
modes, as the recoil of the gun could cause
a cut on the hand if it. came in contact with
a sharp edge. In this respect, the Dan
Wesson design is both practical and at
tractive.

The quality of the .22 Pistol Pac is all
that is expected of a Dan Wesson revolver.
The bright-blue finish is deep and lustrous,
with no tooling or polishing marks evident.
This includes those areas that are difficult
to reach with a polishing wheel and aren't
easily seen. Fitting of the sideplate to the
frame is very well done, with no jagged
edges or gaps to detract from the gun's
appearance. The top strap and ribs on the
shrouds have the conventional blue-black
matte finish to reduce glare and aid sight
ing. Overall, the finish of the Model 22
compares favorably to either a Smith or
Colt.

One of the unique features of the Dan
Wesson handgun is the interchangeable
front sight. This makes it possible to easily
change the standard ramp sight blade with
a red insert to the optionally available
yellow or white insert blades, an all-black
square-cu t target blade, or the all-black
ramped blade. I've. used all the blades at
one time or another and under certain
lighting situations such as dimly lit areas or
shooting towards dusk, I prefer the yellow
insert blade. For daylight shooting I still
like the all-black ramped blade. Both the
yellow and white inserts enable the hand
gunner to pick up his sights quicker and
give good contrast on dark backgrounds
such as the body of an animal, but I've
always had a problem with them glaring in

(Conlinued on page 70)

Opposite page: Author Barach
feels that the best feature
among many good features is
the ability to quickly change
barrel lengths. Above left: Four
diHerent styles of barrel shrouds
makes it very appealing. Below
left: For long range or as a
snubby, this vent rib model is a
good length for hunting.
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BUILDING AN

SILUETAS UNLIMITED GUNS ...

OR HOW TO GET THOSE 40'S ON

A LIMITED BUDGET

/
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Top: Here's the improved, altered grip-In the raw, so to speak. But
~~!sis a step towards a lot less recoil pain. Middle: Here's the basic
~ package. It Includes the barrel, dies, gauges and, of course, the stock.

BoHom: Before and after. The modification to the factory stock's
forend to accept the larger barrel can be seen through comparison.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· JULY/AUGUST 1980

The unlimited silhouette gun. More rifle
than pistol. More ominous than the

broomhandle Mauser. More difficult to
come by than the Model 29. Yet there's a
large, unmet demand for the Star Wars
weapon. Why? Well, I'd guess it's because
you can hit things with it.

Whatever the reason that shooters want
them, they're in the minority at the aver
age shoot, and I've yet to see one in the
field. Why? Well, because, they're hard to
come by. You don't just walk into your
friendly local dealer's, plunk down a wad
of bills, and walk out grinning. The only
practical way for most of us to get one is to
have it built. That can be a real hassle,
besides expensive, and/or disappointing.
There are only a few smithies around the
country that know what it takes to build a
workable, winning pistol. The fellows that
specialize in this sort 'of smithing don't
work inexpensively.

It's possible to spend more than the cost
of a Wichita or Weatherby for a first-class
custom. On the other hand, the neighbor
hood smith may cost you a lot in mistakes,
even if you don't have to buy him tools.
Then, there's always the possibility the
home-smithed pistol won't work. Besides
shooting poorly-imagine finding out at
the first match that the little beauty is too
heavy to be legal! What is a poor pistolero
to do? Well, the subject of this article is a
way out of this predicament.

The competition sanctioned by the In
ternational Handgun Metallic Silhouette
Association has been the major factor in
the development, and the demand for,
unlimiteds. Elgin Gates, Executive Direc
tor, was keenly aware of the above prob
lems, and the shooter's unfulfilled demand
for a low cost, but effective, unlimited.
After some months of negotiating, dealing
and organizing, he's put together a nearly
hassle-free and inexpensive solution-and
it works.

The basic premise was to develop a
standardized conversion in a family of
adequate cartridges, and use the mass buy
ing power of the organization to secure
barrels, reamers, gauges, stocks, brass,
dies, actions, and complete XP's as inex
pensively as possible, and pass the savings
on to the shooter in a package that can be
quickly assembled by his local smithy.
There are a lot of options in the package,
so that you can order as much as you need/
want to build your baby. I'll not go on any
further about this here, save to suggest you
contact IHMSA headquarters (P.O. Box
1609, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401; 208-524
0880) for arrangmeents, availabilities and
prices.

Like most ofyou, I'd been hankering for
an unlimited, but was undecided on where
and how to turn. When Elgin's package
was ready to go, I said, "I do."

The man in the brown truck shortly
delivered a medium sized box of unlimited
parts. The box held a barrel, contoured,

(Continued on page 60)
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the Mexican Navy with the inscription,
"Engaged 16 May 1843," following the
outer edge of the cylinder. Under "Colt's
Patent" on the cylinder is "Pat. Sept. 10th
1850." There is, however, some basic dif
ferences from the markings of the old and
new models, namely: under the "Colt's
Patent" on the frame is stamped, "US"
much in the motif found on old martial
1851 Navy Models and rarely appearing on
the original martial 1860 Army Models, the
desirable, "Engaged 16 May 1843." noted
on the periphery of the cylinder, has been
moved slightly inward and boxed into the
cylinder scene. This difference is very ap
parent to a dedicated collector. The basic
serial number dies used are not of the
customary unique Colt die stampings em
ployed on the original models prior to
1873. Perhaps the obvious minor
differences from the original were done
deli berately to prevent their becoming
falsely aged and promoted by an un
scrupulous seller to an unsuspecting buyer
as an old model. Few novice collectors
would readily recall the serial number
range of the old models or the typical die
stampings used on the older serial num
bers. It. has also been purported that the
models are being produced in Italy and
finished in the United States which would
account for the serial stampings closely
resembling those of well-known imported
replicas.

It does not seem fitting to refer to the
Colt New Model 1860 Army Revolver as a
replica, for in reality, it is a continuation of
the original model; as is, for example, the

When Colt announced the production of
the 1860 Army Model revolver, many

collectors were immediately interested in
previewing this model. The 1860 Army
Revolver is being billed by Colt as one of
the "Authentic Series," and is typical of
Colt's usual high quality. The arm is
serially numbered in sequence with where
the first series of production was ceased in
1873, or Serial Number 200500. The New

By E. Dixon Larson

the returnofthe
COLT1860ARMY

Model 1860 Army Model is also serial
numbered throughout all major parts of
assembly, as was the original Civil War
Model, which began in 1860.

Markings are also typical of the original
production models. namely: the custom
ary barrel markings of "Address Sam'l
Colt New York City-U.S. America,"
Colt's Patent on the left side of the frame
and the 44" cal. on the left side of the
trigger guard. The cylinder scene is the
original design of W. L. Ormsby, which is
the same as was rolled on the older models,
depicting the battle of the Texas Navy and

continuation of the popular Colt Single
Action which is certainly not referred to as
a "replica."

The two-pound 20 oz. Colt New Model
Army Revolver has the well-done case
hardened frame, satin blue finish, brass
trigger guard, and the steel backstrap.
Grips are well fitting. one-piece walnut.
unvarnished, as were the originals. Natu
rally. there are no inspector's initials on the
models which is out of character for mar
tial marked arms and this may bother
some purists. Frame is the desirable 4
screw model, which is found in much less
numbers than the 3-screw model of the old
originals. Four-screw. meaning the frame
is provided with a stock locking stud on
each side which was found to be unnecess
ary during the manufacturing of the Civil
War models and thus eliminated. Recoil
shield is cut for the shoulder stock. as is the
backstrap notched. The model compie-
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ments any collection, both of old and new
arms. offering the opportunity to unite the
original old model with the new model.

It almost seems sacrilegious to load and
fire such a symbol of history but a labora
tory Quanivac analysis shows that the steel
in the new model is superior to that of the
old model and this fact, united with its

The New Model weighs in at
2 Ibs., 20 oz. and with the case
hardening and deep blue finish, it
truly Is a landmark of beauty.

excellent mechanical functioning, cer
tainly is capable of satisfying even the
mOst critical of shooters.

The model retails for slightly under
$300. The new models of the 1848 Dragoon
and 1851 avy, since resumption of pro
duction, have increased in value over 80%
which obviously makes them a good in
vestment. There is no reason not to pre
clude this too will apply to the~
New Model 1860 Army Revolver. ~
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Bianchi's new Model 101 Con
tender holster rig. A super 14 fits
iust fine.

bad shape for varmints or small game
either. A wide variety of ammo is available
for both. The .357 is undoubtedly the more
versatile of the two, but in recent years the
.45 ACP ammo situation has improved a
lot-and the 230 grain RN or any of the
target loads will center punch a cottontail

J. D. JONES

Spring has sprung and varminting is in
full swing. My mail reflects a high

degree of interest in three areas of hand
gunning. The # 1 seems to be medium or
big game. #2 is without a doubt varmint
ing and surprisinglY,(at least to me) there is
quite an amount of interest in small game
hunting. I figured a lot of people hunted
small game, but I wasn't aware they
wanted much in the way of guns and
ammo info for small game hunting. I was
dead wrong in thinking the vast majority
of small game hunters put meat on the
table with a .22-although of course,
thousands do.

Since we're in the varminting season,
let's concentrate on varmint guns and
ammo, keeping in mind the idea that
varmint-small game rigs can be the same
gun.

Essentially the equipment necessary to
have a good time varminting can be any
thing. A number of years ago I had a bet
with a friend on who could make the
longest shot and kill the biggest animal
with S & W Chiefs Specials. Well, he beat
me on both counts because he went some
where where he got into sharks and peo
ple. Next time I'll be smarter about
qualifying my bets. But, I've sure had a
good time over the years with fooling
around trying to get an accurate, effective
varmint load for a .38 snub and hunting
with it. Now ifyou're good enough in both
the ammo and ability departments, you
can kill a bunch of groundhogs out to
around 50-75 yards with a .38 snub. Its
accuracy from a well tuned gun (including without screwing him up too badly as will •.
loads), will surprise you. That same.38 low velocity cast bullets or slow moving
stuffed with wadcutters or RN loads is a factory loads in any of the big bores.
nice, lightweight sitting rabbit popper for 'Course if you like to eat shoulders, don't
the shotgun hunter. With wadcutters it'll shoot through the shoulders. Most of the
do a creditable job on squirrels. Most of big bores will kill a rabbit instantly with a
the time you'll probably have to do some chest shot without making a mess of
sight filing or load fiddling to get them to things.
shoot where you want them to.. Changing The high velocity factory loads in any of
grips also sometime changes point of im- the Magnums will do a job on most var
pact. Generally, light fast bullets shoot mints from revolvers out to around 100
lower than heavy, slower loads with the yards or so. The TIC will stretch that a
same sight setting. Lowering or increasing little.
the velocity sometimes changes both hori- The more specialized guns for varmint
zontal and vertical point of impact. I used ing are one shooters. The XP-lOO is the
to have a few Chief Specials aroU1~d with most accurate. Topped with a Redfield,
sights filed for different loads and dis- Leupold or TIC 1" diameter scope. They
tances. Won a good bit of money with one will reach out to 200 + yards effectively.
set up for about 200 yards. The TIC is of course more versatile,

Guys with .45 autos and .357s aren't in offering so many calibers as to be astound-
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HANDGUN HUNTING

LARGE OR SMALL VARMINTS•••
IT DOESN'T MAnER, IT CAN BE
THE SAME HANDGUN

Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

Now Approved for
GI and VA Benefits!

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 7·28-5319

l ..\'\'~g~~\)) ~~u y~~: ~oW~u:UaNndE~~~IR~un~~, .s~~:
>~/tomiz.e,repairandaccurizethem ... fil

J "-'. " ~insdll~~i~h. ~tloaC~~. ~~~~ea:l. a.b~~~b~l~
, import guns.

Graduation from this course does not insure that you
will get a job. To find out how our graduates have done,
send for OUf job placement record.

We Show You How To Apply for a Federal Firearms
Lice,ose Buy and sell guns, ammunition and access~ries while you

~:d~~111~1~ ~U~~~~ra~uNn~r\~rAo~~~~~a~n ~~~~I_p~~~i~~srsx~fl~~Sohi~~~~t~~~~

'''''''4iiU,Fi@¥if!Uiig''itlihiilf#4'iMiI'!,i,,,.iiF,,i
Your friends won't believe their eyes when they see how your

shooting Improves. A simple, easy-ta-understand chart
included in your first lesson gives you new

accuracy. Send lor r..ultl or.u",ey .how-
1"1 employment .ucceu of our gradu.....
Write for FREE "Gun Pro Career Kit"!

..
: North A;;~:~~n: ~o;~~r;tFi~~;:':' ~~: :H~ I
14500 Campus Drive, University Plaza, Newport Beach, CA 92660:
I Rush me information telling how r may b~~~:I~s~aNn ':~R'caJl'1

1NAME AGE__I
lADe.", I
~~ ~~~_ ___~ J

RIGHT HANDERS!

LEFT BANDERS!

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al govt. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.
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ing. I like the little 5"-5 ounce Hutson
scope for TICs because it is so compact
and easy to mount. (JMP Sales Box 593X,
Mansfield, TX 76063) This little rig is very
light and quite durable. In addition to the
excellent TIC barrels SSK (Rt. 1, Della
Dr., Bloomingdale, OH 43910) offers some
14-inch tubes in ordinary calibers such as
.223 and also some exotics such as .17
Ackley Bee and .17 Remington on custom
order. Big Boomers such as .375 JDJ, .45
70 and .50-70 are also available for big
varmints.

Enjoyment of the sport has little correla
tion with success in hunting and those
unsuccessful days make the successful
ones sweeter. In most areas of the country
there are some kind of varmints. Just
about any old pistol you have lying around
is enough to get you started-or hooked.

Carrying some of the bigger rigs like a
scoped Super 14 is somewhat of a problem.

Holster with scope cover re
. moved will let 55K and Bo-Mar
sights clear easily. How about
this .375 JDJ?

TIC has a rig and I've been using a Bianchi
crossbreed-sort of a crossdraw with a
strap over the shoulder to more evenly
distribute weight. It won't work with all
scope set-ups, but works with all iron sights
that I'm aware of. The "scope" cover
unsnaps to trim the rig down for iron sight
use. It's quite comfortable when walking
for extended periods, and proves the rig is
well designed. Materials and workman
ship are top notch as always with Bianchi.

Handgun Hunters Int'l members had
quite a successful season on deer and bear.
Some of the big stuff-Cape Buffalo and
Lion also fell to pistols. To get the straight
skinny from the guys who drop the ham
mer and write it up themselves in the SIX
GUNNER-join HHI, P.O. Box .357 Mag,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910. ~
Annual membership $12.50. ~
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When Pacific decided to imp
the way. We angled the"frame
a clear view of the entire reloadin
do things by "feel"anymore - an tter still, there's nothing to
reach arouna sin front of the "0" frame hasJ)een moved out
of your~wIlY. 'lill!". •

We.$not only it easier for you to see what you're doing -we
give you less to do. Our new Positive Priming System..... is a

"hands· off" operation. Primers are fed and inserted automatically with
one stroke of the operating lever. What's more, you get bonus
strength from the new strontium alloy used in casting the 0-7 frame.
It won't spring or distort, even during the heaviest case forming or
bullet swaging operations. And this extra strength is important
since our new handlellinkage system lets you apply maximum pressure
with minimum effort - particularly during the final portion of the
lever stroke when sizing operations are at their most critical point..
You'd expect a press with all these improvements to carry a pre-
mium price. Not so. The new O-TM lists at just $59.95 in our new
Pacific catalog. It's also available packaged with the die set of
your choice or as part of a complete reload
ing kit. See your Pacific dealer today or
send for your copy of our new catalog. TM

PACIFIC TOOL CO.
Dept. AH·7, Box 2048
Grand Island,
Nebr. 68801

DIV. OF HORNADY MFG. CO.
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By Mike Barach

I fyou fancy the notion of a ventilated or
solid rib on your pet Ruger or Smith &

Wesson, Poly-Choke's handgun ribs may
suit your needs. It's a do-it-yourself kit
that takes all of fifteen or twenty minutes
to install.

The kit comes complete with everything
you need to do a professional looking job
without fitting, cutting, or machining. In
cluded in the kit are: raised rib con
structed of aluminum alloy and hard
anodized to prevent marring from wear,
special adhesive, mixing stick, cleanin~'

tool, and complete instructions.
After writing Tom Wotherspoon at

Poly-Choke, the test samples were sent
and arrived a few days later in the mail.
After unpacking them and reading over
the literature, I sat down and read through
the instructions a couple of times before
attempting to install the ribs. The proce
dure for installing the rib is very simple
providing you've gone through the step by
step instructions. There are a total of six
steps in applying the rib to the barrel. The
instructions are very clear and no one
should encounter any difficulty following
them. Briefly the installation goes as fol
lows: clean both the barrel and underside
of the rib thoroughly with alcohol. Next,
mix the two tubes of adhesive together
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Thorough de-greasing of the top of the barrel is important first step.
Also clean the underside of the rib so that the epoxy will adhere.
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completely and apply it liberally to the un
derside of the rib only. Position the rib on
the barrel and squeeze it firmly to barrel.
Wrap the tape that's supplied around the
barrel and rib in three places and set the
gun aside to allow the adhesive to cure.
The adhesive remains workable for ap
proximately 25 minutes, so there's no need
to get in a big hurry. I should also mention
that the installation of the rib should be
done with the gun in a solid rest such as a
padded vise. After the adhesive has dried,
clean off the excess and you've got a good
looking rib sitting atop the barrel for a
fraction of the cost of having a gunsmith
install it.

After doing the job on a stainless SA.
Ruger .357 I later put another rib on a 7Vz"
barreled S.A. Ruger in .45 Colt in the same
fashion. This one took even less time.

A week or so later I made a visit to the
shooting range with both the handguns
and some other goodies for testing. I ran
an assortment of hot hunting handloads
and milder plinking loads through both
revolvers with no signs of the ribs loosen
ing at any point. All told, I must have shot
a couple of hundred rounds through each
gun -and both barrels were heated up con
siderably so I'd venture to say the ribs are
on to stay or until ready to take off.

The advantages of having a vent rib
atop a barrel have been thrown around
since they were first thought of, but I think
it's generally agreed upon that they do dis
sipate heat, aiding the sight picture, but to
what extent I really can't say. Some like
them, some don't; as for me, I always have

1.

3.

liked the clean looking lines of a ribbed
barrel. As for function, a rib works but
doesn't clear up the sight picture 100%.
Then again nothing short of a fan off to
one side of the barrel will dissipate the
heat waves completely and even then
you'd most likely pick up some distortion.
While on the subject of the sight picture,
the Poly-Choke rib sets below the line of
sight as with any of the other factory in
stalled ribs. That is unless you're shooting
at 200 or 300 yards and then the additional
holdover of the front sight brings the front
portion of the rib into view, which again is
no different than any other factory rib.

Since the rib does sit below the sights, it
won't have a tendency to drag on retriev
ing the gun from its holster. The same ap
plies to the width of the rib. I've had both
Rugers I installed the ribs on in Roy
Baker's Pancake holsters and drew the
guns without feeling a hangup due to the
rib.

Overall, I feel the Poly-Choke Handgun
Rib is well worth the asking price. The
completed job is easily accomplished
without a great deal of preparation and
the results are satisfying. I should also
mention that the rib may be removed at
any time by merely placing the rib in the
padded jaws of a vise and rocking the gun
back and forth in a.three to five degree arc.

Poly-Choke will be offering the follow
ing handguns ribs soon, however at this
time they are still in the works-Ruger's
Security-Six in 4" & 6" lengths and S &
W's model 10 in the four and six-inchers
with front and rear sights already installed

on the rib. Tentative price is $24.95 com
plete. The following are available as you
read this: Ruger single action in 6Vz" &
7W' barrel lengths, the Ruger Super
Single Six (.22 cal.) in 6Vz", and Smith &
Wesson models 15, 18, & 19 in 4" length
only with solid rib 9/16" wide. The vent
rib is also available for Colt's New Fron
tier. Cost of any of these ribs is $14.95.

If you're interested in installing a Poly
Choke handgun Rib on your revolver con
tact Poly-Choke Co., Inc., P.O. Box 2496,
Hartford, CT. 06101 for more information
on their ribs and an up to date list of mod
els available. They're attractive,~
functional, and modestly priced. ~

1. Poly-Choke offers handgun
ribs for Ruger Blackhawks,
S&W, Ruger DA's and even
the Colt New Frontier.

2. The rib Is placed on the barrel
and squeezed firmly. The
epo:JJ:Y will ooze from the sides
of the rib and from around the
front sight. This Indicates
proper application.

3. The rib automatically aligns
with the front sight and Is cen
tered on the rear (visually) us
Ing the edges of the frame as
reference points.

4. Tape Is wrapped tightly
around the rib and barrel In
three places to securely hold
In place.

--........------.. 2.

4.
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Just what is an
amateur ••• a long
tim. mlsunclerstoocl
It.m is cl.arecl up

Shooting Union type matches and certify
ing that 250 people per year would attend
such matches, would receive $5,000 from
the NRA for use in developing and up
grading an International range, the money
would be given without strings and would
not be repaid. A good investment and I'll
work for it, but we'll have to have shooters
asking for it, before we can get it through

A subcommittee recommended the U.S.
bid for the II World Air Gun Champion
ships. Unfortunately, I saw this defeated at
the October 1979 NRA board of directors
meeting, for the want of llismall (as some'
expenditures go) outlay of money. There
was too little preliminary groundwork
done to get finance committee and board
approval. Let's get better organized for III.

The technicality of separating our U.S.
In ternational National Championships
from the U.S. Team tryouts in order to

A "uclg.t for a
S-y.ar plan has ....n
approy.cI for shoot.r

cI.Y.lopm.nt

H andgunners have several valuable
representatives on the NRA Inter

national Competitions Committee.
Among the better known ones are Sallie
Carroll, E. W. "Bill" Hilden, Bill McMil
lan and Jimmy Dorsey, all International
medal winners. The committee's big re
sponsibilities are sponsoring, scheduling
and conducting team tryouts, regional and
national championships, where U.S. Inter
national Teams are selected for rifle, pistol;
skeet and trap, and running target.

The major accomplishments of the com
mittee since March 1978 have included
selection of a National Training Center

LUCY CHAMBLISS

ALL ABOUT WHAT THE ICC IS DOING •••
AIRGUN ACTIVITY, AND EVEN HOW TO
GET $5,000 FROM YOUR NRA

site, establishment of the National Train
ing Team and National Development
Team concept, the International Shooter
Development Fund, a budget for priority
training program and the beginning of a 5- .
year plan for shooter development. Speci-
fically, it got an indoor air gun range built qualify for U.S. Olympic Funding to reim
at Black Canyon (Arizona). Now the burse shooter expenses for the tryouts, was
scorching canyon's gusts can't blow those referred to a subcommittee. The Pistol
little pellets out of the ten ring. subcommittee recommended yes, on the

The ICC and its subcommittees have in separating. I think there are numerous
recent meetings: proposed shooting one ranges, and more woul~ f~low, that could
course of fire for the National Champion- host the U.S. International Pistol Cham
ships in 1980, an elimination cut based on pionships. I can't think of a better stim~
percentage, then a day of practice then the ulant for the sport than one year to hold
3rd day would be once over the course for the matches in Maine, the next in Oregon,
team selection for Free Pistol and Rapid the next in Kansas, etc. When the cham
Fire. Because the 1980 championships are pionships were moved to Phoenix in 1969,
concerned primarily with picking the all disciplines were shot there. Then Run
Olympic team, the non-Olympic events, ning Target, Skeet and Trap, found other
Standard pistol, Center Fire and the . ranges more suitable and that would draw
Ladies Match would be fired on the 5th more shooters. It has worked well for them
and 6th day, once over the 60cshot course. and I hope Pistol relocates.
If range space is available, I think twice The ICC subcommittee on Shooter Eli
over the course, if one day would be gibility is helping to determine what is a
popular with competitors. Phoenix has al- pro and what is an amateur, long a misun
ways needed consolidating. Many more derstood subject among shooters. Eligi
serious shooters would enter the matches, bility rules printed now in the NRA's
ifmore shooting could be done in less time Tryout Information Bulletin (yours for the
than past schedules. asking), state an amateur may receive a

A subcommittee passed a motion that total of $625 in prize money in the same
any club conducting ten International week. (Who has ever seen that much in
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SIGHT SErrlNGS

Means: Reduced Recoil - Reduced Muzzle Jump
\ ~

The original Mag-na-port~ a Patent Precision
muzzle venting process - Has become famous
because of the thousands of shooters that in
sist on having greater control of their firearm.

Will not change Ballistics or Accuracy.

For further information on Mag-na-port~ or
the Mag-na-port Custam Ruger Handguns
write for free literature.

We thank all of our customers for Mag-na
port's success in the Firearms Industry.

Potent No. # 3808943

®

ARMS, INC.

RAPID REVOLVER LOADING
CLIPS NRA TESTED

J( NEW!. ~J(r=::::::\

"WINNER 44"
Front Break for the
S&W Model 29 - 8-3/8"
Ruger Super Blackhawk

/~-~ 1%"

~~~
For complete info,
send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:

LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253
Okeechobee,
Florida 33472

When pulling from pocket
or pouch, 6 rounds are im
mediately ready for load·
ing. Clips fit most
pouches now used. Also
holds most rifl.e cartridges.
Price $1.25 each plus 504
postage and handling.
Minimum shipment two
each.

Triden Industries
203 E. 2nd, Box 68· Franklin, MN 55333



Write or call L.E.S. for information on this fantastic new pistol.
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HERE!

1fiJE.~.
2301 N. Davis Street

North Chicago, IL 60064
(312) 473-9484

(Circle No. 21 on Inquiry Card)

Metaloy Co., Inc.
6567 E. 21 PI. "'E;"Tulsa, OK 74129

(918) 836-3781

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond
will not chip or peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "C"') with super lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against rust
(4) All internal and external parts

processed

P-18 ISTHE

IT DOES IT 19 TIMES

WITH 9mm

Learn The Modern Technique of Defensive
Pistolcraft at Jeff Cooper's

World Famous Gunsite

.. The
-"METALOY"

finish

In these hazardous times it is becoming more and more important for private citizens (as well as the
military and police] to learn how to defend themselves. The American Pistollnslilute fulfills this need
by offering abasic course in the defensive use of the handgun. Gunsite students commence with the
API technique of safety in gunhandling and progress through stance. sighting. trigger control. the
draw. firing positions. mental conditioning for combat. night shooting. and the tactical use of the pistol.
API's purpose is to equip the student with
such alevel of skill. confidence and mental
conditioning as to enable him to discourage
violence before it starts. but when alife or
death encounter is unavoidable. to stop it
immediately. with minimum risk to by
standers. Properly motivated students.
with reasonable coordination and mental
abilities. achieve this level of competence
on completion of the basic course. For bro
chure. class schedule. and application
form. send S1.00 to The American Pistol In
stitute.
The American Pistol Institute

P.O. Box 401-E
Paulden, AZ 86334

visitors, but it's reassuring to hear the
policy so positively stated. This committee
usually meets during the U.S. Interna
tional Championships in Phoenix each
June. The many handgunners living in the
southwest area should try to attend these
meetings. Or, write the committee chair
man, c/o the NRA and send a S.A.S.
envelope for a copy of the minutes. Every-
one owning a firearm should have a cur
rent Official NRA Directory; it lists names,
addresses and phone numbers of all direc-
tors and committee members. Send $1 for
its costs to Warren Cheek, NRA Secretary
at Washington headquarters. Find out
who is looking after your particular inter-
ests and correspond with that person di-
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"Recognl.e anel
unelerstanel there Is
More than one way

to train anel to
COMpete for ellHerent

Inellvleluals."

NRA sanctioned pistol matches?) This
much is considered and rightly so, as com
pensation for shooter's expenses. Any over
that, you have to give to your "national
federation or club." Prizes not exceeding
$3,125 in value in one year are OK, but
amateurs cannot sell such prizes. I am
thinking what size "police force" that
would take to enforce ... selling a pistol
here, a scope there, a rifle over here.
However, there have been great improve
ments in clarifying eligibility and if you
want the fine print, write for the men
tioned pamphlet. The ICC has determined
two individuals who sold and modified
match grade guns were not violating ama
teur rules.

The Olympic Job Opportunities report
shows that 104 companies now support this
program and shooters are urged to con
sider the prospect of applying to USOC for
job placement. USOC is asking major
airlines for a reduced cost fare for Olympic
or World class athletes.

All through ICC's work you can see
them recognizing the civilian shooter's
basic problem-money. Perhaps even
tually they can remove some absurd re
strictions thereby allowing civilians more
income leeway and put us on a more equal
basis with the military shooter.

Women's pistol events will probably be
included in the 1984 Olympics for the first
time in history. Much more about this and
what it can do for handgunning in my next
column.

Bill Pullum, chairman of the ICC, and
probably the world's best rifle coach states,
"As long as I am Chairman of this Com
mittee, there will not be any closed ses
sions, under any set of circumstances." All
NRA committee meetings are open to



THE IDEAL IHMsA CARTRIDGE IS SOMEWHERE
BETWEEN PISTOL AND RIFLE

case capacity, something not preferred
by the exacting competitor.

Elgin Gates, one of the Founding
Fathers of IHMSA, and now President,
made the original suggestion that led to
the development of the unlimited
pistol, and simultaneously designed the
first unlimited cartridge based on a
shortened 7.62 NATO case necked
down to 7mm in October of 1975.

It was obvious that the ideal
cartridge was somewhere between the

totally controlled. Some of these "loners"
are damned good shots and many of that
type have set world records and won gold
medals. Your system has yet to prove itself
with the unique American pistol shooter.

Recognize and understand there is more
than one way to train and to compete for
different individuals. Always keep space in
the U.S. International Championships,
even if it means building more ranges, for
the shooter who wants to shoot Interna
tional because they enjoy the good course
of fire and who may not want to become a
"professional" at it. We need every shoot
er's vote, understanding, and total par
ticipation in International shooting if it is
to eventually become our Number I hand
gun sport. Lucy

Development of the IHMSA
Unlimited silhouette pistol for long
range handgunning has necessitated
parallel development of cartridges to
give optimum performance.

Handgun silhouette, unlimited style,
hadn't been on the scene long before it
was realized that existing cases were
not quite the ticket. Commercial
handgun cartridges were sadly lacking
in performance while full length rifle
cartridges generally were of excessive

H the e I.ned family .Ight. A. tim••0 •• by, IHMIA
shooten .... fln"ln. that ".I.ht I. not .nou.h." From I.ft to
rI.ht: IHMIA .25, 6.5mm, .270, 7mm, .30, 8mm, .338 .n" .35.

recdy. You have no idea the impact you
have. Believe me, you have plenty!

I have mentioned some of the ICC's
progressive and fearless work, accom
plished by a very knowledgeable, re
spected group of people. Now, let me
speak to this committee for many U.S.
pistol shooters. Don't make International
shooting too complicated. Respect and al
ways have room in matches for the free
thinking, non-groupie shooter who does
not want to be regimented into summer
training camps, winter think-tanks or psy
chological one-on-one tell me what to do
studies. Welcome the individual who re
sents even being numbered with social
security digits, who would rather not have
the training money than be militarized or

THE MAGNIFICENT "B"S~:!~PPi!!~h
2 color design imprinted
on light blue or yellow 100%
cotton TOP QUALITY t-shirts.

sizes = S, M, L, XL.
Please indicate quantity, color
and mailing address.

TO ORDER Send check, money order, Visa,
Master Charge or American
Express to =

the Great American Hamor Company
6221 Yarrow Dr., AH
Carlsbad, CA 92008

(CA residents add 6% sales tax)

_
T-SHIRT
DESIGN!

N~ UP Afy
6~ Q

y ~
~ (J)
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[hUl:k Taylor
COlDlDando!!ipecial

FROSTED FRAME ON
LIGHTWEIGHTS
ELECTROLESS NICKLE
ON STEEL FRAME

FRONT SIGHT
RAMPED AND
SERRATED
HI-temp Silver sol
dered In place

FITTED MUZZLE
BUSHING

BARREL RECROW ED

2200 West Alameda Ave.
Dept. AH-7 Alameda Sq. Shopping Center

Denver, Colorado 80223 (303) 934-4466

TRIGGER GUARD AND
FRONT STRAP
CHECKERED
30 lines per Inch

BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY
Dept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446

Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W. B. Corp.

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors; red, yellow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes. without heat.
Inserts won't fallout. withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms, mixing bowl, and complete. illus
trated instructions on Iront and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment. satisfaction guaranteed.

121NSERT FLUORESCENT 6 COLOR KIT $16.95 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT $59.00 Ppd.

(Original 12 insert opaque 4 color kit $11.95 Ppd.)

Ask about our luminous pigment
Arizona Residents add 6% Sales Tax.

FLUORESCENT COLORS!

Shooting confidence with your personal
handgun storts with stabi lity under heavy re
coil and that is what I have designed into the

new Shooting Moster stock. Carved in matched
traditional walnut to tolerances that exceed the

gun'frome itself. With smooth line rounded butt,
speed loader clearance, and combat style finger

grooves. Designed for identical right or left hand hold.
It is the ultimate for combat or si Ihouette shooti ng.

This is quality to match your professionalism.

THE NEW HERRETT'S
SHOOTING MASTER

Choice of smooth, fine line or skip checkered for Ruger. Colt and S&W.
~ DA revolvers.

"'-- --~
r·.'iUer-:-re-tt.~ ~\ Available from your dealer.

.!J~ ~ ~ For catalog send $1.00
~gtoC~g. c9Hc.· P.O. Box 741-H7
~. ~ Twin Foils, Idaho 83301 U.S.A.

There is a lifetime of design. experience in
every Herrett/s stock.

We use new books, cut an
opening 8 3/4"H, 5 1/2"W

and line the opening
with red velvet-like material.
With the cover closed, it looks
like an ordinary book.
$13.99 postpaid in 48.

MAGAZINE WELL
BEVELED
for easy magazine
insertion

BACK OF SLIDE
CHECKED
50 lines per Inch

BOMAR DELUXE SIGHT
"BUried" Into slIde With
all corners and edges
rounded

Chuck Taylor Commanclo SpeCial.

.. caliber 45 ACP. built on Colt Lightweight (alloy frame)
or Combat Commander (steel frame). Ideal Personal Defence "carry gun"... If you must:
Light weight model $600.00. Steellrame model $650.00. Pnce subject to change. Post
paid anywhere In the U.S., FFL reqUired. 50% depOSit reqUired. Balance of payment
before shipment.
Long trigger, overSize gnp safety. speed safety, ambidextrous safety and other options
are available at extra cost.
Delivery time IS usually 30-45 days depending on availability from Colt.

SPORTS WEST, INC.
Ikey Starks • George Orndorff

existing pistol cases and the full-length
rifle cases. Making a scientific study of
the desired results, including extensive
computer analysis, Gates designed and
developed a family of eight calibers.
Brass was manufactured on contract by
Federal, including the Gates designed
IHMSA headstamp with the unique
ram.

Overall trim length of the
International case is 1.860, slightly
shorter than the .300 Savage, and .055
shorter than the .308, for comparison.
Body length is considerably shorter,
1.410 for the INTERNATIONAL as
compared to 1.650 for the .300 Savage
and 1.710 for the .308. Shoulder angle
of the INTERNATIONAL is 38
degrees as compared to 30 degrees for
.l.~ .300 Savage and 20 degrees for the

)8. Head size of .470 is the same for
\ three.
The most attractive feature is that all

eight INTERNATIONAL calibers are
on the same common case, something
never attempted on this scale. The
eight calibers are: .25, 6.5mm, .270,
7mm, .30, 8mm, .338 and .35

Computer approval or not, the acid
test would be in the shooting. Of the
four original 7mm INTERNATIONAL
prototypes, Scott Lindley IHMSA's
office manager, and Randy Sampson of
Pocatello, Idaho, shortly shot the magic
4Ox40. The INTERNATIONAL passed
the acid test with flying colors. Gates
had done his homework, and the
computer had told the truth.

Within three months of the
introduction of the full
INTERNATIONAL series, unlimited
guns on XP-loo actions using brass,
barrels and dies supplied from IHMSA
Headquarters, had accounted for over
45 perfect scores fired by competitors
from one of America to the other. At
this writing, perfect scores have been
fired with seven of the eight IHMSA
calibers, mostly with the founding
caliber of 7mm. Only the .25 IHMSA,
which is a bit light for silhouette
competition-but a perfect varmint
cartridge-had not scored the 4Ox40,
mainly because only a few were in
competition, mostly by women shooters
who perfer light recoil.

IHMSA provides barrels chambered
for all INTERNATIONAL calibers in
Douglas Premium Chrome Moly, and
most calibers in Shilen Custom Chrome
Moly and Stainless. RCBS and
Bonanza have manufactured dies, both
full length and neck sizing sets on
contract. Reamers and gauges and the
full line of barrels, brass, stocks, XP-loo
actions and all other necessary
components for building unlimited
pistols are available from IHMSA
Headquarters, Box 1609, Idaho Falls,
Idaho 83401.
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ADDRESS _

NAME _

CrTY STATE__ZIP _

Massad Ayoob

- lighter slide of the Commander would
reduce recoil. Of course, for match
work, an accuracy job would be in
order, too. "Besides," I told John, "If it
doesn't work out, I'll still have a ~ice
little carrying gun."

"Send it to me," he said.
I did, and a couple of weeks later I

got back one of the nicest and most
functional .45s it has been my pleasure
to own. John's philosophy on .45 work
is simple: make the gun work
flawlessly, make it shoot. accurately,
give it a nice, crisp trigger, and let
somebody else make it look fancy.

John took the creep out of the trigger,
and by altering sear, disconnector, and
hammer notch gave me a nice, crisp, 4
pound trigger. If I'd wanted to go much
more than half a pound under that,
he'd have refused anyway. He fitted the
trigger to its mortise in the frame
(which he good naturedly calls the
gun's "raceway" when the customer
wants it for fast shootin').

For more certain feeding, he
changed the shape of the frame mortise
to accommodate stubby match wadcut
ter ammo, and polished barrel and
frame mirror-smooth around the feed
ing track.

I had ordered a gun that would
sometimes be used on the street, and
John thinks the best medicine for that is
as low profile a sight system as you can
get. On mine, he left the factory front

John G. lawson
y ou remember John G. Lawson's

name if you've been in the shoot
ing game for a while. He was
gunsmithing editor of GUNSPORT,
and it was a mark of Ken Warner's
editorial genius that he drafted Lawson
for a column.

Lawson knew his guns, pulled no
punches, and wrote with a blunt yet
sardonic wit. (Reader: "I carry a gun I
can't get a permit for. If I shoot a felon
in self defense, where does that leave
me?" Lawson: "S.O.L., but that's a cut
above D.O.A. in my. book.")

When GUNSPORT died, Lawson
was getting busier with other things,
including his small gunsmithing parlor,
The Sight Shop. He retired from the
gunwriting scene, and is now best
known to savvy gun owners in the
Washington state area.

Lawson was among the first to "bob
cat" .45 autos, and the first to show
readers how to do it step by step with
clear pictures and illustrations. He also
does damn nice work. His specialties
are .45 automatics and sights.

About the time our paths crossed, I
had been thinking about building a
Colt Combat Commander into an IPSC
gun. That was because I had re
discovered a point I had learned a
decade before from John's old column:
that much of the felt recoil in a.45 auto
is due to the movement of the slide
mass. It stood to reason that the shorter,

CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH PROFILE:

Nearly 1 MILLION sold to Law
Enforcement & GOy't. Agencies

Model" A" Series
For .38 and .357 K, N & J Frames. S & W,
Dan Wesson, Charter Arms, Security Ind"
Colt. Ruger,

Model "M" Series
For 38, 357,22, 41, .44 and .45 K
& N Frames, S & W, Dan Wesson, Colt.
Charter Arms

• FOR ROUND NOSE OR WAD CUTTER AMMO
• NO CARTRIDGE JIGGLE ("A" Serlu only)
• PERFECT PRECISION ALIGNMENT
• FAST ACTION SPILL-RESIST TWIST-KNOB
• FULL YEAR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

THE

BROWNING
HI-POWER

This volume thoroughly explores all the
facets of the various military and civil
ian models, from use, disassembly,
maintenance and detail repair to history
and accessories, Wi th nearly 50 pages
and nearly 40 clear illustrations, this
volume is undoubtedly the most com
prehensive work in print on these pistols.
Instructions on how to take it down to
the last pin for inspection and repair,
how to zero it, virtually every aspect of
this arm is covered in finely illustrated
detail. The best source of Hi-Power in
formation available.
"The Browning HI·POWER Pistol"... $3.95------lit DESERT PUBLICATIONS

'V Dept. AH Cornville, AZ 86325
I have enclosed $ Please rush me

_ copy(s) of,

"The Browning HI-POWER Pistol"

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL GUN DEALER
DEALERS ONLY PLEASE:

~~~r~:~:~~Sh~~,~;~~r~7~e1-800-354-9814
H.K.S. PRODUCTS

132 FIFTH STREET, DAYTON, KY.41074
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REINHART FAJEN INC.• Box 338 AH Warsaw, Mo. 65355

Lou Ciamillo
Pistolsmith

Police Combat Revolvers

c/o MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD.

DEALERS IN HOGUE AND ROGERS CUSTOM GRIPS
CHARTER MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD/M.D. FIELD REP PMA

For more in!ormation write: Lou Ciamillo - Gunsmith
clo Maryland Gun Works, LTD. I 26200 Frederick Road I Hyattstown, Maryland 20734

(301) 831-8456

Combat Conversions on all guns include Douglas or Apex
1-1/16" round or square barrel. Bo-Mar. Davis. Mascot or
Aristocrat Rib. complete action job including smooth trigger w /
trigger stop and speed hammer.

All above work on most Colt. S&W and Ruger Revolvers:

Round 1-1 116" Barrel (Blue) $215.00
Square Barrel wi ejector rod shroud $275.00
(Add $10.00 for stainless)

'Prices include taking original sights and barrel in trade.

SPECIALIZING IN RUGER,
S&W, AND COLT
CONVERSIONS

mine, he left the factory front ramp in
place, and mounted a super low profile
S&W "J" frame revolver sight. This gives
you a snag-free profile while saving the
cost of a new front sight, and the expense
of the heavy milling you need to get a
bigger sight to ride that low on the slide.

Some gunsmith readers will cry, "'1'
frame sights are no good for A5s! They're
too fragile, they don't hold their adjust
ments, and the clicks are unacceptably
mushy!" With almost 1,000 rounds
through the gun now, mostly hardball plus
a couple hundred Super Vels, the little
sight shows every indication of staying
there forever. After the initial sighting in,
there was no sight wander, and the clicks
are actually more distinct than in any of
my K-frame sights.

How does John manage what other
'smiths find impossible? He is
painstakingly careful about fitting the
thing in there solid, uses a stout'hold down
screw, and mainly, he fits a clicker for the
elevation screw.

John gave my gun a complete tightening
. for accuracy, polishing all contact surfaces

ultra smooth to prevent any resulting com
promise in reliability if the gun got dirty.
I've deliberately fired hundreds of rounds
through it without cleaning, and the only
malfunctions have been with one batch of
especially wide-mouthed hollowpoints.
Everything else, from mousy 185-grain
mid-range loads to steamin' Super Vel
JHP, has been digested without a bobble.
Yet the gun is still tight enough that it
won't go into battery if you let the slide
forward slowly by hand. That, to me, is as
nice a balance between accuracy and re
liability as I can ask for. In a recent match,
22 out of 24 shots were in the X-ring from
50 yards, the other two just outside.

In addition to the factory 41/.1" barrel, I
sent John a standard 5" tube to fit to the
gun, which I later had Mag-Na-Ported at
the overhanging muzzle for improved
muzzle jump reduction. The concept
worked superbly, by the way. It's interest
ing, but of the several gunsmiths I dis
cussed this with, only Lawson flashed on
the fact that the lugs were cut differently
on a full length barrel, and couldn't be
expected to last long inside a Commander
slide.

After honing the inside of the slide, John
fitted two sets of bushings and tapered
plugs, one for each length barrel, and
mated them with meticulous honing. The
long barrel was then reshaped aft until it fit
Commander dimensions. It was mated to
the Commander slide, and a relief groove
was cut to allow a freer extraction cycle.

This gave me a convertible gun. I can
drop the Commander length barrel and its
bushing back in anytime, and I have the
longer, ported barrel with its impressive
recoil reduction for match work. In fact,
I'm carrying it all the time with the 5" tube
anyway.

While John gruffly describes himself as
a meat and potatoes gunsmith, he's got a
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IHMSA UNLIMITED
(Continued from page 47)

threaded and chambered; go and no-go
gauges, stock and dies. I already had the
Remington XP. The brass came separately,
as it had to be sent to a FFL holder. With
the box under my arm I headed for the
only local smith that's been actively build
ing unlimiteds.

Dan Carey (Carey's Competition Guns,
6717 N. Black Canyon Hwy., Phoenix, AZ
85015; 602-242-6643) is a skilled bench rest
shooter and smith, who's recently been
caught up in silhouette fever. He built his
first unlimited gun for himself, and has
been at it steadily since then. The blend of
bench rest smithing and silhouette shoot
ing experience produces some first-class
unlimiteds. .

With my camera looking over his shoul
der, we spent a couple of evenings putting
together the basic unlimited. It's fairly
simple, with the right tools and equipment.

Begin by disassembling the XP. Rem
ington uses a sealant on the barrel threads,
so that removing the barrel from the
action takes a good barrel vise and lots of
armstrong on the action wrench.
Persevere.

The bolt face on the XP is too small to fit
the rim of the International family of
cartridges. It will either have to be opened
up, or exchanged for a large faced bolt
from the Model 600 rifle. We opened up
the bolt.

The next step depends on the extractor
to be used. We went with one for the model
700, which looks just like the original.
Installation requires duplicating the origi
nal rebated cut in the walls of the recessed
bolt face. Tricky. Other choices are the
model 722 and Ml5 extractors. Machining
differs for each, and each works well. If
you don't abuse the model 700 extractor by
blowing primers/cases, 'it will provide
satisfactory service.

The next step is to check how much the
barrel shoulder will have to be set back to
achieve the proper head space. Screw the
barrel into the action, insert the bolt, and
chamber the no-go gauge. (Don't forget·
the recoil lug.) There should be several
thousandths to trim off. If there is, use
some of it up in squaring up the front of
the action. With the action screwed on to a
mandrel (made from a discarded 221 bar
rel) and the mandrel in the chuck, face off
the front of the action in the lathe. Don't
take too much off-just enough to clean it

Fit the barrel to the action again, and
check the headspace with the no-go gauge.
(You could use a new case, rather than the
gauge-it's not as precise, certainly, but
then, who shoots gauges?) After you've,
approximated the amount to be removed,
set the barrel in the lathe, with the muzzle
in the chuck and the chamber centered on
the tailstock. Carefully remove the re
quired amount from the shoulder with
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what some others are quoting. He man
ufactures front sights for pistols and re
volvers, but will do custom work if you
like. To put higher, more visible sights on a
.45 like mine will go another $25, rebluing
extra if needed.

A professional gunsmith since 1946, this
crusty old pro should be near the top of
your list when you start shopping for
somebody who can do a no-bullkitten
tune-up for a working .45 auto, and if
your're into restorations or are working on
some custom sighting ideas, he's also very
much worth talking to. The address is John
G. Lawson, The Sight Shop, 1802 East
Columbia Ave., Tacoma, .....
Washington 98404. ~
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little fancy streak: he's one of the few
people anywhere doing the old Ten Day
Bluing, a demanding cold rust system few
gunsmiths have the time, skill, or patience
to offer anymore. John explains, "I've
never liked the hot caustic oxide 'bluing,'
which is really a gaudy, overpolished
black." He charges $60 to $85 to thus
refinish a standard pistol, up to $150 for a
blue/straw finish on an early Luger or
Nambu, the restorations of which are an
other of his specialties.

To duplicate the superb job he did on
my .45 auto will cost you about $150 ... a
stone bargain if you've been shopping for
custom .45 work lately, and his delivery
time is ridiculously short compared to



Humidity, condensation is ruining valuable equipment.
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STATE ZIP _

Compact Unit: Light weight metal
cannister designed to withstand
yearsof use. Excellent protection for
individual oun and camera cases,
tackle boxes, silver draw~rs, etc.
Protects 3 cubic feet of enclosed
space. When monitor "window"
turns pink, unit can be easily reacti
vated in any oven. 54.95 pre·paid.

HYDROSORBENT WILL PROTECT:

For lull details write Depl.D-7
and inClude your d8a1ers name and address.

CITY

2000 Gram Cannister:This new self·
contained unit lasts a lifetime. Re·
activates indefinitely. Only 14"x6"
yet can protect 144 cubic feet of en·
closed space. Used on naval vessels. Trailers I Workshops I Darkrooms I
Ideal for camper·trailer, gunroom, Sporting Equipment IClosetsl Elec·
workshop. Steel construction with tronics/GunChests/DisplayCasesl
precision·cut side breathers to silica Tool BoxeslCamera Cases IClothes
gel crystals within. r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Built·in indicator To: HYDROSORBENT CO.
signals when unit I BOX R E
shouid be reacti· I 675, Y ,N.Y. 10580
vated. (Reactivat· I Please Send (postage prepaid):
es eaSily In any 0 360 Gram Unit. $8.50each (NY Residents add
oven.) This unit can I LJ CompactUnit 54.95each 5% sales tax)
prevent thousands I I 2000 Gram Cannister 535.00each
of dollars damage I Total Enclosed$----

due to rust, damp· I NAME _
ness. mildew.
535.00prepaid. I ADDRESS _

• No electricity required
• Reactivates indefinitely
Once marred by corrosion, no oil,
rust·remover or chemical can restore
the value of line guns, instruments
or other precision·finished objects.
Now you can protect them with the
same government spec silica gel
crystals used on naval vessels. (You
are familiar with silica gel as small
packets of crystals packed to pro·
tect new guns, cameras.) The desic·
cant of choice by gov't and industry,
silica gei creates a shield of dry air
within any enclosed area.

360 Gram Unit: Ideal for eliminating
dampness and humidity in large gun
Chests, display cabinets etc. 360
Gram Unit protects over 27 cubic
feet of enclosed space: darkrooms,
tooi and sporting eqUipment stor·

. age, Closets, electronics, etc. Can be
reactivated easily in any oven. Built·
in indicator tells you when.
$8 50 prepaid

AU items... Money-back Guarantee

The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT AND JETFIRE .25 CAL.

Minx M2-Cal. 22 short. Overall Length 4W',
Lengtll ofbarrel2W' ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety Half cock safety

Jetfire-Cal. 25 Overall Length 4W' Length of
barrel 2W' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ...Half cock safety

STOP RUST, MILDEW WITH SILICA GEL
THAT "DRINKS" DAMPNESS FROM THE AIR

Distributed exclusively by

J.L.GALEF.& SOI.IC.
85 Chambers Street, New Yo~k, N.V. 10007

At your favorite sporting firearms dealer.

No extractor
blow back action
only pistol with
instant breech cleaning
double safety features.

several light cuts. A dial gauge on the
carriage will allow you to keep track of the
amount removed. Try the barrel in the
action a time or two as you do this, to keep
from cutting too much off. Keep cutting
and trying till the bolt drags lightly on the
go gauge, or a new case.

In the interest of haste we decided to go
with the nylon factory stock. Besides, uti
lization of the stock stock would provide
the ultimate low back blaster. The only
modification necessary to the stock was
altering the forend for the larger barrel.

Start by sawing the schnoble off at the
white line spacer. The stock is solid here
and can be sanded, filed and polished back
to factory spec's ifyou so desire. Cut it off a
little farther back, and it's hollow, which
will aid in cooling the barrel. The barrel
gets wider than the forend in front of the
diamond, and some just chop it off there to
keep from ending up with an odd looking
feather edge after inletting. I wanted some
stock to rest against my leg (I shoot Creed
moor) so we solved that problem by saw
ing off a quarter of an inch strip along the
top of the stock; starting at the last inflec
tion point on the side of the stock (behind
the diamond). You could eliminate the
step in the top edge of the stock we left by
starting the cut at zero there, and sawing at
an angle down to about three-eighths of an
inch removal at the abbreviated tip. Com
plete the modification by opening up the
forend to free float the entire length of the
barrel.

When you assemble the barreled action
in the stock be sure' that you haven't lost
those little nylon washers. If you do, the
front screw will bottom out against the
barrel threads before the action is snug in
the stock.

Sights are next. Most everyone goes with
a Williams Fool Proof or Lyman 57 peep
mounted on the receiver, and a Redfield 68
or Lyman 17A globe on the front. I don't
like peep sights-they don't work as
designed that far away from your eye, and
I'm not comfortable with the restricted
view of the target you get. Maybe I'm
traditional, but I like open sights. Most use
apertures up front in the globe, although
narrow and wide blade inserts are avail
able. When shooting with an aperture at
both ends of the pistol, all you see of the
target is a black circle. Not for me.

My choices were a standard pistol rear
sight, the Micro 6R, and a Lyman 17A up
front, so that I could easily experiment
with different blade widths. (You can
make up different width rear blades easily
too.) Mounting the sights requires a base
on the rear, and a ramp up front. A base
can be quickly made fr'om a Weaver 40A
front scope base (it's for the Model 700).
Cut a dovetail between the mounting
screws, and mill off the excess that extends
beyond the Micro to keep things neat. Ifall
this sounds like too much trouble, the
simple way out is to buy the sight package
offered by SSK Industries (Route I, Della
Drive, Bloomingdale, Ohio 43910). W
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MICHIGAN ARMAMENT, INC.
214 E. Adrian St. (US 223)

Blissfield, MI 49228
Thomas Kohler John Post, Sr,

(517) 486-4000

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp
feel. S&W -Colt - Ruger revolvers only.
Write for information.

ON WOR S P.O. Box 23028
ACTI K Richfield, MN 55423

6.95
6.95

5.95
8.95

9.95

1.25
.20
.75

,85
.35

1.25
1.00
1.95
1.95

.30

.45
,30
.30
,30
.30

1.25 .
,55
.30
.30
.30
.30

5.95
,30
.30
.20

.30
7,95
5.95
1.50
3.95
.60

6.95
5.95
8.95

,95
5.95
3.95
3.95
1.00
4.95
3.95
5.95

47.50
1.25
3.50
1.25
4.95
4.95
.30

22.50
8.95

17.50

.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

DEALER SPECIAL
$

TEXAS ARMAMENT CO.
P.O. Box 13 H Brownwood, TX 76801

(915) 646-5827

63

Hammer Strut.
Hammer Strut Pin.
Barrel Links .
No. 13 Barrel Links

(For Match Guns): _.
Barrel Link·Pins .
Firing Pins , .
Firing Pin Stop .
Plunger Thbe .
Ejector.. . .
Grip Screws. . .
Recoil Spring. . .
Magazine Catch Spring .
Firing Pin Spring .
Main Spring .
Plunger Thbe Spring .
Recoil Spring Plug.
Grip Screw Bushing.
Main Spring Cap .
Main Spring Cap Pin.
Main Spring Retainer ..
Slide Stop Plunger .
Grip Safety (Long) .
Hammer Pin ,
Sear Pin.
Ejector Pin

. Main Spring Housing
Retainer Pin .

Main Spring Housing (Arched) ..
Main Spring Housing (Flat).
Recoil Spring Guide.
Disconnector .
Barrel Bushing Wrench.
Trigger (Long) .

_Trigger (Short)
Trigger Adjustable Match
Sear Spring..
Hammers (1911A1) .
Barrel-Bushing . . __ .
Sears .
Magazine Catch Lock .
Magazine Catch .
Grips (G,!.) .
Magazine , .
Slides , . , .
Rear Sight .
Extractor , .
Front Sight .
Thumb Safety.
Slide Stop .
Safety Plunger..
Barrel. . .
Plunger Thbe Staking Tool.
Grip Screw Bushing

Staking Tool .
Main Spring Hgusing

Assembly Tool. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.95
Government Model Recoil

Buffer.
Commander Recoil Buffer
Extended Combat Thumb

Safety .
Main Spring Housing

(Gold Cup Style)
Wide Spur Hammer.
Stainless Steel Adj,

Match Trigger. . _. 12.50
Stainless Steel Magazine

w/Rounded Follower. 6.95
Stainless Steel Grip Safety. 8.95

Dealers and Quantity Buyers-write
or call to get our monthly mailing.
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.

The
Grip-Lock
Locks down the
Grip safety on all
1911 style autos.

Quick, Easy Installation
Does not permanently alter gun.

In Blue or Nickle
$2.50 P.P.D. PAT. PEND.
Hamrick's Gunsmithing, Inc.

P. O. BOX 1412
GREENWOOD, S. C. 29646

DEAlERS INQUIRIES INVITED

.. ,45" Combat Modifications
specializing in tuning series to
Colt Gold Cup .45 AC,P. for
I.P.S.C.

Combat accessories and
custom ammunition available
... Modifications on your hand
gun or complete combat modi
fied handguns available ...
Custom Python work available.

Full line of Heckler & Koch
rifles and handguns and ac
cessories in stock for imme
diate delivery. Send Large
S.A.S.E. for info and prices.

With the Micro perched up on the front
ring on its base, you'll need a fairly high
ramp/front sight. How high depends on
how hard you hold the pistol, and what
cartridge you're trying to hang on to. I
ended up with the highest 17A and left
over ramp off a model 700. Overall this
arrangement is 1.2 inches from bore center
to sight center. You'll have to start some
place in picking a sight height-just be sure
the line from the top/center of the rear
sight blade/peep tQ the top/center of the
front sight is at least parallel to the bore.
Dan's found that .2 inches higher at the
muzzle is in the ballpark. Depends a lot on
you-but it worked fine for me.

The rear sight base screws on (don't
forget the loc-tite), and the sight is a press
fit in the dovetail. There's a little locking
screw in the Micro to hold it secure. The
ramp must be soldered or glued on
there's not enough meat in the barrel to
screw it down. We used soft silver solder to
hold down the heat input, yet provide a
solid attachment. Dan's is fastened on with
Devcon. Up to you.

The bolt stop must be modified to
provide more bolt travel to allow ejection
of a loaded round. Extending the notch on
the existing stop rearward to the point
where the top edge of the stop angles
downward will allow.ejection of loaded
rounds shorter than two and a half inches
overall. Ejection of longer loaded rounds
will require installation of a different bolt
stop. Accessory stops are available, but the
simplest modification is to simply drill and
tap a horizontal hole .in the rear extension
of the receiver, and insert a thumbscrew
that extends through the receiver wall to
stop the bolt. Leave the screw finger-tight
to allow ready removal of the bolt.

Tuning the trigger is the last step. Just a
careful polishing of the contact surfaces of
the sear helps a lot. Trigger pull can be
reduced by shortening the factory spring,
or by replacing it with something lighter.
Depth of engagement and over travel can
be adjusted with the screws provided. A
couple of coils and careful adjustment
produced a light, crisp trigger for my gun.
Don't go too far though, as the trigger/sear
becomes unreliable below about a half a
pound pull and/or if the engagement is set
too shallow. (It won't go till you open the
bolt-or, worse yet, it'll go on closing!) Be
advised that once you tamper with the
trigger mechanism you are responsible for
trigger-induced accidental discharges.
You're on your. own.

Shooting the pistol provided an un
pleasant surprise. Top loads swing the
pistol in a 90° arc. The Remington stock
just doesn't handle that sort of heavy re
coil. Obviously designed more for looks
than function, this grip is smaller at the top
than at the bottom, so that even with a
determined hold the pistol slides through
your hand till it stops with a crash as the
second knuckle of your thumb strikes the
stock's horizontal tail piece. Hurts.

With more modest loads the pistol stays
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STATE PISTOL LAWS
Bookl~t describinl Ilt~t pistol rerul.uiON peru,ininl to
P05seswnl, carryinl; lnd purc:huin& of hMldlunS for &II
slites.

FEDERAL GUN LAWS
Booklet outlininlluest federJ.l Inrs canGemin. firurms.
Both b-ooklets (stJ.u " federAl) $3.00. CRIME
DETECTION EQUIPMENT CATALOG - $2.00. IWnry
Schl...n.... , Dept. A, ,41 S E. 52 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022.

Our custom-designed
rasp has both a coarse
& fine cut. Perfect for _ --.;
barr:!1 inletting where fast . $ DO" etAs
~utting. & smo~th finishing.. 1~ .~" IN ~
IS deSired. DIameter: 1/2 , Sl POSTAGE~·::;';~"::41
5/8". 3/4". Length 1". 0""' Set of 3 rasps, ~.-
NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG ... $1.50 1 handle ...$31.00 ',.

FRANK MITTERMEIER.INC. (E.t.1936)
Dept AK780 3577 East Tremont Avenue. New York. 10465

TYLER'S uT" GRIP
BETTER SHOOTING
with this improved
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR, For Colt
ond S & W MODERN
Revolvers, DURABLE, PRAC·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $5.00; GOLD 55.25

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cost aluminum for Colt, S & w
P811StfE6 ~trhell~~erS3.~~;ols, G8l0 F~~ls~ot~~
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Send make & model of gun. No C.O.D,'s please.
• Fully Guaranteed • Prompt Post!=,oid Delivery.
Genuine Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. le.
loaders-lui let Molds-Gun Accessories. Hond·made
Holsters & lelh, leath.... & Clarlno.

- Deal.r Inquiries Welcome 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Irllfon Rd.• Oklohomo City, Oklo. 73114

..., ..\ ?\\\C
S~~C~~\.~_$1395 _

Save $3
S&W J_Framl K-Square Butt,
Round Butt N-Square Butt

Rogers Combat
Grips

- Shown here
Specify: .
S & W-K-frame Square or Round butt
S & W-J-frame Round Butt
S & W-N-frame Square Butt
Ruger Security Six
Colt Python
Please add $.50 postage and handling.
Ill. residents add 5% sales tax.

Send orders to:
VILLAGE GUNSMITH
310 Shepard
Port Byron, IL 61275
(309) 523-3444

put in your hand, but as the grip's shape.
isn't the same as the shape of your h.and it
slams backwards, squeezing the fleshy
parts of your palm aside (till it does fit).
That bump on the lower rear corner of the
grip is a case in point. Your hand turns red
there in a few rounds-after that it gets
worse.

Obviously, the way out of this situation
is to fit the pistol's grip to yours. One could
start with an unfinished woody and a rasp
or a fiberglasser and some epoxy putty, but
the idea was to build a budget gun. .

Determined to keep shooting with a
minimum investment in time or money, I
resolved to modify the stock stock. E'poxy
putty would work here too, but I was close
to the weight limit, and didn't want to get
involved in a sticky mess. The answer was
a wood dough,like you'd use for plugging
nail holes. I used Duratite by DAP Inc.,
which is supposed to adhere to most any
thing, fill up to a half-inch thickness in one
pass, sand, saw, drill and hold paint. Oddly
enough-it will. Worked great.

I wanted to add a palm swell, a thumb
rest and generally fatten the grip. Outlin
ing the probable limits of the filler, I
drilled a bunch of small holes in the stock
to strengthen the bond, and then built the
grip up a gob at a time. Once I had what
looked like enough material in place, I laid
down, positioned the pistol in my hand
and squeezed gently.

The Duratite was dry the next day, and
the rough spots were easily smoothed with
a fine rasp. I added a little more dough
after another shooting session, and then
sanded the whole mess smooth, and
finished all of the stock, using primer,
lacquer putty and an epoxy enamel.

The wood dough is still on after a couple
of thousand vigorous rounds, but best of
all, it's a dream to shoot now. Recoil still
flicks the pistol vertically, but there's no
longer the associated discomfort.

So that's the story of the IHMSA un
limited gun. For the cost of a Gold Cup,
from a box of goodies to a functioning
pistol in a day at the smithy's. From there
to the first match in a week or so. From the
first match to a forty in a ... well, actually
the correlation is not that direct. But I can
promise you that the gUn will do it if you
can. ~

There goes your last excuse. ~

JIG P·210
(Continued from page 34)

The points contributing to the SIG P21O's
accuracy (excluding handling character
istics) are:
1. Positive location of rear of barrel by

Petter cam-lock system, ensuring con
sistent 'return to battery' condition,
combined with very close fit of breech.
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Postage &
handling
$1.00
Outside U.S.
$2.00
California
residents add
6% sales tax

"DELUXE" POLICE MAGNUM
Length: 9.25", Weight:2.2Ibs.
U50·20G1 . . . .. $54.95

NO FEDERAL LICENSE REQUiRED.
UST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL
TOLL FREE: (800) 336-4572
IN VIRGINIA: (703) 549-0774

PKG. OF 100 .22 CAL. BLANKS.
U50-22BC .. . $4.95.

I

Browning High Power
Speed Safety

Blue $23.00
Hard Chrome ..•. $25.00

Colt .45 ACP
Extended Slide Stop

Blue. u ••••••••• $19.50
Hard Chrome .... $21.50

Colt Extended~ Safety
Blue. . $19.50
Hard Chrome $21.50

High Visibility Combat
Fixed Rear Sight

$14.00 rear sight only

Haag Improved Ramp
Front Sight $4.00

Wide Grip Safety $26.00
Blue or Stainless Steel

Competition Magazine
Base Pads . . . . ... $2.15

Fully
Adjustable,

uses factory front
sight. Matt Black

Oxide or Satin Nickel.
Order yours by mail!

For Nickel Finish White Plain Leaf $45.00
add $6.60 With white

outline leaf $47.50

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030

Pistol Sights·
MMC ADJUSTABLE PISTOL SIGHTS
for S&W M-39 & M-59

64

r---------------------------,1NEW! BLANK-FIRING
!(STARTER) PISTOLS
!COUNTERFEIT GUNS
• COMPLETELY
• SAFE! CANNOT

BE MADE TO FIRE
REAL AMMUNITION. Full-size,
machined metal. They look, feel
and weigh same as originals.
Double-action, gun black finish, swing
out cylinder and ejector mechanism.

INTERNATIONALLY COMPETITION

PROVEN DESIGNS by JAMES W. HOAG

"STANDARD" •
Popular.
priced.

mOdels:
of die- I

WeIght 100z cast.
1$12.95 $17.95 .' metaL.

r.---------------------------~• ~'<;u~~~~~~~NC. 0 I CERTIFY I AM 18 YEARS OR OLDER.

• P.O.Bolli388,DEPT.AH 0 PLEASE SEND FREE COLOR CATALOG IIAlEXANORIA, VIRGINIA 22313. •

• Please send the lol'owing unn n_n_nn n_un__nn_nn .

.0 MONEY ORDER 0 CHECK ENCLOSED $ • .. ~~T~G~~~t.}~~~NG:
. : CHARGE TO: '0 VISA 0 MC 0 AE 0 CB 0 DC •

• •1:::~--~==:-:::u;;;;_;;_;;;;.:-;~~~;_~:~;_;;;':;::~::_;_i~_~:i'ON:D~_;;j:::::_-::::::::!

• •!::::::T:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I
L .·MONEY BACK lL£SS POSTAGE) IF NOT SATnlFIED J



CITY

MAIL TO:
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER BOOKS
591 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, Ca. 92108

DEPT:'30H7

Every detail of the pistolsmithing craft is
thoroughly covered by one of Guns' top writers,
Maj. George C. Nonte. Everything from basics
to the most complicated problem is included.
$15.95 + $1.50 Postage

NAME _

ADDRESS _

STATE __-=- ZIP _

Ca. residents add 6% sales tax

FISHER
CUSTOM
FIREARMS

Specializing in 45
IPSC conversions;
Perfect match
of relia bility;
Accuracy and
control;
All guns tested
and guaraoteed
Recommended by
ROSS SEYF.RIEO
1978 National
Champion

2199 S. Kittredge Way, Aurora, Co. 80013, [3031 755-3710

~
D~N\C.S

DETONICS.45 ASSOCIATES
2500Seattle Tower- Seattle WA 98101 •(206) 624-9090

PistDIsmithing

65

DETONICS.45MARKVI. ~:~~~:r;J~~tthe
little Detonics ,45. Since its introduction in 1974, ifs become a worldwide favorite with
police departments and federal enforcement agencies. They appreciated all that
accuracy and reliability packed into such a small and lightweight. 45 automatic.

Now Detonics has introduced a new classic version ofthe weapon that's made
of the best stainless steel ever - it's the new Detonics, 45 Combat Master Mark VI.

Its stainle$S steel is chosen for hardness and toughness which translates into
durability and corrosion resistance. And its combat adjustable sights feature a
unique 3-dot line up for rapid target ~r---.__~_
acquisition. •

Ofcourse the Detonics .45 is
still available in Matte Blue, Polished
Blue, Satin Nickel and Hard Chrome,
too. Check with fine handgun
dealers and distributors throughout the world.

STAINLESS STEEL CLASSIC

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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2. Barrel location in the slide at the
muzzle is positive and locks into a zero
clearance condition. As soon as slide
moves back and barrel unlocks, care
fully machined contours on tapered in
tegral bushing allow barrel' to move
freely without binding.

3. Full length support for slide rails inside
frame with minimum play.

The recoil springs on each conversion
unit are captive on their own guide rod.
This and the fine fit and finish give the SIG
a silky smooth action that I have never ex
perienced on any other locked breech au
toloader, inc! uding some very good
customized handguns of the same
persuasion.

The P21O-6 weighs around 36 oz. with
the centrefire barrels and 32 oz. with the
.22 conversion unit. Each barrel is 43/.1"
long. The 9 mm has 6 grooves and the 7.65
mm has 4 each with a one-in-ten right
hand twist. The 6 groove rimfire barrel is
rifled with a one-in-eighteen twist. All
magazines are 8 round capacity. The rim-
fire magazines are noticeably different
from those of the centrefire (apart from
the feed lips) in that they are made of
stainless steel with an aluminum follower.
The 9 mm and the 7.65 mm can be used in
terchangeably in the centrefire magazines.

A recently purchased additional maga
zine came with an interesting gadget-a
magazine loading aid. This plastic device
slides on the back of the magazine and an
integral prong depresses the magazine fol
lower. This allows the cartridge to be
dropped into the magazine without any
pressure being exerted to overcome fol
lower pressure. Once the round is between
the feed lips, the loading aid is raised with
the thumb, the cartridge pushed home,
and then another downward movement of
the loader engages the cartridge rim and
pushes it down, allowing the process to be
repeated until the magazine is full. It
sounds complicated, but by simply mov
ing the thumb up and down in its normal
position when loading, while it rests on the
thumbpiece of the loading aid, filling
magazines is effortless. Its value for speed

. loading is negligible, being just another
item that has to be manipulated-makes
for relaxed loading at a more leisurely
pace however. The design could easily be
adapted to any auto magazine.

The SIG was shot extensively with nu
merous handloads and factory loads and
its accuracy is proved best with loads close
to factory ballistics and with jacketed bul-
lets over the cast types. The action is very
strong and its design is such that it could
handle maximum loads all day, every day
without strain. The standard wooden grips
on the pistol are poor. For some reason,
my SIG was not fitted with the checkered
plastic grips. Coarse horizontal grooving
on each grip panel is the only concession
to a non-slip contact. It does not work. Oh
for a set ofPachmayer Signatures as are on
my .45. This problem notwithstanding, the
SIG is an easy pistol to handle, and is well
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MODERN

MILITARY. ANTIQUE

NUMRICH ARMS. the
warld's largest supplier
of gun parts offers new
tor 1980. Catalog No.9
covering a 100 million
parts inventory with in

formation never before
in print

UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Send check or M.O. 10'

MAGNIACENT
BRASS

PAPERWEIGHT

For novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

$7.95 ea.
Postpaid

Aluminum paperweight $3.95 ea.
Postpaid

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

The most practical
comfortable way to
corry a gun. Uni-Vest
fits revolvers or auto
matics with '1' to 6Y2'
barrels in three spe
cially designed holster

.' pockets. Uni-Vest also
~ has a two magazine

- pocket which opens to
accommodate loose
ammo. Heavyweight

..')''' blue de·nim. Sizes
S-M-L-XL. Specify right or left handed. $5.00
deposit on COD·s. Stomped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DeptAH, P.O. Box 1435i

Tampo, Florida 33690

BEST
SPORTS SUPPLIER

P.O. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

WORLD GUIDE TO
GUN PARTS

U.S. PRICE $2.95 FOREIGN $3.95

P.O. BOX AH ,WEST HURLEY, N.Y. 12491
PHON E (91 4) 679·241 7 TE LEX 145331

NUMRICH N'EWARMS CORPORATION

1980 20~~~ges
~
;z.~
~~./.

behaved with heavy loads. The relation of
bartel axis to grip position is low, and this
tends to keep muzzle jump down.

The loads used in the pistol in 9 mm
were Winchester factory 115 gn full metal
jacketed and handloads using 90 gn JHP,
115 gn JHP and 100 gn FMJ Hornady's,
along with cast RCBS No. 82027 flat con
ical pointed projectile, cast hard, sized t9
.356 and lubricated with RCBS bullet
lube. The 7.65 mm was tried with
NORMA 93 gn factory loads, and hand
loads using 93 gn NORMA FMJs, 100 gn
Hornady half jackets, 110 gn Hornady
FMJ's and 85 gn RCBS No. 82012, cast
hard and sized to .308/1.

The loads with these components are
shown in the table. I tried some experi
mental target loads in the 7.65 mm using
.311 calibre 85 gn Wadcutter projectiles,
normally used in my Walther GSP .32 S &
W Long target auto. The aim was to pro
duce a light service match load that would
cut easily visible holes in the target, and
have minimum recoil. The principle
worked in that the load/bullet com
bination was OK, and with the .22 recoil
spring installed in the 7.65 mm barrel, the
loads cycled the action with no· trouble.
Unfortunately a 'Catch 22' situation arose.
I could not seat the bullets out far enough
to prevent the bottlenecked 7.65 mm cases
nosediving in the magazine occasionally.
The chamber throat, cut for the round
nosed 7.65 factory bullet, would not allow
the wadcutters into the chamber when
seated out far enough to feed reliably.

Some 1,000 rounds were put through
the SIG during the various test pro
grammes. The 9 mm outfit was by far the
most reliable, without a single malfunc
tion during the tests. The 7.65 mm was
happiest on factory fodder, and occasion
ally failed to feed with some of my lead
bullet handloads. The rimfire unit was
happiest on higher velocity ammo. The
very soft target ammo gave some feeding
and ejection problems. I feel that some of
the rimfire's feeding problems are related
to the magazine lips, and adjustments in
this area should rectify the problem. The
pistol was used to conduct an interesting
experiment to test the significance of bul
let design in the 9 mm, in enhancing the
performance of a cartridge that some ex
perts claim lacks power for adequate de
fensive application.

Loads were worked up on my Oehler
chronograph to give equivalent velocities
for both Hornady's 90 grain hollow point
and their 100 grain full metal jacketed
projectile. Both these projectiles were shot
into a series of steel beer cans filled with
water at a range of about 15 metres. The
explosive performance of the hollow point
bullet on these containers was signifi
cantly better than the full jacketed projec
tile, as can be seen in the photographs,
given their similar energy levels.

With factory loadings in both 9 mm and
7.65 mm running at pressures around
30,000 psi, it is unlikely that much im-
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STD. Width, Hard-Chrome, Bar-Sto
Barrels, Bo-Mar Sights

COMPLETE LINE
S/W & COLT HANDGUNS

IN STOCK

FNFAL &ACCESSORIES
Heckler & Koch #91 & 93's
Nice Selection M-1 Garands
Sigs/Devel 39 Conversions

J.w. HOAG® IPSC AUTO
NOW IN STOCK

ARRIVING FEBRUARY

GENCO COMBAT AUTO'S

DEALERS IN DISCRIMINATING
FIREARMS FOR COLLECTORS & COMPETITION

S/W 29 4" Nickel S/W 29 4" Blue Class A
S/W 29 6" Nickel Class A S/W 29 6" Blue
Engrv. S/W 66 4" Class A Engrv. S/W 66
2W' Class A Engrv.

(Consecutively No. Pairs)
S/W 60 Class A Engrv.

CUSTOM DESIGN Dept.AH

P.D.BOX 22B FULTON, CA. 95439

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFfSMANSHIP
Illustrated brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote SI. Los Alamos, N.M. 87544

POWERFUL LASERS ARE USED
TO CARVE OR BURN OUT
THE RECESSED AREAS

LASER ENGRAVED
WALNUT GUN GRIPS

66

SILENCIO
ADVANCED HEARING PROTECTION

Slip on the most advanced hearing
protectors made. Adjustable for

each ear, wear them over the top
or around the neck. You'll shoot

better, flinch less. Look for
Silencioin the Winner's Circle.

SAFETY
DIRECT INC.

P.O.Box 8907
Reno, Nv. 89505

I
I
-.
I
I
I
I
I
I

GEIICD :
PHONE (704) 274-4572 (24 Hour Answering) I

1270 Hendersonville Rd., Plaza South I
, P.O Box 5704, Asheville, NC 28803 )

~ ------------

r-------------"
: (f}!iIi!Jf@
I



Custom Hogue Grips

With a
minimum

of tools,
you can

.have all
attractive,
functional

front sight.

•

Cylinder Chambers Chamfered
For Faster Loading

Machine Rest Tested and Target
Revolver used to win 1978 National
NRA Police Revolver Championships

and 2·Man Team Championships

X·Ring Accuracy Guaranteed

Available in 10"-12"-14" Twist

BBL Contour Milled On Top-

More Weight On Bottom Of BBL For
Less Recoil

Engineering & Craftsmanship put us #1 and will keep us #1.
BBL. Machined With Ejector Rod Complete Action Jobs

Shroud As On Mag. Factory BBLS.

ALSO
AVAILABLE:
King White Outline
rear sights for Colt, Ruger
and Micro at $5.95 each.

Our kits are fully guaranteed by Lee Baker.

Send check or money order to:

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 E. Ave. U-3, Dept. AHG, Littlerock, CA 93543 • (805) 944-4487
(MasterCharge, VISA and C.O.D. orders are welcome)

-
LEE'S RED RAMP KITS

KEN EVERSULL· Gunsmith, Inc.
"Quietly the Best"

P.O. Box 1766 • Alexandria, Louisiana 71301·'(318) 442-0569

KEN
EVERSULL,
GUNSMITH, INC.

. THE ORIGINAL LIQUID SIGHT KIT. Highly fluorescent under poor fighting conditions.
Our material should not be mistaken with the epoxies being offered by some would-be
competitors. We use an acrylic base with fluorescent pigment,-and that is the BIG
difference. Colors available: Red, Orange, Yellow and White. Each regular kit co'ntains one

color and will do 50 or more sights - $19.95. Deluxe Kits - all four colors 
will do 200 or more sights - $69.50. No tools provided. Our kit is very

easy to use. LEE'S RED RAMP KITS are being used by most major
gunsmiths in the U.S., including Centaur Systems, Cheshire

& Perez, Jim Clark, l. E. Jurras, Kings, Mathews &
Sons, and Pachmayer.

ZERO BULLET CO., INC.
205-739·1606

Cullman, Alabama 35055

RUGER SECURITY SIX, COLT MK
III, S&W M-36 & 60. Double action
spring kits. Do it yourself action.
Specify Kit. ..•.•.•.•...•.• $7.65

COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring
kit for all COLT .45 Autos.
Specify which model. .••..• $15.00

WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES
for RUGER, COLT, MICRO adjust·
able rear sights....•..••..•. $6.10

PEEP REAR SIGHT BLADES for
RUGER, COLT, MICRO adjustable
rear sights. Specify.
Plain .•.••.....•.•....... $6.50
One or two elevation bars .... $7.15

S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING
PACK·4 Spring Strength..... $7.65

TIC SPRING PAK. 10-30 oz. Trigger
Return Spring, Heavy Duty Hammer
Spring & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring .

. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . $16.00

NEW MODEL S. A. RUGER TRIG·
GER RETURN SPRING. Reduces
pUll about 50% $7.10

CUSTOM TIC BARRELS for SIL
HOUETTE or HUNTING... $125.00

Dealer Inquiries Invited

SSK INDUSTRIES
Rt. 1, Della Dr.

Bloomingdale, OH 43910
(614) 264-0176

ZERO BULLET

Approximately 10% of our customers would
prefer grease lube,:! bullets or grease lubed
bullets dusted with white powder, if we would
supply them.

We at ZERO are well aware of the free enter·
prise system. We know if ZERO does not
supply you with what you want, some sharp
competitor will.

Our survey made us ask ourselves if maybe
100% of our competitor's customers are
buying their bullets because they like com·
petitor's lube. Ten percent of ZERO custom·
ers and 100% of our competitor's customers
is a pretty fair hunk of business. Customers
that ZERO wants to please.

ZERO grew tall by bending a little, so if you
prefer a grease lubed bulret or a grease lubed
bullet dusted with white powder, let ZERO
know. We can supply. ZERO will, of course,
continue to supply our dry lube to the 90%
of ZERO customers who prefer it.

This new added service is simply a continua
tion of ZERO's basic policy of giving
Quality, Delivery & Price.

00
_ ....-

ZERO BULLET
DID A SURVEY

We did not like what we found.
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NAZI-Collectors M-43 Style
Black S-S Caps. Only $14.00
Postpaid. Order your size
NOW. Our 224-page fully il
lustrated catalog only $2.00
(free with order).

W.W. #1 LId. (G) Box #Z063
St. Louis. MO. 63158

Catalog $1.00
Money Orders Only
In Store or by Mail

STOP FOULING
DYES & MOLDS STICKING

Send large, stamped, self-addressed,
envelope for information.

RICE GUNS COATINGS
1521 43 St.• West Palm Beach, FL 33407

305-848-2228

BLACK MEDICINE 
The Dark Art of Death

by N. Mashiro

This book represents the most thorough and
intriguing discussion of the human body's
vital points ever to appear in a single volume.
Through strikingly realistic photographs and
detailed line drawings, Mashiro illustrates over
150 parts of the human body where a mini
mum amount of force will produce a maxi
mum impact' on a person's ability to fight.
The study of these final points is integral to
all branches of the martial arts, to the military
combat specialist, and to everyone concerned
with self-defense in a life or death encou ter.
Buy now. so you will have the knowledge
when you need it! 5Y2X8Y2, soft cover.
BM $9.00

Anarchist Cookbook ($10.95) 1 Firearms
Silencers ($6.75) 1 The Complete Book of
Knife Fighting ($12.25) 1 Improvised Weapons
of the American Underground ($7.95) 1
Techniques of Harassment - Vol. I ($5.75) I'
Vol. II ($5.75).

The twin-line rear blade amplifies the
highway effect much as a road having
white edges aids the nighttime driver. The
effect is more pronounced since Gutridge
does not connect the lines.

The third rear blade uses the small, low
placed central dot plus the side verticals to
gairi a very precise sight picture when
shooting at small or distant targets. The
dot is aligned with the stripe, while the
broader part of the front sight is mostly
ignored. The effect is to have two sights in
one system: one broad and quick, one fine
and precise, and both compatible.

The concept of this "dot-and-line" idea
came from the author's experience and his
suggestion to Gutridge.

I .wasn't happy with coarse factory
sights: it was necessary to pick a spot on
the expanse of the front sight and try to
return the target to that same spot for each
shot. That was difficult; I could see why
oldctime shooters favored fine front
blades. However, it took the experiments
with the Gutridge sight to discover that the
shooter can have both broad and narrow
sighting combinations at once, and with
out confusion.

In using ·the "dot-and-line" system, the
greatest advantages seem to occur when
shooting at small targets at closer dis- SURVIVAL BOOKS
tances, and in deliberate aimed fire at 11106 MAGNOLIA BLVD.
longer ranges. In fast shooting at close NORTH HOllYWOOD
range, the dot largely is ignored, although CALI FORNIA91601
there is a fleeting impression of its being. (213) 763-0804
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QUICKLINE SIGHT
(Continued from page 22)

provement in straight ouf velocity can be
had by handloading. The extra duty falls
to the projectiles to enhance the perform
ance of both these 'old timers.' This is per
haps one of the most appealing aspects of
the SIG P210 for me. Its various con
versions make it a versatile 'ballistics test
bench' and just about any combination of
projectile and powder can be made to
work in the pistol.

As a service handgun, I believe if leaves
a lot to be desired in design and handling,
as detailed above. The Colt Government
leaves it for dead in those areas. As an ex
ample of precision handgun design and
manufacture, however, there are few au
toloaders that approach the SIG. The silky
smooth action, the crisp 3V2 lb. trigger that
feels half that weight, the beautiflly made
and solidly machined parts, the precision
sights-they all go to make up a special
kind of pistol whose days, unfortunately,
are numbered by its own. ~
exclusive price tag. . ~

(The SJG P-210 is distributed in the u.s. by
Mandall Shooting Supplies Inc., 7150 E.
Fourth St., S<:ottsdale, AZ 85252)

)COMBAT
GRIPS
FOR COLT .45 AUTOS

ANa SIMILAR FRAMES

Fingergrooves
eliminate slippage
- give total control
-gun points
naturally at
target

SOLID HAND
WALNUT CRAFTED

BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY

. SEND

$4.95 PLUS 48¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH-7, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA. 19003

Dept. AH/9625 E. ·3rd StreetlP.O ..Box 13446
Tucson. Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshoolers' Supply is a division of the B.E.WB. Corp.

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

GWMDAVIS
P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHEH. PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

"'-.

#455
"SECURITY"
Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $lfor new '79 Catalog.



IIGUTRIDGE, INC.

For Colt Government and commander
As Quick as pointing your finger

COLT 45ACCURIZING

CUSTOM PPC REVOLVER

2143 Gettler Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311 • (219) 865-8617

III

helpful in some cases. Other people have
reported the same, and so far, no one has
been critical.

Fast shooting with the Gutridge system
is easy: just look at the target while quickly
raising and pushing the gun toward it. As
this movement occurs, the line of the front
sight comes into the peripheral vision. As
the whole gun comes into the direct gaze,
the sights will be in good alignment with
the target. Precise alignment occurs with so
little effort that, at first, there is a little
tendency to overcorrect. The author even
tually learned to channel that tendency
into more concentration on the target and
on trigger-control. -

Gutridge builds his sights for rough
service: they are milled from solid stock
(72,000 psi steel bars), the front blades
being interchangeable by removal of three
1116" roll pins. The sights are matted, then
hot-blued to dark-black.

Currently, Gutridge is concentrating on
making sights for the Government Model
service pistol. Eventually, Gutridge will be
marketing his patented system for the
Commander pistol, the Browning High
Power, the S&W Model 10 (and certain
other S&W and Colt revolvers), and the
Ruger "Security Six."

The Gutridge "Quickline" system for
the Government Model costs $64.95 for
the sight alone, plus $19.50 for installation.
It is necessary to send only the slide.
Owners of other guns may go onto a
waiting-list, to be notified as sights come
available.

Write: Gutridge, Inc., 533-214th Street,
Dyer, Indiana, 46311. Telephone~
inquiries to: 1-219-865-8617. ~
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-81'OWning -Colt
-hi""." -WHtIIerby
w.".nty Fe",i, st.tion

-Colt p.,ts t/ist,ibuto,I'll. f12 121-4211

o Handguns for sport or duty

o Shotguns for target and hunting

o Rines for hunting or target

o Extensive parts inventory

o Person to person service

o Reasonable delivery tim:es:-"~~iii

°In shop bluing uparkerizing

P(eu~ send ItI,ge $.II.$.l.
'0' complete p,;ce list

CYlINlJER&SUlJE SNfJP INC.
P.fJ. 1IoJt 931

Fremont. Neb,. 68fJ2S

DAISY 717
(Continued from page 40)

recommended before storage, the 717
should be discharged when stored away. In
fact, the handbook warns not to leave the
gun in pumped condition for more than
one hour or the release valve may be
damaged. A supplemental sheet with the
Operation Manual tells the owner how to
adjust the pump rod length if power drops
(DWG. #2)" and how to check compres
sion stroke clearance at pump lever

. (DWG. # 1). The owner is warned not to
exceed the given limits by attempts at
increasing power.

A big plus for the 717 is that as a
pneumatic, it is recoilless in discharge, thus
inherently possessing a key feature of very
expensive spring powered air arms. Since
it has fixed maximum power output, it can
be sold without a firearms permit in Eng
land, for instance, where a limit of 6 ft. lbs.
muzzle energy for air pistols is in effect.

Conclusion. This pistol is bound to fill a
place for many airgunners who do not
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The role of the
firearm

in personal protection.
By Massad Ayoob

At last!
Here's the whole story.

State Zip _

Address _

City_~~~~~~~~~_

Name _

HANDGU__ BOOKS·

Dept. 102AH-7
591 Camino de la Reina
San Diego, CA 92108

Please send ~~_ copies of
IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME.
Enclosed is $ plus 75¢ per
copy for postage and handling.
(California residents add 6% sales tax)

"Excerpts from this book were a
smashing success when first
published in GUNS magazine.
Now read the full story
unexpurgated and unedited.
Seventeen chapters of
streetwise information that every
gun owner needs. Ayoob pulls
no punches!
"Should be required reading for
every person who owns a gun
for self defense."

Never before, the truth about
what happens to you when and
if you use a gun for self defense.
Price $7.00 plus 75¢:for.postgge
and handling. (Allow'from four
to six weeks for delivery.)

IN THE
GRAVEST EX;TREME.

wish to pay an exorbitant sum for a recoil
less import.-One can nit-pick minor points
on it but should never lose sight ofwhat all
is presented at such low investment. I've
had many people handle and shoot the 717
an~ reception has ranged from varying
degrees of exuberanc~ to disbelief at the
low price. Perhaps the compliments cllJl. be
summed up from the 717's encounter with
Jeff Loefer, my colleague and air arm
entrepreneur who has a large working
collection at his desert foothills ranch over
looking the vast Mojave desert. It's a
shooting business holiday for me when
ever I visit there; gaining valuable insights
from his field test programs and my shoot
ing tends to improve in just trying to match
his awesome skill. And so it was that I
brought the sample 717 with me and when
it was time to leave, we watched Jeff
putting the little gun through its paces.
Shot after shot, he hit our tricky fun target
and finally turned to me grinning: "You're
going to leave it here,
aren't you?!"

DAN WESSON 22
(Continued from page 43)

the bright sunlight ofmidday. I wouldn't
hesitate to use the yellow insert if I was
planning to hunt in the heavy timber
where lighting was less than favorable and
an all-black blade was impractical. J
haven't mentioned the red insert mainly
because I dislike it and rarely, ifever, use it
for either hunting or target work.

The rear sight on the new Wesson Arms
.22 is micrometer-click adjustable with a
white-outline sight notch. The older model
sight I have on my .357 isn't click adjusta
ble, so this is a welcome improvement. It is,
to say the least, a pain trying to re-zero the
old type sight when switching barrels or
loads, as you had no reference point to
work from. I use an Allen wrench with one
of its sides painted white for use as a
reference point. This works fairly well,
providing you remember which direction
the painted side faced when first inserted
into the elevation screw. Another method,
although inconvenient, is to use a feeler
gauge. The new micrometer click has·
solved this problem to an extent, however I
can't feel the clicks as well as I'd prefer.
Trying to count the clicks to move the sight
up or down while testing in the field was
rather difficult. This condition doesn't
seem to be as noticeable when elevating
the rear sight, but when moving the sight
down the clicks become less distinct as the
sight is moved closer to its bottoming point
on the frame. This may not be the case
with all the new click sights, but regardless,
it should be mentioned. Here in the quiet
ness of my gun room, with no distractions,
the clicks are more distinct than they were
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Quality X 3

ROGERS & SPENCER

• MOL 66 4" $275 •
6" $325

• We stock saw models 10 thru 67, also •
• Hogue grips. One day service. •
• Q. C. Corp. 3020322~24 .•

•••••••••••

. One name for 3 quality handguns pre
ferred by American Black powder
Shooters. Available in pre-assembled kits,
too. Write for complete information in our
illustrated catalog. Send $1.00 for cata
log to:

EUROARMS OF AMERICA
Dept. AH-7
14~W. Monmouth St.• Winchester, Virginia 22601
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STANDARD, NICKLE-PLATED & TARGET MODEL

For info. send S.A.S.E.
S'IEYE HEIlIGSOIl
2049 Kerwood Ave. # 3. Los Angeles. CA 90025

rfi
WALLE.,.HOLS'IEIl

~
for Hi·Standard Derringer
looks Llk~ a WaNet on the Outside"

~ Packs a 2·Shot Punch Inside!
ONLY $17.PS POSTPAID

.nd

):.E~~okSG~~::~.~~~~'IEIl
~:k=~ and other Large-Frame Autos

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY $J.PS POSTPAID

p·········111
• SMITH & WESSON'S •

• •• •• •
• Prices good •
• on April 1st •

• •• ••ITH & •••SOII'. •

•
MOL 29 4" $360 •

6" $375

•
8" $380 •

in wood presentation box



An authentic copy of the U.S. Army Colt
M-16 Rifle. A 11ighly desirable gun, ideally
suited as a military training rifle, or for
target or hunting. Extremely dur'able and
dependable, available with the origir:'lal
military type stOCk, or the sport ,nodel With
finely finished wood stOCk. These carbines
are identical in detail to the original Colts
and are of extremely high quality. Manu
factured In Italy by one of Europe's finest
gun Inakers. A Inust for the COllector, shoot·
cr or hunter.
See your dealer or Send For Information

For Information Call (213) 843-7777."

Modifications on your handgun .w:. complete
combat modified handguns available.

Send 2-15 cent stamps for complete picture
brochure of custom services to:

SAVE 30% up to 60% SAVE
Send for big oargain catalog of revolvers, "fles, pIStols ~nd

derringers. Big selection of guns and accessories. Many
hard to ftnd items. All Items at low. low prIces. 55 
Order direct and save - 55

"25 years" of service and integrity
EMF Co., Inc.,
Dept.AH-7, 2911 W. Olive Avenue, Burbank, CA 91505

STOCK NO. DESCRIPTION NEW PRICE
1070 Walther pp, ppk/s [New Models] .22Ir., 32acp., 380 $35.00
1073 Browning Hi-Power, Model P-35, 9MM Para......... 35.00
0972 Colt Bisley Model Single Action 35.00
1075 Colt Sinele Action Army [Pre-WWII Models] 30.00
0971 Colt Single Action Army [Post WWII Earlier Models] 28.50
0970 Colt Single Action Army [Post WWII Latest Models] 30.00
1072 Colt Peacemaker, New Frontier .22 30.00
0973 Colt eov't. M/1911'auto, comdr., ace, eo1d cup, etc 24.75
0974 Colt Python, other off. pol. Old model Frames

Magna Ext. Style 39.75
0975 Colt Python, other off. pol. [stand size replaces

factory wood] 28.50
1071 Ruger Bearcat Sinele Action .22 28.50
0980 Ruger Single 6, Blackhawk [New models XR3-RED] 28.50
1074 Ruger Single 6, Blackhawk [Old models XR3] 30.00
0978 Ruger Super Blackhawk 33.75
0979 Ruger Security 6, Pol. Servo 6, Square Butt 30.00
0983 Smith & Wesson, "J" Frame-Round Butt 28.50
0984 Smith & Wesson, "J" Frame-Square Butt 28.50
0985 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Round Butt 30.00
0986 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Square Butt 30.00
0987 Smith & Wesson, "N" Frame-Square Butt 31.50
0988 Smith & Wesson, Model 39 49.50

Bona Fide Dealer Inquires Solicited.
Best Ivory Grips Available

BiU Wilson, Wilson's Gun Shop
101-103 Public Square, Berryville, Ark. 72616

Phone 501-423-2982
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~~:~~LI~~LITARY C,rA:R~B~I;N~E~~~::~
.32 ACP CALIBER - U.S. ARMY

SEMI-AUTOMATIC

High-quality genuine
STAG once again avail
able and at REASON
ABLE prices! All orders
must be accompanied by
certified check, money
order, or formal request
for C.O.D. shipment. In
clude $2.50 per order to
all 48 states.

"WILSON COMBAT"
CUSTOM I PSC .45 AUTOS F IT FOR A CHAMPION - BUILT
BY A CHAMPION (SECOND CHANCE GRAND CHAMPION 
IPSC 5TH IN THE WORLD>'

when testing in the field, but I'd still prefer
a more definite engagement. As for
strength, the sight should certainly be able
to handle .22 and .357 recoils without
coming apart, as it appears to be very
sturdy. Maximum adjustment is broad
enough to cover the necessary sight adjust
ment when switching from the 8" through
2Yz" barrels. The windage adjustment
screw has no click-type engagement, so
you're on your own with it. The factory
setting is very close to dead-center, but
depends mainly on your eyes. Some ad
justment will more than likely be neces
sary, but this presents no real problem. It
doesn't take much movement of the wind
age screw to change the bullet's horizontal
point of impact. The white outline around
the sight notch looks good and gives good
contrast, but I personally prefer solid
black. It's distracting to me to see a white
hair around the rear sight, but then again,
to each his own.

The Dan Wesson .22 also boasts inter
changeable Walnut grips. Presently there
are four types offered-the standard target
in either smooth or checkered (also avail
able in Zebrawood), a smooth combat
style grip with finger grooves; the Sacra
mento with reverse taper, palm swell, and
finger grooves in a smooth finish, and the
traditional grip in either smooth or check
ered finish. If you find that none of these
fits your hand properly and you enjoy
whittling, Dan Wesson Arms continues to
offer the fully inletted Walnut stock blank.
Out of the four styles, I like the combat
and reverse taper Sacramento with barrel
lengths up to 6". Since the standard target
grips are too large for my hand and the
traditional grips just don't feel comfort
able, I prefer to use Pachmayr's Signature
grip with the 8" barrel. Although I'm
pleased with the feel and control of the two
factory-style combat grips, the Pachmayr
Signature is one of the best all-around sets
of grips I've used, regardless of barrel
length. I am partial to finger grooved grips,
especially for shooting double action, and
this is when the combat and Sacramento
are very useful.

The trigger on the Model 22 is well
designed, being 3/8" wide and smooth,
void of any vertical grooves. The finish is
of a matte texture and is nicely rounded to
prevent any chance of cutting the trigger
finger in recoil. It likewise allows complete
control in both SA. and D.A. modes of
firing. The trigger also has an adjustable
over-travel screw located at the top rear
portion of the trigger and engages the
upper rear portion of the trigger guard to
completely stop any movement after the
hammer falls.

The 3/8" wide hammer spur is also a
good feature of the Dan Wesson .22, hav
ing deep cut lateral grooves for positive
single-action cocking. One of Dan Wesson
Arms' trademarks is the hammer's short
throw. Ifyou're not accustomed to the feel
of a Wesson action, the first time you

(Continued on page 74)
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··~IRE:;:S
EDGED WEAPONS

WHAT'S NEW

and related items for sale in our exciting, thick, 220 page cata
log·reference book crammed'full with over 1000 items. All photo·
illustrated, fully described and priced for sale. The book will be
sent to you immediately via 1st class mail upon receipt of $5.00.
Fla. residents add 204. Serving collectors for over 25 years.

Mini-Revolver With
Longer Barrel
• You already know about the mini
revolver, no doubt. But what's new is
the longer barrel and the addition to
the .22 magnum to the line. Even
with this longer barrel, the overall
length is only S-l/16th. It still remains
a very compact package but it's
picked up some velocity and power.
Also available is the shorter barreled
.22 in short and long rifle. Contact:
Freedom Arms, Dept. AH, Freedom,
WY. P.S. the Mini-Revolver also
comes in I" barrel.

Inside The Pants
.Security Gaining In
Popularity
• These holsters have a metal lining
on the top and also feature double
straps with one-way snaps for double
security. Comes in rough out only.
They will fit 13.4" belts. It stays out of
the way and there are no tell-tale
bulges to give away. Contact: G. Wm.
Davis, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 446,
Arcadia, CA 91006.

Looking For A More
Accurate Bullet?
• Hornaday has a new 9mm, 124
grain flat point bullet. In conjunction
with the'U.S. Air Force ballastic unit,
they determined that this shape was
by far the most accurate. Reliable
functioning was also observed. Write:
Hornaday, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 1848,
Grand Island, NE 68801.

New "See-Thru"
Scope Mount For
Smith & Wesson 44
Magnum
• This new Holden Ironsighter scope
mount Model 430 makes possible a
great combination of minimum
weight and rugged performance. The
weight of the mount, together with
the long eye relief scope provides a
very well balanced, attractive unit.
Recoil is reduced and the shooter has
the option of using the standard iron
sights, with reduced recoil, or the .
scope for spotting and more precise
shooting. This mount can be used
with 6", 61/2" and 8f'g" barrel lengths
only. For complete information on all
Holden "See-Thru" scope mounts,
write to J. B. Holden Co., Dept. AH,.
Box 320, Plymouth, MI 48170.ARMOLOY

THE SNICK STAGE 5HOLSTER
The Original Holster featured in

"Cooper on Handguns" and "Survival Guns"

So Developed and
Tested in
Combat

Competition
Fast and Secure

Break Front
Holster of Space

Age Plastic
For Gov't, Commander,
Browning P-35 and the
K-Frame S&W Revolver

528.00 plus $1.50 Postage and Handling; Maga
zine Carriers 510.00 each (Calif. res. add 6% tax)

SNICK PRODUCTS
po. Box 480009, Los Angeles, CA 90048

A proven finish for your expensive
firearms at a price you can afford.

ARMOLOY OFFERS:
TOTAL PROTECTION AGAINST RUST

Every steel part internal & external is
plated except springs. J.D. of bore &
cylinder available at additional cost.

REDUCES WEAR
Surface hardness is Rockwell C-70

NON·GLARE FINISH
Reflects less light than conventional

bluing.
LASTING FINISH

Finish is guaranteed not to chip,
crack, or peel under normal

conditions.

For free literature and price list write:
ARMOLOY CO. OF FT. WORTH

204 E. DAGGETT ST.
FT. WORTH, TEXAS 76104

THE LAST WORD
IN FIREARM FINISHING

THE MUSEUM OF HISTORICAL ARMS
1038 Alton Road, Dept H Miami Beach, Fla. 33139
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Shooting Caps Aid
The Fight For Good
Gun Laws
• These ·very appealing caps from
MTM Molded Products come in blue
or black with a selection of patches
that go on that include "shotgun"
emblems as well as pistol and rifle.
These are high quality items and
what's more the $10.00 price includes
a donation to NRA Institute for
Legislative Action. Write: Bill
Minneman of MTM Molded Products
Co., Dept. AH, 5680 Webster St.,
Dayton, OH 45414. Be sure to specify
color and patch wanted.

Announcing The
New Bulldog
"Tracker"
• From Charter Arms a new 6",
5-shot .357 Magnum revolver. It's
light, too ... weighing in at only 27.5
ounces unloaded. It has a newly
designed, adjustable rear sight. Grip
is hand-checkered Walnut with a
square-butt design. There are four
popular models and are made of
aircraft-quality, chrome moly steel. It
offers a smooth single and double
action trigger pull. It has a transfer
bar safety and a virtually unbreakable
beryllium copper firing pin. Contact:
Charter Arms, Dept. AH, 430 Sniffens
Lane, Stratford, CT 06497.

PLEASE SAY YOU
SAW IT IN THE

AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER

New Pistol Scope
Mount From
B-Square
• B-Square has a brand new pistol
scope mounting system for all ribbed
pistols, .45 autos, etc.... and it's
about as simple and basic as you can
get. (They're famous for that.) No
drilling the frame and no removing
sights. Just two base bolts screwed
into the barrel rib or slide. The
B-Square rings are then fastened to
the base bolts with large scope ring

clamp screws. What could be simpler
and stronger? This is probably the
strongest mount made and it's
certainly the lightest by far-
The basic mount is only $31.95 at
dealers or add $1.00 shipping for
orders direct from B-Square
Company, P.O. Box 11281, Dept. AH,
Fort Worth, TX 76109.

If there were ribbons for "Best of Field",
Contender. the leading hunting hand

gun. would have taken them long ago.
Now we have a structured course,

Metallic Silhouette, which shows hand
gun capability at long range (over 200
yds.). Contender is the first "out of the
box" production pistol to take "Best of

Show" (shoot a perfect score in Metallic
Silhouette). Before you choose a hunt
ing handgun, check the record - there

are no contenders except THE
CONTENDER.

W/'ife FOR OUR
NEW FREE
CATALOG!
Its 28 pages are
jam packed with
new caliber and
barrel combina
tions plus other
pertinent info.
You'll want it!

---------------~,

I

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Farmington Road, Dept. TAH 7

, Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 ,,-------------------,

The Gun That Won Ike 'Be6U
CONTENDER

NEW! RECOIL PROOF HANDGUN SCOPES
Backed by a Lifetime Warranty and built to
shrug off the heavy recoil.of Contender calibers,
a full line of long eye relief scopes are now
available from Thompson/Center. Information
included with each catalog.

NEW FOR 1980
All wood (selected American Walnut) has been completely
redesigned. New Bull Barrel Models are now available in the
following calibers: .22 L.R., .22 Hornet, .221 Fireball, .222 Rem.,
.223 Rem., .256 Win. Mag., .25/35 Win., .30/30 Win., .30 Herrett,
.357 Herrett, .357 Mag., .41 Mag., .44 Mag., .45 ACP, .45 Colt,
and .45 Win. Mag., plus three choked versions. You'll want our
new catalog so write today.
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(Continued from page 71)
thumb back the hammer you'll look to see
if it cocked or jammed. This design not
only makes it faster and easier t9 cock
without disturbing the hold on the grip,
but it also results in faster ignition time
and less chance for movement-thus better
accuracy.

As with the .357, the Model 22 has a
partially recessed cylinder face. The indi
vidual chambers are not recessed for the
rims, but the recessing of the entire cylin
der and extractor star gives this ap
pearance.

The location of the cylinder release latch
has been a controversial subject since the
introduction of the Dan Wesson revolver
back in 1968. Conventional positioning of
the latch is on the left rear side of the
frame, but Dan Wesson had an innovative
mind and positioned the latch on the crane
in front of the cylinder, to direct additional
strength where it's needed the most. Many
shooters felt this drastic change in revolver
lock-up wouldn't take the continued abu
sive recoil of magnum handgun loads
without falling apart. Well, Dan's point
was well taken and the skeptics more or
less ate their words ofcriticism. The design
has withstood twelve years of use in the
field by handgunners and has proven itself
to be a better system of locking the cylin
der into the frame.

Single action trigger pull of my test gun
was a crisp, but slightly heavy, 58 ounces. I
don't particularly care for this weight pull,
so 'I'll have it taken down by a 'smith to
around 21/2 pounds. Out of curiosity, I
checked the S.A. pull of a new .22 Colt
Diamondback. It averaged a very heavy 69
ounces, so I don't consider the Dan Wes
son .22's trigger pull way out ofline. I don't
believe that a handgun needs this heavy a
pull in order to be safely used for hl1nting.
I've used the 2\12-2% pound pull for a good
many years and have yet to have a round
go off accidentally.

Double action pull on the Model 22 is
short and the fastest available, but very
heavy at 13 pounds. Being this tough, it's
just about impossible to shoot the .22
accurately in the D.A. mode. Some good
pistolsmithing is needed here to bring it
down to an acceptable weight. •

Thus far I've covered some of the
unique traits of the Dan Wesson revolver,
but I believe the most outstanding feature
of the handgun, and that which sets it
apart from all other revolvers, is the ability
to quickly and easily interchange barrels.
The concept of barrel versatility has be
come very desirable to handgunners that
want one basic frame to serve multi-pur
pose duties requiring different barrel
lengths. The four most popular lengths of
2\12",4", 6", and 8" are quickly and easily
interchanged in a matter of minutes. Com
plete instructions are given in the booklet
that accompanies each gun, but it's as
simple a!> unscrewing the muzzle nut with
the tool supplied, removing the shroud,
unscrewing the barrel and replacing it with
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Ask your dealer or send
for Free Brochure: Send
stamp to

PRECISION REFl,.EX, INC.
201 N. Main St.
New Bremen, Ohio 45869
(419) 629-2603

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2. Box 92 Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
21 years experience Miami. OK 74354 Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673-2810

NEW! FIRST TIME EVER ...

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

Insla.. SIGHT
THE SMALLEST OPTICAL HANDGUN SIGHT AVAILABLE!
Just 2314" Ig.; One power; 0" to 36" Eye relief; fits most
holsters with only slight alteration; just 5 oz. We stock all
standard bases plus specials for any firearm. Dealer discounts available.

Full size
photo of

Sight

BRASS FRAME
1860 COLT ARMY 44 cal.
by ARMSPORT. Finest Italian Quality
Also available in Steel Frame $96.50

Send check or M.O. Add $3.00 ea. Freight
(FL add 4% sales tax) Catalog $1.00

Dept. HG
ADVENT SALES Co. P.O. Box11795, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33339

~~ The
.~J ' Practical·

#~ SURVIVALIST
'/ l' NEWSLETTER

P.O. Box 1365,
Medford, oregon 97501

SURVIVE THE COMING ECONOMIC CRISIS! Emphasis on practical, useful items &
info you can afford. SurVival Firearms, FOOd, Location, Barter Items, Reloading

,& Bullet Making, Economics, and more, arranged in levels of preparation-with
all costs! Authoritative, Professional, up-to-date info & product tests. Non
disclosure monthly mailing. List & inquiries are strictly confidential! Send SASE
for more information. $80 per year.
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® Push button field stripping. Fast, safe, no
tools needed. Easy positive reassembly.

A unique grip angle is designed for natural
pointing with either hand. Choose high impact.
checkered black plastic or smooth walnut grips.
We proof test every Beretta we make so you can
depend on your 84 to perform like a Beretta.

See the Beretta 84 at your Beretta dealer. He has.
exactly what you're looking for. Send for catalog
detailing all Beretta Auto Pistols, Auto ShOtguns,
Overunders, Side·by-Sides, Trap and Skeets. The
Beretta Arms Co., Inc., PO Box 2000,
Ridgefield, CT 06877, (203) 438-7345. Dealers
include FFL.

All new double action Beretta 84
Just 6.77 inches and 22th ounces, this 380cal. beauty
outperforms bigger autos and revolvers. It's another major
achievement from Beretta, world famous for advance
design automatics.

® Double action firing
lets you fire the first shot with a
smooth double pull on the trigger
with hammer down, chal}1ber loaded. .........::::::::::=:~:::::::--..:~\~~~.Ii
You get a second quick strike on the same
ammo in case of misfire. Great Beretta insurance.

@ Staggered magazine nearly doubles
firing capacity. It holds 13 rounds plus another
shell in the chamber, ready to fire. You can replace
the empty magazine quickly with aloaded spare.
Adjustable rightor left hand release securely locks
or ejects the magazine.

® Chamber loaded indicator. Extractor tells
you by sight and feel when there's a round in the
barrel. .

@ High muzzle velocity, combat accuracy.
Accuracy potential has an average extreme spread
of 3 to 4 inches at 25 yards. Typical ammo
performance ranges from 900 to 1150 FPS (feet
per second).

.® Fixed slide mounted sights with a favora'-'
ble sight radius of 5 inches are set for a dead-on hit
at a 7 yard close combat range. Rear sight may be'
adjusted for windage.

® Positive thumb safety with right and left
hand no.n-slip levers securely locks the firing
mechanism and slide. Hammer safety locks the

. hammer at half-cock, full cock and in its double
action position. And there's a magazine safety
that prevents firing -when you remove the

magazine ~ith a cartri.dge i~ the chamber. ~ Be~etta

® Inertia type firmg pm does not contact • I .

a cartridge in the chamber when the hammer is &, .."" It's a lot more gun
fully lowered. S.R •

I .

Beretta 84 for sQort, defense, law enforcement.

It packs 14 rounds of rapid
firepower and 300years Of
Beretta dependabilily in a
pocket size auto.

CALIBER
380 Auto (9 mm short)

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
13 rounds

OVERALL LENGTH
6 ..77" (172mml

BARREL LENGTH
3.82" (97 mm)

SIGHT RADIUS
5" (127 mm)

WEIGHT (Mag. empty)
22"" oz. (640 grms.)

HEIGHT OVERALL
4.72" (12Otnm)

WIDTH OVERALL
1.38" (35mm)

RIFLING
6 lands & grooves
R. H. pilch

New from
Beretta
Jr



your choice of the others, check for barrell
cylinder gap, replace the respective
shroud, and tighten down the muzzle nut.
Sighting in is necessary after each barrel
change.

The accuracy of the Dan Wesson re
volver is attributed to the barrel being
under tension and secured at both ends
with the cylinder release latch located
close to the barrellcylinder gap. The gun
has proven itself to be very accurate, but
like any other has its preferences of ammo
it will digest and spit out into a neat cluster.
Accuracy tests were conducted at 25 yards,
using a sandbag as a rest. Inclement
weather conditions made testing unpleas
ant as did drastic changes in lighting, but
nevertheless, as long as the shooter did his
part, the Model 22 delivered exceUent
accuracy. At least two five-shot groups of
each of the six brands of ammo used were
fired, and in some cases four to five groups,
to insure the gun didn't care for the par
ticular brand of ammo and not the fault of
the shooter's sighting or trigger squeeze.
Thanks to the help of a friend, Jeff JoUy,
accuracy tests with aU four barrel lengths
and the various brands of ammo took far
less time than if I'd done it alone. With
both of us shooting, and taking into con
sideration the effects of the bitter cold, I
felt that the likelihood of one of us having
shot a poor group and attributing it to the
gun/ammo was minimized. For the most
part, the group sizes were close. If exces
sive, the ammo was shot again by both of
us. The most accurate brands of ammo
with each barrel ran as foUows: With the
8" barrel-Winchester's Super-X }34",
Remington Standard Velocity IW', the 6"
barrel-Remington High-Speed I\/s",
Remington YeUow Jacket lW', Remington
Standard Velocity lYs", the 4" barrel
Remington Hi-Speed lW', Remington
Standard Vel9city lW'. The 2'h" barre! •
surprised rile as I didn't think it'd hold its
own with the longer tubes. It shot the
Remington Hi-Speeds into 134" and the
Winchester Super-X into 2". Remington
Standard Velocity duplicated the Super-X
group. This is very good from a snubby.
The other brands of ammo shot from 2W',
which is fair, to 4", which is pathetic. CQ's
Stinger ammo shot a 4" group out of the
2'h" barrel and Remington's YeUow Jacket
ammo did the same out of the 8". To the
other extreme, with the 6" barrel the
YeUow Jackets delivered very good ac
curacy with a IW' group. As you can see,
ammo brand is very important in obtain
ing the best performance from the hand
gun.

OveraU, I rate the Dan Wesson Model
22 very highly in comparison to similarly
priced .22 D.A. revolvers. There's always
room for a high quality, accurate .22 such
as the Dan Wesson. The ability to convert
the Model 22 from a 2'h" through 8"
barreled gun for use as a kit gun while
fishing, backpacking, etc., to a hunting or
target gun, makes it a very versatile piece.

(Continued on page 80)
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BUEHLER
PISTOL MOUNT

WAMMES GUNS INC
236 N. Hayes Street· Bellefontaine. OH 43311

(513) 593-7010

If you want smaller
groups from your Ruger .22

Auto try a BUEHLER pistol mount.
Installation is easy. Base is installed on top

of the receiver with screws. Over 15 pistol mounts
available. Have you scoped yours yet? It's a new

and exciting sport.

Send fdr FREE Catalog 35H

ONE STOP. DEALERS HEADQUARTERS
We are distributors for:
CHARTER ARMS-fREEDOM-DAN WESSON-EX-CAM-SMITH /
WESSON-RUGER-COLT INTERARMS-BAUER-HAR-RINGTON/
RICHARDSON F.I.E.-STERLING ARMS-BROWNING-HIGH STD.
THOMPSON CENTER

I
Send your F.F.I. Lie. # I

& Copy for FREE CATALOGI

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. ·0 RI N DA. CA. 94Sb3
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BUTLER MANUFACTURING, INC.
240 SARGEN'T DRIVE

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT 06511
(203) 562,2543·5608

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

WHERE
~e J:
lEFT OFF

DID IT

An INVESTMENT, with prices of S39.95
suggested retail, is the finest value ,today in

, handguns.

THe'handsome white pearlite and walnut
grips are hand-made, perfectly balanced and

complemented with distinctive %4 Karat gol4..
"'---=='p-::"'lating. They are attractiv,e additions to the

weapons collector's library.

.31 caliber black powder Derringer

At your firearms dealer or send for our catalog for fCJII details



Barrel Muzzle Muzzle
Length Velocity . Energy

4 inch revolver 1225 367
6 inch test 1542 580
7.7 inch test 1667 679

.38 SPECIAL AMMO
BREAKTHROUGH •••
NORMA ANNOUNCES
THEIR NEW .38
SPECIAL MAGNUM
FACTORY LOADS

Contact Norma-Precision, Lansing,
Dep't AH, Lansing, N.Y., 14882

VELOCITY I ENERGY SUMMARY

EXTRAI

Since the announcement of the .38
Special Nonna Mag, they have had
many inquiries about the astounding
performance of this cartridge. For
your background information, the
1542 fps muzzle velocity and 580 ftl
Ibs of muzzle energy are achieved in a .
6 inch (including chamber) test barrel.

Amazingly, due to their different
powder, chamber pressures stay down
around 17,000 c.u.p., the same as a
standard .38 load. The .38 Special
Norma Mag doesn't even come close
to the 19,000 c.u.p. pressure requiring
+P designation. Thus, it most .
definitely can be used in handguns
which safely handle standard .38
Special ammo.

Even when tested in shorter barrels
as other brands are, .38 Special
Norma Mag ammo still holds its
Magnum edge. In a 4 inch barrel
revolver, muzzle velocity averages
1225 fps, developing 367 ftllbs of
muzzle energy, This is still

. substantially higher than other
brands, and they all require +P
designation limiting theirllse to
special handguns.

The powder in .38 Special Norma
Mag ammo is highly progressive,
creating even more advantage in
longer barrel guns. In a 7.7 inch
(including chamber) test barrel,
muzzle velocity is a sizzling 1667 fps,
developing a whopping 679 ft/lbs of
muzzle energy. And, of course, the
pressure remains at the standard
level.

.38 Special Norma Mag
ammunition is a true ballistic
breakthrough in line with Norma's
historical innovations in the
aminunition industry.

$24.50

HOGUE
COMBAT GRIPS
P.O. Box 460 Dept. HGR2
Morro Bay, CA 93442

®
MONOGRIP features include:
Hogues famed orthopedic hand fit. Fully
relieved for all speedloaders with positive
case ejection. Compound ambidextrous
palm swells • Proportional finger grooves
• Exclusive COBBLESTONE ™ non-slip,
non-irritating stipple pattern. Strength
and durability of reinforced Nylon-No

cheap plastics .• There's nothing

}
else like it!

$1695 Check or money order
plus $2.00 postage

#J _ handling (California residents
• add 6% sales tax).

Write today for your FREE color'
brochure or call 1-800-854-8236 for the
name of your nearest Mustang Dealer.

for RUGER SECURITY-SIX,
S&W K FRAME

MONOGRlp®

Here at Mustang Grips you
select from the beauty of
fine hardwoods or the prac
ticality of neoprene. No
matter which material you
choose, you always get the time-tested
quality of Mustang custom designs and beauty. Our
newest models, the Rangefield line, are made of neoprene
and contain no steel plates. Eliminating the need for steel inserts gives
you much better recoil absorbtion . The neoprene itself makes a non-slip

surface for positive control and has just enough give to
help conform to your hand.

FREEDOM
OF CHOICE

THE Shooters' Equipment&x

Add $.75 to any order senHhe company, to cover ha'ndling and postage.
For complete data on THE Shooters' Equipment 80x, see your local
MTM Dealer, or send for Free catalog.

At last, an equ ipment box designed to hold all of the gear you
normally take to the range: gun cleaning accessories, reloading
equipment, tools, ammo and components, spotting scope, hearing
protectors, shooting glasses ... and just about anything else you
may need.
There's even a cavity for a spotting scope mounting-rod
(not included).
MTM's Equipment Box measures a full 21" x9" x9W'. Construction
is of rugged polypropylene, with metal hinge and lat~hes.
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Compare Prices at 'l:D. Shooters Supply
-- I

NRA B-27 targets
- $23.00 per 100

B-27C Repair
centers - $5. 00 per
100 - sold in Qty. of

100 or more

Black Finish - $9.95
*Specify Model

Roger's Combat Grip 
Wood Grain Finish - $14.95

P.O. Box 1114
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403

205/759·5385

Dade I lpid Revolver Reloader Cases
Availabl in: Plain w/snaps or Velcro $9.98
Basket Vveave w/Snap or Velcro $10.98

PPC HolSter - Accomodates most heavy
barrel revolvers such as Power, Davis, etc.
Only $25.00.

We carry a complete supply of Fish
ing tackle and Hunting supplies.

'l:D. SHOOTERS SUPPLY

Hogue Mono-Grip 

$14.95
*Specify Model

Carbide
2-lb. Can
$3.50

Gun Smoke
Carbide Sight
Smoker - $7.95.

+600v

Shooters Stopwatch - $39.95

Lewis Lead Remover - Available in .38,
.41 Mag., .44 Mag., and .45 Cal. $ .7.95.
Replacement rubber tips - .38 Cal. onl.y
$2.85.
Brass Cloth Patches - all calibers - pkg.
of 10 $1.90.

aa·,': I

::,':;::
.. '::::~::':.:~<:::.:, ...

.22- .30- .32
.38-.45 cal.
only $3.50

each

f

•

Gun Muffler
- $6.95

(e) Six Second Revolver
Reloader by HKS. - Avail
able for S&W. M36. K, N,

41,44, Colt MK III, Python,
Det. Spl.$3)5.

* Send payment with order * We prepay order of $25.00 or more
Manufacturer guarantees all merchandise * Send $2.50 for smaller orders,

e

~

Break Free - 3.17 oz.
- $2.25

*

(f) Dade Rapid Revolver Reloader - Avail
able for: M36, "K", "N", .41, .44, MK 111,
Python, Det. Spl., Ruger Sec. Six, $3.95
N, .41, .44, $4.25.

Dade .72 Shot Plate - Available for:
S&W K, Colt, Ruger, UN" $10.98.

RENO
WINNER (Leather)

$41.95

NEW WINNER
(To Handle Full

Length Under Rib)
$41.95

WINNER (Plastic)
$24.95

BAN,AMERICARD [.J

c
~
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c
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~ send number and expo date



AHA

THE HANDGUN REST

fOr pistol & revolver
WEST COAST BULLETS
820 N. Sierra Bonita Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90046
(2131651-2691

WELL CAST W
HARD 0
BULLETS

complete systems[[J..from. •$ -~". -- .~

79.95 • ..~"
WRITE FOR FREE ,., ~.", •

TEST REPORT:

CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.-A
At. 1 Box 193-A Tonasket, WA 98855

ADAPTER CARTRIDGE fiRES .22lR in .222 R..mlngton

u=m:~

VELOCITY TEST YOUR RELO.ADS

ADAPTERS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING:
22Ul I" .220 S.itt .22WM" in .222 III.. .30." C..b in .JOt Wlft
.nul I" .221 Fir.b.1I .22WMII in ,U) R_ .30.' c.,... I" .:100 .......
2n" in .222 ,... .22."" In.22.:lSO .:n.&ClOln .30-30
2lL,. in .222 ,..... .... n Ko.n.1 In .no S.ill .32ACIO In .300 WI". III

.nl" I...223 ,... :l:l Ko....1 ill .22·:lS0 .32ACIO in.)O..OI
U1.,. in .U-250 .)01111 C•••In. In .30-30 .12AC' in ._

.2,.."" '10 .220 S.ih 10MI Ca.bln. ,,, .)0..01 .:nACIO In .300 Sa.

SPECIAL ADAPTERS FOR THOMPSON CONTENDER
.U1.1II In .22 Ho,...' TC .221.111 1ft .n3 III•• TC .25ACIO I...2st W......,
.221.1'1 In .221 FI,••all TC .22W..1II I" .2U III .... TC .25ACIO In .:lS-:J5
.n.M" i...Ul FI,.bali TC .UUt In .22 J.' TC .:10 Caltll... i...10-30
.22\.,. In .222 R TC .22.MIII i...22 hi TC .32ACIO III .30 H n
.2:lW""'''.222 " TC .:l2llllln.2U"'TC .:J57i...lu en

S11.95 each Postpaid. No FFL Aequired. May be mailed dil"eclIy.

Harry Owen. Box 5337. AH-7. Hacienda Heights. CA 91745

$5.95; YOUR PICKUP TRUCK IS A LIT
TLE GOLDMINE. LEARN HOW YOU CAN
MAKE UP TO $15,000.00 YEARLY WITH
PRACTICALLY NO INVESTMENT. EASY
UNDERSTANDABLE INSTRUCTIONS
ONLY $5.95. PICKUP INDUSTRIES, BOX
38852-AH. GERMANTOWN, TEN
NESSEE 38138.

M~OO CHRONOCRAPH

(Continued from page 76)
In addition, four different styles of barrel
shrouds make the gun even more appeal
ing. The model 22 is the lightest with a trim
looking shroud and a solid rib. The model
22V is the same lightweight shroud with a
vent rib. The model 22H has a heavy
shroud with a solid rib and it's also avail
able as the model 22VH with a heavy
shroud and vent rib. Each model is avail
able in the Pistol Pac or separately in all
barrel lengths. The selection is complete
and should cover just about anyone's
needs. The prices vary with the models
retailing at $232.90 for the Model 22 with a
2W' barrel, $276.85 for the 6" Model 22V,
to $310.00 for an 8" Model 22VH. The
Pistol Pac starts at $444.70 for the Model
22 to $606.80 for the Model 22VH. The
Dan Wesson .22 isn't cheap, but if you're
after a rugged, accurate, and versatile
handgun it'd be worth ~

your while to look it over. ~

SAFARI
(Continued from page 37)

decorative Walnut ~ox complete with dark
blue-velvet lining. The Safari is a one
grand item that requires a $350.00 deposit
to reserve. First offer goes to purchasers of
the previous "Classic" who may wantto
match the Safari with their Classic's num
ber.

Why "Safari"? Why not? These designs
and features sometimes evolve in strange
ways. This time it was simply because
Kelly had been on Safari and was quite
impressed with the Cape Buffalo. The in
dividual features of the gun just fell into
place. The 1980 Gun Digest carries an arti
cle describing several of the M-N-P limited
editions and their original cost and current
values-at least they were fairly accurate in
February '79 when the article was written.

Actually, all of the M-N-P guns except
the Charter Backpacker have appreciated
tremendously in value. What happens
with the Safari remains to be seen. There is
no doubt the price will go up immediately.
I would guess the first trades will occur
around the $15-1700 area. I'm not totally
into the collector stream, but far enough
into it to keep current with prices. I own
most of the # I M-N-P guns and some oth
ers for investment purposes and frankly it
would take a real bundle to part me from
them. Historically, "collector" guns have
been one of the better investments over the (sandbags not included)

long haul. • Ideal lor CKcuracy testing.
The ultimate val ues of these guns will • Adiustable for all handguns.

simply be set by supply and demand. • All steel construction.

Obviously, not everyone can afford or To order send $19.95 + $2.00 shipping to:

even wants a limted edition collector's gun. SUGAR CREEK GUN CO.
M-N-P is now offering custom gunsmith Dept AH Hwy. 34 E.

services to dealers and the public. A dealer Ottumwa, Iowo 52501

can have a gun customized and sell it over Dealers.and distributers write for quantity prices.
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AIR RIFLE
HEADQUARTERS,

INC.
P.O. Box 327 AH

Grantsville, W. Va. 26147

The ultimate in air gun technology imported
from Europe. One-hole accuracy, quiet,
recoiless operation, over 500fps velocities,
life-time durability, ALL for less than a
penny a shot!

Olympic match models for the professional
shooter, powerful sporting models for the
casual shooter_ No pumping, no CO2 , Con
sistent performance, shot after shot.

FREE ... Air Rifle Headquarters' 132 page
catalog of air rifles and pistols, ammunition,
accessories, plus a mini-encyclopedia of
important air gun information. Write today.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
STATE·OF·THE·ART

AIR PISTOLS FOR
ECONOMICAL

YEAR 'ROUND
SHOOTING

ANYWHERE,
ANYTIME!

I·· ~ PER
SHOT!



.380ACP9mm Short

the counter. An individual may send his
gun to a gunsmith by UPS and have it
worked on and returned legally. (For info:
30016 S. River Rd., Mt. Clemens, MI
48045.) In addition Mag-na-port has li
censed Joe Undik (1861 Burrows Ave.,
Winnipeg, Manitoba Canada RZX ZV6)
to perform M-N-P in Canada.

Frankly, I don't see any end to the desir
ability and increasing value of the M-N-P
Limited Edition Customs. Attitudes and
values change. Inflation makes real goods
a better deal than money. Somewhere
sometime the economy and values have to
level off. Yeah, sure, that's been said since
a few years after the depression ended, but
the fact of the matter shows that some
times things slow down a little, but "real"
goods of collectable value just --M
keep getting more valuable. ~

LLAMA
(Continued from pag~ 24)

for the double action operation of the
pistol, plus the front of the bow has been
redesigned to permit a more secure two
hand hold. A two-piece firing pin is used to
reduce the possible breakage of such pins,
and thus prolong firing pin life. Two-piece

firing pins have been used in rifles pre
viously, but not, to the best of this writer's
knowledge, in handguns. The new firing
pin design consists of a long slender front
part ending in a ball joint where it abuts
against the rear portion; the rear portion is
the part struck by the face of the concealed
hammer.

Three safeties on a pistol are not that
unusual, but one such safety is often a
magazine safety. Not so on the new Llama.
The standard manual safety is a lever
design mounted on the slide, and when
"on," it prevents the hammer from touch
ing the firing pin. Even when the manual
safety is "off," the pistol is still in a safety
mode, due to two automatic safeties-one
which blocks the hammer until the trigger
is pulled, and the second, which blocks the
firing pin until the trigger is pulled. As has
often been proven, safety mechanisms are
mechanical devices subject to failure, re
gardless of whether the arm is a handgun,
rifle, or shotgun, but the new Llama com
bination of safeties has to be one of the
best designs yet to appear. (As with most
autoloaders, the new Llama D.A. is in
tended for use by right-handed shooters,
and the ejection of fired cases is to the
right.)

Although no actual firing of the new
Llama was possible due to the time, other
than dry firing, this writer was impressed
with the feel of the pistol, the ease of the
double action operation, and the overall

--

design of the pistol. (The slide stays re
tracted after the last shot is fired; release of
the slide is via a rather moqernized slide
stop in the standard manner.) Sizewise, the
new Llama is a bit large for a pocket pistol,
but there are no sharp comers or surfaces
to catch or cause a hang-up in a jacket
pocket. Metal finish on production guns
may vary or differ, but on the prototype
the frame and slide sides were a highly
polished blue, while the top of the slide,
including sights, and the other frame sur
faces, had a sand-blasted non-glare matte
finish for increased durability. Hence, the
new Llama D.A. looks good, feels good,
and has several good design features. Now,
it only remains to see how the production
pistols actually function, and if accuracy
has been increased by the new .....
design. ~

ABILENE
(Continued from page 41)

loose the screws holding the back strap to
the frame. This was more an annoyance
than a problem, as it takes but a few drops
of Loc-tite or shellac to keep them snug.
Ruger has had similar problems with their
44 Blackhawk, but they've been cured.

STAINLESS
BARRELS ON
ALL MODELS

SLIMMER
SLIDE AND FRAME

EASY
TAKE DOWN

LOOK AGAIN!
THE NEW MARK II

ALL AMERICAN-MADE

DOUBLE ACTION

.380
For people who wanta 9mm with less velocity.

Available in stainless or blue finish.

At your firearms dealer or send
for catalog. Please enclose 25 cents.
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FULLY ADJUSTABLE
/ TARGET SIGHT

LOW PROFILE
,•.----- SERRATED

HAMMER

ROLLING BLOCK
SAFETY

HAND-CHECKERED

~__ AMERICAN

WALNUT GRIP

7-ROUND
MAGAZINE

__I
STERLING ARMS CORPORATION,
211 GRAND STREET, LOCKPORT, N.Y. 14094
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PISTOL

PRACTICAL

MODERN

SHOOTING

IS BEING TAUGHT
AT THE CHAPMAN
ACADEMY RANGE
IN COLUMBIA, MO.

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035

Columbia, MO 65205

Engp~g6f

~el\,~ltostJ~

Ray Chapman. former World Practical Pi~

tol Champion. is providing courses of in
struction in pistol craft at his modern 33
acre facility in Columbia. Missouri. The fa-

. cilities include indoor. outdoor. moving tar
get. and night shooting ranges. Available
courses include basic. intermediate and ad
vanced training in the use of the practical
pistol.
The courses have been praised by shooters from
novices to World Class competitors. They include
the Safe andEffective Use ofHandguns uSing the
CHAPMAN METHODS. For Information write.·

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER f.,l.

SATISFACTION

.G$'9:7SD

A~.~.~ • ~
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in
either 38-41-44-45 cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10)
$1.85. Order direct or from your dealer. Check or
Money Order. or Money Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park. Georgia P.O. Box 31

. We will accept
quality guns
in trade for
engraving

send $1 for new
picture brochure.

TIt~

~!B~~~?I?4~
. 3171282-9073

Hopefully US Arms can also find solu
tions. J.D. encountered both ofthose prob
lems; they were to have been rectified last
year.

As the pistol was intended for the sil
houette shooter, I felt the testing should
include not only the normal bench rest
accuracy firing, but also enough match
shooting to evaluate how well the pistol
would perform in more realistic situations.

With the latter requirements in mind, a
stock of components and ammo were laid
on from Federal, Frontier, Hodgdon, Hor
nady, Sierra and Speer, along with a CH
Pistol Champ progressive loading tool and
a RCBS mold for a 240 grain SWc. The
usual pistol primers and powders were
selected for the test loads, as were the
heavier versions of the available bullets.

I picked the Pistol Champ, as, like a lot
ofyou, my loading time is limited. Besides,
I'd rather be shooting than loading. The
tool is available from J&G Sales, Inc. (442
Miller Valley Road, Prescott, Arizona
86301) ready to go for one cartridge for less
than a hundred dollars. Conversions to set
up for another pistol cartridge are avail
able for about forty dollars a set.

The Pistol Champ incorporates an inter
changeable bushing charge bar powder
measure on top of the second die and, in
keeping with my desire for speed and
simplicity, I picked through the bushings
for close approximations of my favorite 44
mag loads. Not very sophisticated, but I
didn't have time to sort through a lot. of
loads to find this particular pistol's favorite
fodder. If you're fussier than I am, it's not
too hard to file out a smaller bushing till it
throws just exactly what shoots best. Once
you settle on a bushing, loading is a snap.
The dies are factory adjusted and the tool
is easy to operate. Once your arm muscles
get built up, I expect you could average
200 rounds an hour.

The results of the shooting tests are
summarized in the accompanying table.
First off, you'll note that small groups and
low velocity variation didn't go together in
this case-in f-act, the opposite condition is
more strongly correlated. You'll also note
that the group sizes shown are not out
standing. Remember, though, that these
were shot from a hand-held rest, with open
sights. I'm sure a good bullseye-tuned Colt
auto would cut the mean group sizes in
half-but it would take a machine rest or
scope to tell. I'd guess that the best that
could be expected from this pistol, if fired
from a machine rest wjth a c(j.refully se
lected load would be around an inch and a
half. On the range, from a solid freestyle
position, I'd expect good shooters could
average two to two and a half inches.

Now when you compare that to target
dimensionS, out ther.e in the distance,
you'll begin to get an understanding for
the problems facing the wheel gun shooter.
The chicken will enclose a six inch circle.
This pistol! ammo / good shooter
combination will only shoot four to five
inch groups at 50 meters. Ignoring head,
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WILSON'S GUN SHOP
101 Public Square

Berryvil.le, Ark. 72616
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"COMBAT SHOOTERS"
COMBAT .45 ACCESSORIES
Laka blue mags. with pad $10.00
Laka stainless mags with pad 15.00
Extended thumb safety 18.50
Extended slide release 20.00
Extended magazine release 16.00

Exchange 12.00
NM long adj. trigger 12.95
Pachmayr GM-45C grips 17.50
Pachmayr Bor Chousing 9.75
Dwyer group-gripper kit 17.50
Recoil buffer 10.00
Wolff 18~ HD recoil spring 2.50
Wolff 18~ HD spring kit 4.00
High-visibility fixed sights 20.00
(installed 2wk delivery-send slide only) 42.00
"WILSON COMBAT" T-shirt 5.95 (state size)

NO COOs - add $2.50 postage

We also offer complete combat
modifications - send 2-15 cent
stamps for complete picture
brochure.

p·········11
:faUJ~:
• HOLSTERS.
• Lawrence Holster # 14 •
• for revolvers and auto- •

matics is a flap-type

•
that offers better gun •
protection than any

•
other belt-style holster. •
Available at leading

•
dealers or bY mail. •
14 Plain

• 14B Basket •
Weave

•
(as Illustrated) •

14F Flower• •SEND FOR FREE CATALOG featuring custom- •
• made shooting equipment. plus over 100 hol

ster styles.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO••l.t.·.7••p.a; ;g.9~0i.l



tailor leg shots, there's not much room for
error. It's possible to click ten chicks-but I
o'nly did it once in nine matches. Sevens
and eights are more likely. As the chicken
is the biggest target (as far as angle sub
tended goes), things get worse farther
down range. The four to five inch group on
the chickens equates to eight to ten min
utes of angle. Compared to the chicken's

eleven minute girth, the turkey is tiny, as
the body is but six minutes tall. The other
two fall in between in size. In those nine
matches I only cleaned one bank of any of
the other animals-and that was five
turkeys. ,

Looking back through my records for
those nine matches, I find I did worse than
one would expect from simple trigonom-

etry. The problem wasn't due to limited
knockdown. Save for a couple of rams
tagged with the 180 grain Federal loading,
every target hit went down.

As far as the mechanics of shooting go,
the pistol handled well; the crisp trigger,
big grips, and long sight radius are definite
aids to good scores. The long barrel helps
in another way as, with a leather blast

BULLET POWDER CHARGE GROUP SIZE-INCHES + VELOCITY-FPS- BRASS REMARKS
GRS MAX MIN MEAN AVE VAR

180 HP Federal factory 2.92 1.25 2.01 1730 91 cases fall out-
doesn't take rams
down well.

200 Hornady HP H4227 .24.4 2.83 1.63 2.28 1391 44 Federal cases fall out.
240 HP Frontier factory 2.73 2.06 2.40 1331 43 cases fall out.
240 HP Federal factory 2.04 1.24 1.68 1355 36 same.
240 Speer SP 2400 22.2 2.55 1.32 1.88 1424 50 Frontier cases fall out.
240 Hornady FMJ 296 22.2 2.21 1.92 2.09 1336 37 Remington ejects easily.
240 Sierra HC H4227 24.4 3.37 1.90 2.83 1472 33 Frontier compressed Ioad-

couldn't crimp
properly.

265 Hornady FP HIIO 22.6 2.85 2.11 2.47 1404 24 Frontier same.
240 Cast SoNC H4227 24.4 2.72 1.62 2.03 1514 58 Frontier ejects easily; RCBS

mold 4·240·SoNC.

+ Three five·shot groups fired at 25 yards from a sand·bagged rest using open Sights.
'Instrumental at 10 feet, measured with Oehler M33 and sky screens.
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shield, I was able to shoot my usual Creed
moor position and eliminate a lot of
shooter error.

At my first match this spring, I managed
a 29x40 with a 200 grain load and, as I
missed three chickens and a pig, I figured a
little attention to details would put me in
the thirties in short order.

It didn't happen. Try as I might, my
scores got worse as summer moved in
even a half dozen practice and sighting-in
sessions tossed in between the matches
didn't help. I don't think it was me, as even
after shooting my worst ever with the
Abilene (l6x40), I went 38x40 with my
unlimited.

I still don't know for sure why my match
performance was so much below what one
would expect from the pistol's pedigree
and the bench test results, bu t I think I
know the cause.

Summer. It just gets damn hot out here
and the pistol seemed to go berserk as it
got hot. Now I don't mean touch it and say,
"That's hot" hot, but smoking, "blister
you-if-you-touch-it" hot. On one pleasant
lIO° day I was shooting two to three foot
diameter groups down on the rams. Yet, in
cool weather, or if allowed to cool, as when
testing from the bench, it was alright.
Perhaps the tremendous expansion from
the high temps put the pistol in some sort
of a bind-I don't know.

I do know that after the ejector housing
fell off, I cleaned that aforementioned
bank of turkeys and, according to my
spotter, I was shooting nice tight groups
down by the rams. Unfortunately, they
weren't all on the animal.

I sent the pistol back to its owner after
that. I can't compete in my class out here
with that sort of performance. What
should you do? Well, the pistol has a lot of
promise .,. Maybe it was just the one I
had-or maybe it's cooler where .....
you shoot. ~

I enclose $1.00 for Discover Reloading booklet.

Find out what you need, what you must know,
what you must do before you start reloading.
Send $1.00 to NRMA, Suite 300, 1221 SW.
Yamhill, Portland, OR 97205. National Reload
ing Manufacturers Association.

First step to ~~.~
Reloading

Editor's Note: Since this was written,
Mossberg (through their AIG division)
has taken over the Abilene. Ron Fine of
Mossberg tells me that they will be
producing a Silhouette version, but the
exact barrel length had not been deter
mined as yet.

Name _

Distributor of
Hogue Monogrips@

Power Custom
GRAND MASTER DELUXE

with Hogue
Monogrips~

POWER CUSTOM, INC.
P.O. Box 1604
Dept. 11

Independence, MO 64055

National combat champions rely on the expertise
of Ron Power to produce customized firearms
worthy of the user's potential.

Now Ron Power has extended his services
for the serious competitor one step further
by offering specialized tools and customized
patented parts.

Send $2.00 for an illustrated brochure of
services and Power Accuracy Products.

NOW YOU CAN
COMPETE
WITH THE
POWER ADVANTAGE

CHOOSE A WINNER

\ Hand crafted, fully
lined, leg & hammer
tieaowns, 24 loops.
Prompt Shipment.

Specify waist $49.80 p.p. Cashier's
size Gun make, check or money or·
bbl. length & der. Please add $2.00
caliber. extra for 7v," bbl.

Send $1.00 for complete catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX sn AH LAREDO, TX 78040

• sHbOTEBSr:SimTs .
30097 Via Velez PI., Dept.AH-780, Temecula, CA 92390
(CA res. all 6% sales tax)(Foreign orders add 25% postage)
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HANDGUNNER
BOOKS

Dept. 59-H7
591 Camino de la Reina.
San Diego, Ca, 92108

Please send copy(ies) of
A GUIDE TO HANDMADE
KNIVES at $9,50 each with 50c
postage and handling per copy.

1- - - - ~OUPO-; - - --,
I Please send me more information on the product II advertised here. I
I Name I

Address

I City State Zip I
I Mall coupon 10: I

Dynamit Nobel of America. Inc.

I 105 Stonehurst Court. Northvale. NJ 07647 I
do Sporting Arms Division

1 7~0.!...1

For almost 50 years the RWS 22 cal. car·
tridge has been relied upon by winners of
Olympic Games and World champion
ships as well as by experienced hunters.

RWS Rimfire cartridges are uniquely
packaged to reveal at a glance the
number of shots already made and to per
mit the easy removal of each cartridge
without excessive handling and friction.
As a result, the bullet's grease covering
remains untouched, assuring the ultimate
accuracy of the weapon..

The unequalled excellence of the Sinoxid
priming composition used in RWS
cartridges assures preservation of the
gun barrel.

The absolute precision function and
uniformity of the RWS Rimfire cartridge
will give you a perfect match!

Ask your local dealer about our full line of
RWS Rimfire cartridges or write to
Dynamit Nobel of America.

Dqnamit Nobel

•••

.22 short uR2Su . here's a very
special match cartridge for the
event Rapid Fire Pistol. Its
minimum recoil, high precision,
accurate function and uniformity
makes it a special Match Cartridge.

.22 long rifle uRSOu . the special
Match cartridge for competition
shooting, long used by those
winning world championships,
selling world records and
achieving Olympic victories.

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC.
105 Slonehursl Court, Northvale. New Jersey 07647

Phone (201) 767-1660' Telex 134-405

No collector's library should be without
this invaluable reference as it explores the
extraordinary quality of the Guildmakers'
artistry and craftsmanship in their knife
work. Personal accounts by members of
the Guild are a source of great interest as
they cover such topics as investing in
handmade knives; knife collecting; custom
knives; the techniques and materials used
by Guildmakers; and the selection and
commission of a handmade knife. Receive
your copy today for only $9.50 plus 50e STATE ZIP
postage and handling. .

~-------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

rA Guide To------
HANDMADE KNIVES
THE OFFICIAL DIRECTORY
OFTHE KNIFEMAKERS GUILD

COMMENTS
ON COOPER

GEORGIA CLUB'
GOING IPSC
First, let me say thanks for a great
magazine. As. a subscriber, I eagerly
await each issue. Would it be possible
for you to print the following
announcement for me? The Georgia
Practical Pistol Association is now
forming an affiliation with IPSC
(International Practical Shooting
Confederation). Interested clubs or
individuals should contact: D. Noel
Cook, 1806 Normandie Lane, Albany,
GA, 31707. The phone is
(912) 439-1790 after 7:00 p.m. I
believe this would be of interest to
readers in this part of the country.
I am currently president of the
Albany Regional pistol club and have
been in contact with Jeff Cooper.
Your cooperation would be a great
help to us as we'd like to see practical
pistol shooting grow.

D. Noel Cook
Albany, Georgia

In regards to your Sept/Oct 1979
issue; I enjoyed it very much. There
are a couple of things though. I take
exception to a few things on Jeff
Cooper's .45 Myths article. First, the
accuracy part. Most people can't
obtain satisfactory accuracy with the
.45 ACP. The Colt Government
models have poor sights. I feel that
this point was glossed over too
quickly at the end of the article. As
they come from the factory, the sights
are inadequate. Secondly, I think that
Mr. Cooper is out to lunch on his
modification requirements. You're
supposed to get an ambidextrous
safety and an extended slide release.
At this stage of the game, it's about
all you can do to shoot it. For a
decent competition gun, a few other
accessories are nice. The following is
a price breakdown in Canadian
money. A 1911 Al is $250 for the gun,
$20 for the Pachmayr grips, $75.00
sights, $40 for the ambidextrous
safety and $35 for the slide release.
You can add a lot more if you're
going to do that to a Gold Cup. A
whole lot more outlay because the
Gold Cup already costs a lot. Trigger,
new bushing, etc. and you've got $500
or more in the thing. Add spare
magazines, etc. and it goes out of
sight. No, I must respectfully disagree
with Mr. Cooper. There are still a few
things wrong with the .45 that have to
be remedied ... they're not myths ...
they're realities.

Bill McChesney
Downs, OntariQ
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 25¢ per word insertion including name and address. Payable in advance.
Minimum ad 14 words. Closing date Sept/Oct issue (on sale July) is May 14. Print carefully
and mail to THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino Reina, Suite 200, San
Diego, California 92108.

ACCESSORIES
SILENCERS: PISTOLS, RIFLES. Professional construc
tioD plans. Simple, detailed drawings. Send $1. Ernest, Box
166M, Brooklyn, NY 11226.

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS! Jones Extended
Magazine Release for Colt .45 Autos. Fast release of
magazine! Large, non-slip stainless steel, checkered button.
Easily installed. Detachable. Instructions included. $19.95
Postpaid. N.Y. Residents add 7% sales tax. Overseas add 50¢.
Jim's Flye Shoppe, RD. #1, Fredonia, N.Y. 14063.

MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder, VG, $14.
Excellent, $16. Unused, $18. Postpaid. Lane (AHG), 6832
Sulz-Rothis, Austria.

AMMUNITION
RELOADERS, WE ARE YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR
VOLUME RELOADING, TOOLS, PARTS, ACCESSO
RIES, SUPPLIES, SERVICE, INFORMATION. UP
DATED BOUND CATALOG-$3.00. PAUL JONES,
RELOADING SPECIALIST, BOX #1087A, SAN
FERNANDO, CA 91340.

BRASS-.223 military-$15.00 per 1000, .45 ACP-$35.00 per
1000, .308 military-$22.00 per 1000, .38 special-$35.00 per
1000. ALL ONCE-FIRED. SHIPPING U.P.S. COLLECT.
WIDENER'S, 2309 Nave, Johnson City, Tenn. 37601.

BOOKS
COLT'S SAA POST-WAR MODELS by Geo. Garton. All
info verified by COLT! History, scarce or rare models,
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs, commemora
tives + MORE! $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* * *

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A volume that will be a
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!!
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108* *

SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A guide to the selection,
modification and use of firearms and related devices for
defense, food gathering, etc. $12.50 (hardbound) + $1.50 post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108* *

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data
tables and symbols. $24.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108**

U.S. CARTS & THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE A UTHORITY reference manual on the mod
ern, unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* * *

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over
and more. $8.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

NEW BOOKS FOR THE EIGHTIES FROM PALADIN
PRESS: survival poaching, getting even with your enemies,
unusual combat methods, surviving a nuclear war, FBI
handbook, knife fighting, explosives, self-defense, scouting
techniques, police tactics, detective home study manual, plus
much more. Catalog $1.00. Paladin Press, Box 1307-AHC,
Boulder, CO 80306.

THE TACTICAL SKILLS OF HAND-TO-HAND
COMBAT! Super-manual on the secrets of gut-fighting to
WIN when your life is at stake! C.I.A., F.B.I. and Navy
SEAL personnel have received this GEM! $7 to: Bradley J.
Steiner, P.O. Box 9612, Phoenix, AZ 85068.

SEAL/Special Forces Garrotte-the finest made! $16. Tactics
of Combat Handgun Shooting (Manual) $5. Bradley J.
Steiner, P.O. Box 9612, Phoenix, AZ 85068.

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York, NY 10022,
Department E.

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUS
TRATED POLICE CATALOG B-PEC. DEPT. AH 128. 9889

ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CALIFORNIA 90706.

.BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Buy ~,500 impulse-appeal products at-below-wholesale
prices. Sell to others at Big Profits. $2.00 brings color catalog.
Dept. AH, Ronsom, 8910 Twin Trails, San Diego, CA 92129.

EMBLEMS
CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 93, Littleton, New Hampshire
03561.

FIREWORKS
CANNON FUSE, 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00,
34 feet $3.00, 58 feet $5.00 Postpaid. Catalog 25¢. Zeller
Enterprises, Drawer W-27, Wickenburg, AZ 85358.

BEER CAN MORTAR Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000 yards.
Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH
03061.

PYROTECHNICAL: NOW AT LAST, detailed construc
tion procedures and fonnulas on many pyrotechnical devices
from Blockbusters to Roman Candles. Parts and chemical
service. For catalog send $1.00 to Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A
Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

FIREWORKS-Over 100 items. Top quality, lowest prices,
catalog 50¢. Pyro-Sonic Devices, Box 711, Dept. AH, Grand
Haven, MI 49417.

FOR SALE
Royal Bengal Tiger Rug, 10 ft. Original owner. Perfect
condition. Complete documentation available. Available for
showing end of Jan. $12,000.00 Call: (213) 822-5566.

GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set, full color.
Collection of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Aber
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc. Printed on heavy duty
stock. $9.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept
CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

Order your "Life Insurance by Smith & Wesson" T-shirt
now! Only $5.95 plus $1 Postage. Colt also available. Specify
make and size. Shadowshirts, Box 55045, Dept. AH, Little
Rock, AR 72205.

"DISCOVER THE OLD WEST". TOP QUALITY
GUNLEATHER FOR BEST PRICES-SEND $1.00 FOR
OUR CATALOG PLUS A $1.00 MERCHANDISE CER
TIFICATE GOOD ON YOUR 1ST ORDER OLD WEST
INC., P.O. BOX 2030, CHULA VISTA, CA 92012.

MAUSER BROOMHANDLE BARREL-EXTENSION
UNITS. 16V. inch barrel length, 9MM Parabellum. Guaran
teed functioning. $138. Postpaid. Custom order basis ($25
down). C Z ARMS, 5205 Hammersley Road, Madison, Wis.
53711.

GUNS FOR SALE
Notice. A gun that shoots around corners. Need proof? I'll
send you a print and proof. Send $2.00 to: Cole, P.O. Box
31303, Charleston, S.C. 29407.

"GUNS AVAILABLE AT WHOLESALE AND MAN
UFACTURER'S PRICES." Confidential Suppliers List
$3.00. Horton, Box 08332, Milwaukee, Wis. 53208.

GUNSMITHING
S&W, RUGER DOUBLE ACTION WORK. REVOLVER
CUSTOM ACTION OPTION PACKAGES AVAILABLE.
SPECIALIZING IN S&W MDL 39/59 WORK,
FEATURING 9MM POLICE SERVICE OPTION FOR
DUTY OR COMPETITION. LOWEST RATES IN MID
WEST FOR QUALITY WORKMANSHIP. ALL WEAP
ONS TEST FIRED. SEND LARGE SASE PLEASE, FOR
COMPLETE CUSTOM OPTION/SERVICES PRICE
LIST; K&K SPECIALTIES, RR #2, P.O. BOX 39, 20
BRIAN LANE, DAWSON, ILLINOIS 62520.

Your S&W 28 converted to 45 Colt 44 Mag. David Woodruff,
Box 5, Bear, Delaware 19701.

Colt .45 Auto Combat Conversions, Sight Installations,
Repair. Steven Brown, Custom Pistolsmith, 8810 Rocky
Ridge Road, Indianapolis, IN 46217.

INSTRUCTION

THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert
your 27A-lor 27A-5 Thompson to full auto. No parts to buy,
no machining, only minor changes done in minutes. Cyclic
rate 650 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H & H. P.O.
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064.

"HOW TO THROW THE KNIFE"-Our simple
instructions show you how-only $2.95. KNIFE, Box 2085,
Carolina, P.R 00630.

REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, MOO, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many ot.hers. Send $3.00
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. New
Jersey-N.Y.C.-Philadelphia Area Only. N.P.I. is now accept
ing applications for the instruction of qualified students in
the Basic Practical Skills of Modern Defensive Pistolcraft.
For infonnation and application send $1.00 to: NORTH
EAST PISTOL INSTITUTE, P.O. Box H-453, Union, NJ
07083.

KNIVES & SWORDS
Boot knife with 5" double edged 440 stainless blade, spring
clip quick release sheath $30.00. Smokey Mountain Tooth
pick, 5" stainless double edged blade, belt sheath $25; S&W
survival knife with' hollow handle $49; Fred's Knife Works,
1227 Baxley, Longview, Texas 75604; Texas residents add 5%
state tax.

, ~.

H..
MILITARY SURPLUS

J -E-E-P-S-$19.30!-c-A-R-S-$13.50! -650,000 ITEMS!
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-MOST COMPREHEN
SIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE TELLs HOW, WHERE
TO BUY-YOUR AREA-$2-MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE-"GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
SERVICES," DEPARTMENT UF-3, BOX 99249, SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109.

MISCELLANEOUS
TEST QUESTIONS FOR UNINSPECTED TOWING
VESSELS EXAM. INLAND, WESTERN $20.00 EACH.
MARITIME SUPPLIES, P.O. BOX 24067, NEW OR
LEANS, LA 70184.

Your Personalized Custom Made Hand Stamp, Hardened
Tool Steel, 1/16" Letters. SSAE Custom Stamps, Box 5, Bear,
DE 19701.

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

ATTENTION, SURVIVALISTS: STORAGE FOODS~

FREEZE DRIED and NITROGEN PACKED FRUITS,
VEGETABLES and MEATS. HIGH IN NUTRITION and
TASTE. STORES INDEFINITELY. Storing MOUNTAIN
HOUSE Freeze Dried Foods is an economical and convenient
way to protect your family's future, come what may. For
more infonnation send $1 (redeemable on first order) to:
FOOD FOR THOUGHT, Route 2, Box 79A, Shawano,
Wisconsin 54166, AH-1.

"Lonely, troubled, depressed"? Friendly personal counselling
by Rev. Peggy Williams, Box 6392, San Diego, CA 92106. ($10
and stamped addressed envelope please.)

GUN COLLECTION checks-Bank checks picturing classic
guns. Personalized with name, address and bank identifica
tion. Write for free sample. Texas Bank Note Company
(Dept. A), Box 1938, Houston, Texas 77001.

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $28.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243-AH, St. Paul,
Minn.

CROSSBOWS-MAGNUM POWER, British made, up to
175 lbs. draw. Catalog $1.00. B&P Barnett (Canada), 68
TUmbleweed, London, Ontario N6E 2N8.

GENUINE DEERSKIN-Fashion Wear, Buckskins,
Moccasins. Finest Indian Jewelry Available-Elk Horn &
Bear Claw Products-Belt Buckles, Hundreds. Color Catalog
$2.00 refundable. Mari-Sene Trading, Box IOAG, Belle
Plaine, IA 52208.

"TOP SECRET REGISTRY OF U.S. GOVERNMENT
RADIO FREQUENCIES (25 to 470 MHz)" Unique book
lists 3,800+ frequencies: FBI, Border Patrol, Immigration,
Customs, FCC, ATF, Treasury, Secret Service, military, etc.
$4.95 ppd. CRB RESEARCH, Box 56-HG, Commack, NY
11725.

YOUR PERMIT TO HAVE AND CARRY GUNS: GUAR
ANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION. WALLET SIZE.
SEND $2.00. EKSEN, AH, BOX 14871, LAS VEGAS, NE
VADA 89114.
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thehagger
No matter how you look at it, THE COBRA LIGHTWEIGHT ANKLE HOLSTER with steel loop is a real

beauty! • Superbly hand-finished with imported oils • Fine quality, top grain leather. Fully molded to your own
gun specifications; made to fit all 2 in., 2\12 in., 3 in. revolvers and small and medium automatics. Genuine

lambswoollining to cushion contact points • Steel reinforced thumb snap release • Two inch
Velcro strip, fully leather-covered

the
hagger

exclusively by Cobra
1865 New Highway

Farmingclale, NY 11735
516-752·8544

$29.95
Add 7'J, saJes tax If
New vort resident

Add ltl% for sIIIppIac " hudllDa
All Cobra products
can be purchased

through your local
dealer or from
Cobra dIrect.

Sead $1 for Color CataIotl
Wodd'. futllt growbIa.................

....r.etuer.
MaIu!n 01 GUNSKIN:o



Four times the quality in
rugged, well built, finely
finished, accurate
revolvers for all types
of blackpowder
handgunners.
The Rogers & Spencer Standard Model ...
Authentic reproduction of the late-Civil War .44
caliber revolver.
The Target Model Rogers & Spencer ... Same
great handgun with special target sights for
X-pert shooting.
The Nickel-Plated Rogers & Spencer ... the
R & S with a nickel finish that has been polished
to a brilliant, rust resistant shine.
The Rogers & Spencer Revolver Kits ... same
overall design in either pre-assembled and
pre-blued for ease in reconstruction and to
prevent rusting in shipment; or, disassembled
for those who really like to build from the
ground up.

r- - - - - - - - - - -.- - -.,
: Name: :

I Address: I

:C~ :
I State: I

:~~ :
: Phone: I

IL ...I

See for yourself how the winners do it
... send $1.00 for a fully illustrated

catalog to EUROARMS OF AMERICA
1501 Lenoir Drive, Winchester, '

Virginia 22601.
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